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INTRODUCTION

This document describes the radar data acquired during the BIOSAR campaign carried out in October
2008 in Northern Sweden. The main objective of the BIOSAR campaign is summarised and a description
of the flight campaign and the acquired airborne and ground data are given.
In the frame of its Earth Observation Envelope Programme of the European Space Agency (ESA),
BIOSAR supports geophysical algorithm development, their calibration and validation as well as the
simulation of future space-borne Earth Observation missions.
The next generation of ESA Earth Observation satellites include a series of innovative satellites dedicated
to a specific application. BIOSAR supports the current selected candidate Earth Explorer Mission
BIOMASS. The main objective of BIOMASS is the estimation of forest biomass in order to support carbon
modelling using longer wavelength.
The BIOSAR 2008 campaign collects in-situ and airborne SAR in support of decisions being taken on
satellite instrument configurations for the BIOMASS satellite mission. In addition it provides an important
database for the study of longer term mission concepts. While the BIOSAR 2007 campaign collected data
with the objective to investigate the effect of temporal decorrelation at P-band with 100MHz and 6MHz
bandwidth in southern Sweden, BIOSAR 2008 recorded data at boreal forests with strong topographic
effects in northern Sweden to investigate the effect on forest height estimation and radar backscatter
signal variation.
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TEST SITE DESCRIPTION AND GROUND MEASUREMENTS

3.1

Test site description

The main objective with BIOSAR 2008 was to record SAR data over boreal forests with topographic
effects to investigate the effect on biomass retrieval. In addition, the forest should exhibit characteristics
typical for more northern latitudes in contrast to the BIOSAR 2007 campaign conducted in southern
Sweden at the Remningstorp test site, found in a fairly flat landscape.
The test site selected for the BIOSAR 2008 campaign was a forested area in the Vindeln municipality,
situated in the province of Västerbotten in northern Sweden about 50 km northwest of Umeå. Almost all
part of the forests mapped by E-SAR is confined within Krycklan River catchment, which covers 6700 ha in
total.

The border of Krycklan catchment is overlaid on the map and it covers approximately 67 km2. The Vindeln
municipality can be seen just outside to the southwest. The grid on the map is 5 km by 5 km. (  Map:
Lantmäteriverket Gävle).
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A view of the topographic variations and land cover of Krycklan catchment and the immediate vicinity
presented in the left and right figure, respectively [1].

Location of the Krycklan catchment on top of a quaternary deposits map (1:100 000) provided by the
Geological Survey of Sweden (SGU), Uppsala, Sweden. The black dots are stream sampling sites used in
research projects. The bolder blue line indicates the measured stream segments and the thinner line stream
segments without measurements (Courtesy: Anneli Ågren, SLU).

Krycklan catchment has been extensively used for research in various multidisciplinary programs. The
focus since the early 1980’s has been on forest hydrology, biogeochemical cycling, the role of acid
deposition on stream water chemistry and more recently the influence of climate on aquatic ecology. To
date almost 20 Ph.D. theses and more than 120 peer-reviewed papers in international scientific journals
have resulted from these activities, e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4]. Information about the Krycklan Catchment Study
(KCS) are also available from Internet [5], [6].
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Krycklan catchment includes one part of Vindeln Experimental Forests, i.e. Svartberget Experimental
Forest (64° 14’ N, 19° 46’). It belongs to the unit for field-based forest research at the Faculty of Forest
Sciences, Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU) [7]. The unit was established in 2004 and is
responsible for all the experimental forests and field-based research stations, together with all long-term
field trials, that are directly owned or under control by the faculty. Remningstorp used for BIOSAR 2007,
on the other hand, is organized and operated as an independent foundation for research purposes with the
forested land managed by the Forestry Society’s Estate Management Company. Most of the forestry
studies taking place at Remningstorp over the years have, however, in fact also been defined and
conducted by SLU.

The unit for field-based forest research at SLU operates a few research stations and experimental forests in
Sweden but also a large number of long-term field trials all over the country (left). Vindeln Experimental Forests
is dominated by two large areas on the opposite side of the Vindel River (“Vindelälven”), i.e. Kulbäcksliden on
the western and Svartberget on the eastern side. The size of the two areas are 1455 ha and 1076 ha,
respectively, and both of them have been in operation since they were established in 1923 [8], [9]. The
landowner for both sites is the state-owned forest company Sveaskog.

Mixed coniferous forest is the dominating forest type in the experimental forests in Vindeln. The bedrock
consists almost entirely of gneiss. The dominating soil is moraine with variations in thickness. The climate
conditions are an important limiting factor with respect to the northern location of the forests. The region is
considered to be in between a coastal and an inland climate.
The ground mapping defined for the BIOSAR 2008 E-SAR missions over Krycklan catchment also resulted
in that most of the experimental forest Svartberget was covered by those imaging swaths having a long
extension in azimuth. The forest stand numbering for Svartberget is a part of all numbers used for stands
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found within the whole catchment. This larger area (6700 ha) has a mix of forest companies and private
landowners.

Map of the 1076 ha large experimental forest Svartberget (left). The shown forest stands 1 - 152 on the map
originate from a standwise delineation made in 1990. It has been replaced and updated and is not valid for
BIOSAR 2008. The same area is highlighted on the aerial photo by a slightly darker intensity for the greyscale
modulation (right). The experimental forest is primarily found in the sector from west to south relative the
middle point of Krycklan catchment. The main office building of the research station is depicted in red and
found along a road just on the border to forest stand 3 on the map (440190 E, 7124830N in UTM Zone 34).

When the test site for BIOSAR 2008 was decided the process to get approvals to map and operate E-SAR
in this area during the scheduled time period was initiated. One of the main paperwork issues was to get a
permission to transmit at the three frequency bands planned for the campaign, i.e. P-, L- and X-band.

3.1.1

Digital Elevation Model of the Test Site

The existing Digital Elevation Model (DEM) covering the whole of Sweden is fairly coarse, i.e. having a
grid size of 50 m by 50 m. The height accuracy of the DEM is claimed to be 2 m or better. The geo-coding
of E-SAR slant range imagery results performed by DLR is based on this height data. Upon request and
specification provided by DLR a coarse DEM was obtained from the National Land Survey of Sweden
(“Lantmäteriverket”, “Lantmäteriet” or “LMV”) [10]. This product is commercial and subject to a license
agreement. The data set purchased is therefore a single user license with DLR defined as the end-user. In
case other research groups working with BIOSAR 2008 data are interested in this DEM product they have
to order their own data set using the information and point of contacts found at the web site [10]. The area
of interest to be included by the coarse DEM was defined by DLR in UTM Zone 34 coordinates according
to:
•

N 7130000 - E 436000 (Upper left corner, North-West)

•

N 7118000 - E 448000 (Lower right corner, South-East)
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The high resolution lidar based DEM acquired as part of the BIOSAR 2008 project is available without any
commercial restrictions. It has a grid size of 0.5 m by 0.5 m. The airborne lidar acquisition had focus on
mapping the whole of Krycklan to get full flexibility later on to position the E-SAR coverage arbitrary over
the forest stands present within the watershed borders. This DEM has, however, not enough with data
points outside Krycklan and can therefore not be used to geo-code the full E-SAR ground scenes which
reach little beyond the border. Another lidar based DEM from 2006 covering the catchment is available at
SLU. It has a coarser grid of 10 m by 10 m but the same limitation with lack of available height values
close to but outside the area.

3.1.2

SWEPOS GPS Reference Data

In the post-processing to retrieve an accurate flight track of the E-SAR platform reference GPS data
registered at a well-known fixed position on ground were provided by SWEPOS during BIOSAR 2008. The
SWEPOS system is the Swedish national network of reference stations for GPS data and is operated by
LMV [11]. The network consists presently of 26 complete and 125 simplified stations distributed over the
the country. To achieve redundancy and reliable data access, the complete stations are equipped with two
parallel GPS receiving systems and the power supply is also built to handle failures like power outages for
a period of up to 48 hours. In addition, the GPS antenna is here mounted on pillars that are made of
concrete and are placed on solid bedrock, often at high altitudes where the obstacles are in low elevations.
The simplified stations have less redundancy and the antennas often mounted on available buildings with
the supporting equipment indoors.

The complete SWEPOS GPS station Umeå is shown to the left whereas the antenna of the simplified station
Vindeln can be seen in the photo to the right. (Photos from [11]).

Data from five complete SWEPOS GPS stations and five simplified were requested for all time windows
when detailed positioning was needed for the BIOSAR activities, i.e. all E-SAR flights and measurements
of the deployed trihedral positions. The data were made available on a daily subscription basis and could
be downloaded from an ftp-server at LMV. The main criterion to select the stations was to encompass the
region of interest, i.e. Krycklan test site as well as Umeå airport used by the Dornier DO 228 aircraft with
the E-SAR system installed onboard.

The position figures available for the different stations are given in the reference system SWEREF 99
which is the Swedish realisation of ETRS 89 (the European Terrestrial Reference System 1989).
17/03/2010
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Station
Holmsund
Ratan
Skellefteå
Umeå
Vilhelmina

Latitude (SWEREF 99)
63° 40’ 22.239643”
63° 59’ 8.117625”
64° 52’ 45.101355”
63° 34’ 41.291434”
64° 41’ 52.241600”

Longitude (SWEREF 99)
20° 23’ 19.116759”
20° 53’ 44.037024”
21° 2’ 53.825257”
19° 30’ 34.531848”
16° 33’ 35.733914”

Height (ellipsoidal, m)
32.4236
31.3303
81.1970
54.4984
449.9356

Station
Bastuträsk
Bjuröklubb
Burträsk
Lycksele
Vindeln

Latitude (SWEREF 99)
64° 47’ 33.692708”
64° 28’ 50.106459”
64° 31’ 2.390528”
64° 35’ 9.256421”
64° 12’ 8.011756”

Longitude (SWEREF 99)
20° 2’ 11.93729”
21° 34’ 29.691248”
20° 39’ 31.193565”
18° 42’ 10.968985”
19° 42’ 50.552947”

Height (ellipsoidal, m)
274.8467
69.2536
118.8323
253.9710
217.9642

In contrast to BIOSAR 2007 the density of SWEPOS stations was considered to be sufficient by DLR and
therefore there was no need to deploy an extra GPS receiver on ground close to the airport or at the test
site to register data during the E-SAR missions.

Locations of SWEPOS GPS stations in the region where the BIOSAR 2008 experiment were undertaken. The
map shows the situation in November 2008 and the new facilities in Fredrika, Norrbäck, and Nyliden were not
in full operation one month earlier. (Map from [11]).

The differential GPS post-processing was carried out by DLR for both the E-SAR flights and the position
measurements of all targets deployed on ground. By using the same software any differences in
parameter settings could be avoided and hence reduce the risk to introduce small unintentional errors in
the output result.

3.1.3

Areas for Radar Reflector Deployment at the Test Site

When the E-SAR coverage of parts of Krycklan had been decided the work to find suitable open areas for
deployment of radar reflectors was initiated. Based on an aerial photo covering all defined E-SAR swaths
potential open areas were identified by FOI and DLR. People from the research station at Svartberget
17/03/2010
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went to check the present conditions and sent back captured photos. By this iterative procedure the
preferred candidates for the reflector deployment were selected and the landowners could be contacted in
advance of the experiment for areas located outside the experimental forest Svartberget. This was
especially important for some of the locations where the vegetation close the reflector had to be cleared in
preparation to or after the deployment, ranging from very small trees up to a few single large trees.

Based on the locations of the E-SAR swaths in the defined flight program for BIOSAR 2008 two main regions
were identified where radar reflectors should be deployed in open areas, here marked by the red circles. The
yellow circle points out the main building of the Svartberget Research Station. (Aerial photo from www.eniro.se,
 Aerial photo: Lantmäteriverket Gävle).

FOI planned to provide four 5 m large trihedrals but this time without the smooth inner surfaces available
in Remningstorp during BIOSAR 2007. The units available there were originally used in support to the
calibration and validation phase of the Japanese ALOS radar satellite operating at L-band. The coarser
mesh now planned for BIOSAR 2008 was recognized to be sufficient for reliable results on P-band but on
the limit for L-band because of the larger mesh dimensions as well as the overall unevenness of each
side, assembled using three individual squares and three triangles as well as aluminum L-profiles along
the edges as reinforcement. Some indications that this trihedral type could work properly also at L-band
were given by comparisons in the E-SAR data from Remningstorp 2007, where one trihedral not modified
for ALOS was available (for the FOI CARABAS-II VHF SAR sensor) but not used in the BIOSAR 2007
SAR data analysis. To avoid any doubts of the results obtained at L-band in Krycklan DLR also provided
two 1.5 radar reflectors. In addition, four 90 cm reflectors were also shipped from DLR to be used for the
X-band interferometric SAR data acquisitions.
The 5 m and the 1.5 m reflectors should be placed in open areas as close as possible to the centre of the
different swath widths. The idea was to place the two 1.5 m reflectors close to each other but with opposite
pointing directions (180° off) corresponding to the two headings planned for the E-SAR mapping of the
17/03/2010
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larger area with focus on Pol-InSAR for interferomteric and tomographic analysis. The two 5 m reflectors
deployed and optimized for the same imaging geometry were on the other hand well separated from each
other. The four 90 cm reflectors were also deployed in pairs with opposite pointing directions but now
instead found in near range and far range, respectively, or vice versa when E-SAR illuminated the scene
from the opposite side. The other 5 m reflectors were used for the two additional headings included in the
imaging of the smaller but most topographic area in the southeast.

The approximate locations of the ten radar reflectors deployed in Krycklan during BIOSAR 2008. The area up
in northwest is shown in the left aerial photo and the area in southeast in photo to the right. Corner reflectors
(CR) 1 to 4 indicate the large 5 m FOI reflectors, CR 5 to 6 the 90 cm DLR reflectors (two at each site) and CR
7 the two 1.5 m reflectors. (Aerial photo from www.eniro.se,  Aerial photo: Lantmäteriverket Gävle).

The work with deployment of the radar reflectors started on Monday 6 October. The areas seen on photos
only so far were visited together with staff members from Svartberget to decide on the more precise
location of each reflector. It was obvious that some clearing of the vegetation was necessary at some of
the reflector sites. The arrival of the DLR ground team on Wednesday 8 October increased the available
manpower to mount the largest reflectors and took also lead on the deployment of the smaller ones. All
preparations were completed in time before the first E-SAR flight mission scheduled for the afternoon on
Monday 13 October.
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Area for corner reflector CR1 (5m).

Area for corner reflector CR2 (5m).

Area for corner reflector CR3 (5m).

Area for corner reflector CR4 (5m).

Preparations for deployment of CR1

Preparations for deployment of CR1.
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Deployment of CR1.

Deployment of CR1.

A four wheeler all-terrain vehicle (ATV) from
Svartberget was in some cases needed to get the
trihedral pieces to the final locations, here CR3.

The required elevation for the large reflectors was
adjusted using two lift jacks in each corner and then the
trihedral rested on wooden structures, here CR4.

One of the large reflectors, CR2, could rest on the two
available lift jacks instead of a wooden structure.

All radar reflectors were prepared when the coordination
meeting was held in Umeå on Monday 13 October.
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Ground Measurements
Positioning of the Four Large Radar Reflectors in Krycklan

The four deployed 5 m trihedrals were planned to have the orientation and elevation angle figures found in
the following table and retrieved based on the E-SAR imaging geometries defined for BIOSAR 2008:
CR
#1
#2
#3
#4

Baseplane elevation angle
10°
10°
10°
10°

Look direction angle*
82°
127°
38°
218°

Azimuth angle*
352°
37°
308°
128°

* = The compass declination in Krycklan is about 6° east, i.e. 352° magnetic corresponds to 358° true north.

The four large trihedrals were left elevated in the same fixed position during the whole period, i.e. about
one week until the last E-SAR flight on Wednesday 15 October was brought to an end. It was more difficult
to perform fine adjustments during the deployment in Krycklan compared to Remningstorp where the
trihedral tilting mechanism was equipped with three different anchor points in the ground to which ropes
were connected to tighten the outer corners of the reflector structure. The orientation and elevation angles
(magnetic) were measured in more detail on Monday 13 and Tuesday 14 October to document the values
obtained, including any subsidence effects occurring after the final mechanical adjustments. The results
are summarized in the table below:
CR
#1
#2
#3
#4

Baseplane elevation angle
12°
10.7°
10.2°
11.2°

Look direction angle*
80.5°
126.6°
38°
217.5°

Horizontal
1.2°
1.4°
0.4°
0.6°

* = The compass declination in Krycklan is about 6° east, i.e. 308° magnetic corresponds to 314° true north.

Positioning of the apex for each 5 m trihedral was performed both before it was elevated and after the
campaign when it had been dismounted. In the former case the measurements were carried out using an
aluminium rod with a GPS antenna on top and raised to be well above the trihedral and thus have no
obstacles from the reflector structure itself at low satellite elevations. The antenna was positioned at a
height of 550 cm above the ground point on which the lower end of the rod rested. The trihedral structure
gave support to the rod during the measurements with some ropes attached to keep it in a fixed position.
In the measurements conducted after the campaign a marker was put into the ground at the apex before
the trihedral was lowered from its elevated position. When the trihedral had been dismounted a tripod with
a GPS antenna was positioned above the marker and registration of the data required for differential postprocessing was carried out. This method was recognized to be more reliable in terms of how accurate the
true apex point could be identified and therefore it was this data set that was provided to DLR. It is
estimated that the true apex position in elevated mode was correctly located and measured within an
uncertainty less than 10 cm. The smaller reflectors (90 cm and 1.5 m) were only positioned after they had
been removed with the GPS antenna mounted on a tripod. Four all ten reflector sites positioned this way
the antenna height above the apex point was noted and the each registration period was in the order of 30
minutes. The GPS receiver model used in all measurements was Ashtech Z-12.
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CR
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5A
#5B
#6A
#6B
#7A
#7B

Date
2008-10-17
2008-10-17
2008-10-17
2008-10-17
2008-10-16
2008-10-16
2008-10-16
2008-10-16
2008-10-16
2008-10-16

Registration time (UTC)
10:14:32 - 10:35:49
13:13:40 - 13:29:45
09:16:31 - 09:36:07
08:21:13 - 08:41:57
12:50:13 - 13:16:31
12:16:49 - 12:44:44
09:33:43 - 09:57:28
10:02:25 - 10:24:31
07:30:37 - 07:58:03
08:10:59 - 08:33:30

Positioning of radar reflector CR3 using a 550 cm long
aluminium rod with a GPS antenna mounted on the
top. Measurements carried out before the trihedral
was elevated according to the imaging geometry.
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GPS antenna height (cm)
137.0
137.0
137.0
136.0
140.0
132.8
149.8
149.8
137.5
132.8

Positioning of radar reflector CR2 after it had been
removed. A tripod with a GPS antenna mounted was
used and adjusted above the marked footprint of the
trihedral apex while elevated.

Selection of Forest Stands for Field Inventory

The whole Krycklan catchment could not be mapped by E-SAR with the total flight hours available during
the week scheduled for the campaign, including the ferry flights from and back to Oberpfaffenhofen in
southern Germany. A realistic core area for the E-SAR coverage in Krycklan was considered to be a
ground swath of 3 km (range) by 10 km (azimuth), obtained with one imaging pass at P-band, L-band or Xband. Besides SAR acquisitions at three different frequency bands in separate imaging passes the main
strip on ground should be mapped from two opposite look directions and for P- and L-band repeat this in 6
parallel tracks on each side with a given baseline spacing. The ground segment exhibiting most
topographic variations should also be mapped from two additional look directions. With the maximum
swath width for E-SAR this corresponds to a common circular area with a diameter of 3 km. The
registration length in azimuth could thus be reduced significantly for those two extra headings and a figure
of 4 km instead 10 km was prescribed to keep some margins.
Given all the constraints for the SAR mapping and available flight hours work was initiated to identify
where to position the main radar strip within Krycklan in the best way to fulfill the different campaign
objectives. In support to this work a 10 m by 10 m DEM was provided by SLU. This data set was retrieved
from a laser mapping of the whole catchment carried out in 2006. With access to this DEM the ground
slope distribution could be investigated. Using the same acquired laser data SLU also generated products
more related to the vegetation cover and represented on the same raster grid size, e.g. density (vegetation
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ratio) and forest heights maps. All such type of additional information describing the area was distributed
to the BIOSAR 2008 team members. A first draft version for the E-SAR coverage was agreed on at a
project meeting held at ESTEC on 27 March 2008 and primarily based on analyses of the ground slope
and forest height values. The suggested location for the 10 km long main radar strip had an orientation
from northwest toward southeast (or vice versa) in the azimuth (along-track) direction, with a centre line
passing about 1 km north of the Svartberget Research Station. Within the proposed imaged area the major
part of Svartberget experimental forest area was included. The most topographic variations for additional
radar look directions were found in the southeastern region and were thus selected for the mapping using
two additional flight headings with the E-SAR sensor, always looking to the left-hand side of the aircraft.

A DEM of the Krycklan area retrieved by SLU using data from a laser mapping conducted in 2006 (left). The
generated DEM has a posting of 10 m by 10 m but is here resampled. Based on this data set DLR calculated
the corresponding ground slope variations as a mean to facilitate the approximate positioning of the main 3 km
(range) by 10 km (azimuth) E-SAR coverage planned for P-, L- and X-band (right).
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Forest height estimates retrieved by SLU from the laser mapping of Krycklan conducted in 2006 and
represented on the same original grid size as the DEM. The red rectangle shows the 3 km by 10 km main ESAR imaging swath proposed for BIOSAR 2008. The central part within the two smaller white rectangles
covers the ground area selected for studies of topographic effects on biomass estimation and planned to be
mapped from totally four different look directions.

The next step was to make a more detailed analysis of the conditions within the main strip and check
whether a sufficient number of forest stands for field inventory could be identified, with the variability in
biomass ranging from low to high values as well as being found on ground surface from a few different
slope classes. In the order of 30 forest stands were expected to be surveyed and defined based on the
requirements from the BIOSAR 2008 project. In addition, about 100 more circular sample plots were
planned to be undertaken during the same field inventory period by other SLU projects and thus not
necessarily within the E-SAR mapped areas or with focus on stand levels. However, these extra in-situ
samples will be used as additional training data for the biomass retrieval to be conducted for the new laser
mapping planned for Krycklan catchment in 2008.
In the process to search for useful forest stands within the main strip the products generated from the laser
data acquired in 2006 were the main information source. Consecutive compartments of 80 m by 80 m
were investigated for the slope class with the stem volume calculated based on regression models
provided by SLU and applied on the corresponding laser data. These results were then matched with the
standwise delineation available to get a priority list among all stands to ensure a good stratification with
respect to both slope and stem volume (biomass).
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Within the forested area to be mapped there is a mix of landowners. The only standwise delineation
covering the whole catchment and available at that time (June 2008) was generated from an automatic
segmentation using the laser data from 2006 in combination with a SPOT-5 satellite image to retrieve the
tree species composition. Work was, however, in progress at SLU to use recent aerial photos instead and
compile a more accurate standwise delineation but this was not completed until the fall of 2008. Hence,
there were some uncertainties to be taken care of by the field team when the inventory started in in late
June. Silvicultural activities could have changed the forest conditions significantly since the laser scanning
and the delineation borders available could show large deviations when compared with reality. Visited
stands that exhibited too much difference were therefore skipped by the field team and replaced with the
next one on the list. In this manner there was an iterative process in which the stands finally were selected
and measured in-situ. In fact, there was a possibility that the expected 30 representative forest stands
could not be encompassed without some changes of the positioning for the main SAR swath, i.e. a shift
and/or a rotation. In the end, however, it turned out that such an action was not necessary. Comparison
later on with the new standwise delineation showed only minor differences and the new borders are now
used for the geographical representation of the stands. There is, however, one exception where the new
delineation is significantly larger compared to the area recognized as the stand during the survey. The
revised extended part will thus lack circular sample plots. For this stand the original older delineation is
therefore used to represent the forest stand.
In total, 31 forest stands were surveyed for in-situ measurements in Krycklan during the summer 2008.
From the new standwise delineation carried out based on aerial photo interpretation those forest stands
have been given the following numbers:
•

1474, 1493, 1517, 1812, 1892, 2228, 2269, 2625, 2626, 2629, 3245, 3611, 3614, 3628, 3689,
3715, 4035, 4038, 4115, 4451, 15096, 17637, 18147, 18278, 21577, 22838, 30097, 31818,
32398, 36169, 36979

The forest stand polygons have been produced using ArcGIS, i.e. a suite consisting of a group of
geographic information system (GIS) software products developed and provided by the company ESRI.
The output from this is a number of generated files which have been given the following file name syntax:
•

“Avd_nyind_Utm34.*”. Files generated by ArcGIS to describe the 30 forest stand polygons based
on the new standwise delineation carried for Krycklan catchment

Forest stand 3715 is the one for which the older delineation has been kept to better represent the area
within which the circular sample plots measured in-situ are found. The description of this single forest
stand polygon is found in the files with the following name syntax:
•

“Avd_Utm34.*”. Files generated by ArcGIS to describe the single forest stand polygon based on
the older standwise delineation carried for Krycklan catchment
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The 31 forest stand polygons are presented in red as an overlay on top of the map. The different forest stand
numbers are not visible here. The border of Krycklan catchment is shown as the blue layer. (  Map:
Lantmäteriverket Gävle).
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Forest stands surveyed in the BIOSAR 2008 field inventory and located within the central and north-western
part of the 3 km by 10 km large area mapped by E-SAR from opposite directions (look direction 44°and 224°,
true north). ( Aerial photo and Map: Lantmäteriverket Gävle).
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Forest stands surveyed in the BIOSAR 2008 field inventory and located within the central and south-eastern
part of the 3 km by 10 km large area mapped by E-SAR from two opposite directions (look direction 44°and
224°, true north). Forest stand # 3245, 3628, 3689, 3715, 4035, 4038, 4115, 4451, 32398 and 36979 were also
imaged from two more directions (look direction 268°and 313°, true north) to investigate the Influence on
topography and incidence angle on biomass estimation. (  Aerial photo and Map: Lantmäteriverket Gävle).
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Field Inventory of Selected Forest Stand

In total, 31 stands were surveyed in field. The size of the selected stands varied between 2.4 and 26.3 ha.
In selected stands, circular sample plots were laid out with a systematic spacing of 50 to 160 meters,
depending on the size of the area. The spacing in each stand was determined with the aim of obtaining 10
plots. The resulting number of plots for all stands varied between 8 and 13, but with an average of 10 plots
per stand. On the sample plots, having a radius of 10 meters, all trees with a dbh (diameter at breast
height) > 4 cm were callipered and the species registered. On randomly selected sample trees (selected
with probability proportional to their basal area) height and age were measured as well. On an average,
1.5 sample trees were selected per plot. On each plot additional site variables were collected such as site
index, vegetation type, soil type, etc. and also previous treatments (such as thinning). Small parts of plots
with non-productive land (i.e. with growth <1 m3/ha/yr) was not included, and in that case the proportion of
non-productive land on the plot was registered. Plots that fell close to the boundary were mirrored into the
stand. Field data was collected with the Heureka application module Ivent, developed for large-scale
inventories at forest company level [1].
Estimates of different forest parameters were made at plot and stand level within the Heureka application
module PlanWise, a system for long-term planning for larger forest holdings [1]. All trees on sample plots
were measured for diameters and hence also for basal area. Height, volume (through form height) and
biomass were predicted using static functions as described below.

3.2.3.1 Height and Volume
The height and form height of each caliper trees were predicted with Söderberg’s larger height and form
height functions [2], [3]. The volume of each tree is then obtained as the tree’s basal area times the tree’s
form height. Söderberg’s larger functions use (among other) tree age as an independent variable. Since
tree age is not measured on all caliper trees, tree age is within the Heureka system at first imputed using
Elfving’s age functions for single trees [4].
Söderberg’s functions are widely used in Swedish forest management applications and are known to result
in accurate estimate over larger areas. However, at a stand scale it has been observed that the functions
can result in systematic deviations, possibly because a misleading site index. To avoid such systematic
deviations at stand scale, calibration factors for height and form height predictions can be calculated
based on the sample trees [5]. On each sample trees, height was measured and then a more accurate
prediction of volume was made by using volume functions with height and diameter as independent
variables. Calibrations factors were then determined by the ratio of the measured height and the height
prediction by Söderberg’s function or the volume predicted by volume function and the volume derived
from Söderbergs’s form height function, respectively. The volume was for sample trees determined by
Brandel’s smaller functions for Scots pine, Norway spruce and Birch [6] and by Erikssons’s functions for
Aspen [7] (no other broadleaved tree occurred among the sample trees).

3.2.3.2 Biomass
Biomass for tree fractions and whole trees (without root) was determined by Petersson’s biomass
functions [8]. Peterson’s function uses, among others, the last five years’ radial increment as an
independent variable which was not measured in field. Petersson’s functions are developed for long- term
planning applications such as the Heureka system [1]. In such applications, the current forest state is
forecasted for a 100 year period ahead, in e.g., five years periods. In that case, the last five years’ radial
increment is simply obtained from the basal area growth in the previous period. However, to estimate the
current biomass, the last five years radial increment is approximated by the prediction of the coming five
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years radial increment. Basal area growth of single trees is within the Heureka system predicated by
Elfving’s basal area growth functions for single trees [9].

3.2.3.3 Documentation of the Field Inventory
All in-situ data measured as well as the obtained estimates of different forest parameters are found in two
different Excel-documents. In total, 311 circular sample plots were laid out within the 31 forest stands
visited.
Each sample plot has a radius of 10 m and all centre coordinates for those, given in UTM Zone 34, are
found the separate Excel-file:
•

“Coordinates_Forest_Inventory_BioSAR_2008_Krycklan.xls”. Excel-file containing the centre
coordinates for all 311 circular sample plots in the field inventory conducted for the BIOSAR 2008
project.

The forest data are found in the following Excel-file:
•

“Forest_Inventory_BioSAR_2008_Krycklan.xls”. Excel-file containing all in-situ data measured as
well as estimates of different forest parameters obtained from the field inventory conducted for the
BIOSAR 2008 project.

This Excel-file is organized with seven separate worksheets covering the following items:
•

Stand estimates

•

Standard errors

•

Stand estimates for tree species

•

Biomass fractions

•

Diameter and height percentiles

•

Plot estimates

•

Tree list

The only data from the field inventory included in this report are the results given in the worksheet of the
Excel-document dealing with stand estimates:
Forest
stand
#
1474
1493
1517
1812
1892
2228
2269
2625
2626
2629
3245
3611
3614
3628
3689
17/03/2010

Mean
diameter*
(cm)
15.65
17.6
20.8
17.11
23.76
23.1
28.35
26.54
16.95
28.31
28.84
26.37
16.38
21.41
22.67

Mean
age*
(year)
50.21
77.45
61.22
57.05
107.46
112.82
122.42
131.92
57.38
143.72
140.52
157.15
56.52
63.09
127.8

Mean
height*
(dm)
118.77
130.67
140.82
131.22
169.37
176.93
214.08
180.57
154.09
195.94
201.48
173.6
103.76
153.92
171.33

Number
of stems
(no/ha)
2473.27
1451.49
752.37
1126.82
873.58
1330.54
868.99
840.34
2151.77
742.72
1174.56
1149.1
596.11
887.73
633.44

Basal
area
(m2/ha)
25.63
19.07
18.54
15.54
23.88
32.2
38.5
25.81
31.7
29.6
35.29
25.36
7.39
19.71
19.01

Volume
(m3/ha)

Biomass
(tons/ha)

150.21
120.72
126.57
96.16
187.43
271.4
380.28
219.86
242.16
273.94
326.77
208.21
39.74
145.74
152.75

85.67
72.39
69.22
58.56
103.68
134.51
182.54
119.13
106.24
139.76
167.11
116.46
23.07
74.28
86.03
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3715
4035
4038
4115
4451
15096
17637
18147
18278
21577
22838
30097
31818
32398
36169
36979

25.64
17.34
18.28
21.32
25.21
21.36
20
18.76
19.17
12.02
21.01
27.53
23.6
8.65
22.01
12.58

114.4
52.99
83.72
124.83
125.91
124.87
117.7
90.67
86.88
34.85
76.19
144.12
93.27
30.62
101.06
60.49

189.13
123.1
132.3
157.56
187.18
157.25
139.34
142.64
138.74
95.6
165.8
173.65
159.92
75.1
157.72
86.99

1229.47
642.99
1531.07
925.45
628.66
1294.46
1432.39
1827.1
1380.98
1916.23
1180.64
1221.15
1213.11
2543.3
1498.71
1582
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35.86
10.44
20.97
22.82
25.09
26.5
27.31
31.06
21.97
14.76
24.55
23.17
17.64
9.41
27.38
12.49

* = Basal area weighted numbers for mean diameter, mean age and mean height

3.2.4

316.46
63.6
130.65
175.77
221.96
198.08
183.44
213
145.26
72.49
193.59
186.87
133.96
37.13
207.51
57.96

158.23
35.08
85.6
89.31
111.74
108.99
110.78
119.8
84.45
42.71
95.75
111.96
73.8
27.46
112.82
37.12

Field Observations

Both the field inventory and the laser mapping were conducted a couple of month earlier than the BIOSAR
2008 campaign took place. During the campaign period most of the 31 surveyed stands were visited and
some subjective observations were noted in a protocol. At least one photo was captured at the same point
as an additional documentation of the current conditions. Soil samples were taken at some of the points
for gravimetric determination of moisture. Another source of objective measurements available is the data
registered by the weather station located close to the research station facility at Svartberget. Finally,
additional photos with positions were registered within the whole area mapped by E-SAR and therefore not
limited to the locations of surveyed stands only.

3.2.4.1 Field Observations at Surveyed Stands
Forest stands used in the field inventory were visited during four days of the campaign week in October
2008. Only 5 forest stands were not included and they are often found at a fairly large distance from the
closest forest road. The 26 forest stands reached for taking some notes are summarized in the table.
Date
2008-10-13
2008-10-14
2008-10-15
2008-10-17

Forest stands visited (#)
1474, 1493, 1517, 1812, 2625, 2629, 3611, 18278
3245, 3614, 3628, 3689, 3715, 4035, 4115, 4451, 36169, 36979
2228, 2269, 2626, 4038, 22838, 30097, 31818
21577

The protocol used for the taken notes was the same one as during BIOSAR 2007. All gathered information
from this activity have been compiled in a separate document together with photos captured at each point.
The photos are also available as digital files in jpeg-format with the individual names according to what is
found in the document:
•

“Field_Observations_BioSAR_2008_Krycklan.pdf”. Pdf-file containing subjective observations at
surveyed forest stands and carried out during the BIOSAR 2008 campaign period.

One page from this document is given here as an example.
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Notes taken at one point within forest stand # 2269 from the field observations conducted during the BIOSAR
2008 campaign week, in this case on 15 October 2008.

3.2.4.2 Soil Moisture
Within Krycklan catchment a few sites with Time Domain Reflectometer (TDR) sensors deployed. During
the BIOSAR 2008 campaign period the system located about 1 km northeast of the Svartberget Research
Station was not in operation due maintenance and work on upgrading the network for automatic logging
and storage of the sensor data to a remote computer.
The soil moisture measurements made are based on gravimetric measurements of soil samples taken at
the points visited during the field observations of surveyed forest stands. Of the 26 stands documented soil
samples were taken at 10 of those. The tool available for this activity was a conventional spade and the
samples were put in a plastic bag with contributions from a few cm below the ground surface down to a
maximum depth of about 1 dm. A GPS position was also registered using a handheld device, i.e. a Garmin
model type 60CS. At one of the forested sites, however, it was difficult to acquire enough of GPS satellite
signals at that moment and the position is therefore lacking.
The soil samples were first weighed before dried in an oven at the Svartberget Research Station. The
oven had a constant temperature of 100 degrees Celsius (°C) and the different samples were exposed to
this condition during four days (27-31 October 2008). The weights were then registered once again. As an
extra check the samples were put back in the oven and dried for another couple of days but no significant
change in weight could be noticed.
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Forest
stand
#

Date

Sample
coordinate
UTM E

Sample
coordinate
UTM N

2228
2269
2626
3245
3715
4038
22838
30097
31818
36979

2008-10-15
2008-10-15
2008-10-15
2008-10-14
2008-10-14
2008-10-15
2008-10-15
2008-10-15
2008-10-15
2008-10-14

440631
442399
440610
444896
444030
441092
441194
441431
445048

7125818
7125419
7125328
7122708
7121887
7125558
7124150
7123562
7122346
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Mass
of
water
(g)
95
304,5
35
70.5
82.5
182.5
90.5
206
58
111.5

Mass of
dried bulk
material
(g)
516
93
386
485
554
496
562
202
491
502

Gravimetric
water
content
(%)
18
327
9
14
15
37
16
102
12
22

3.2.4.3 Weather Data
The weather data available from the BIOSAR 2008 campaign period are based on registrations made with
the operational weather station found at the Svartberget Research Station (440190 E, 7124830N in UTM
Zone 34). Data are continuously logged with some automatic data processing performed to generate
representative values every 10 minutes as well as for each day, and both categories are archived digitally
[10]. Date and time are tagged to the stored weather parameter samples. The time is always given as
Swedish normal time and thus never changed over the seasons. Swedish normal time corresponds to
UTC + 1h.
Archived data on a 10 minutes basis have been requested for the full period with experimental BIOSAR
2008 activities in the Krycklan area, i.e. 6-17 October 2008. The data have been provided by SLU in the
following Excel-file:
•

“Weather_Data_BioSAR_2008_Krycklan.xls”. Excel-file containing weather data registered at the
Svartberget Research Station and covering the full BIOSAR 2008 period of two weeks. Weather
parameters included are air temperature, soil temperature, relative humidity, global solar radiation
and precipitation.

Main entrance to the Svartberget Research Station.
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The backyard of the Svartberget Research Station. A
mast belonging to the weather station can be seen in the
forest to the left beyond the building complex.
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Weather station equipment close to the backyard of
the Svartberget Research Station.
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Weather station equipment close to the backyard of the
Svartberget Research Station.

Climate data have been monitored at the Svartberget Research Station since 1980. Some general facts
about the weather conditions for Krycklan catchment are found in [11] and summarized here. The annual
mean air temperature is 1°C with 600 mm annual mean precipitation, of which one-third falls as snow.
Covering of snow is present for 171 days on average (1980-1999), and spring snowmelt is the dominant
hydrological event of the year, exposing up to 50% of the annual stream flow during a 3-6 week period in
April-May.
During the measurement flights about 370 photos in the test site have been taken by DLR and the
viewpoint has been measured with a handheld GPS as input for later analysis of the data. Nearly all
accessible roads and paths have been visited and interesting features have been documented. The
photos and a table including coordinates, view directions, and additional information are given in the
attachment to this report. The original Gamin .gdb-file containing the waypoint coordinates is available on
request at DLR.

3.2.5

Additional Observations Made Within the Whole Area Imaged by E-SAR

During the measurement flights about 370 photos in the test site have been taken by DLR and the
viewpoint has been measured with a handheld GPS as input for later analysis of the data. Nearly all
accessible roads and paths have been visited and interesting features have been documented. The
photos and a table including coordinates, view directions, and additional information are given in the
attachment to this report. The original Garmin .gdb-file containing the waypoint coordinates is available on
request at DLR.
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Marked GPS waypoints at the positions where photos have been taken in the test site.
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Lidar data acquisition and processing

The laser scanning of Krycklan catchment as part of the BIOSAR 2008 campaign was performed on the
5:th and 6:th of August 2008 with the TopEye system S/N 425 mounted on a helicopter, at a flight altitude
of 500 m above ground level for main strips and 250 m above ground level for cross strips. Approximately
2
70 km was covered using an average point density of approximately 5 points per square meter in the
main strips and 15 points per square meter in the cross strips

3.3.1

Lidar data processing

First, the lidar returns were classified as ground or vegetation returns using a progressive triangular
irregular network densification method [1, 2] implemented in the in the TerraScan software [3]. A digital
elevation model (DEM) was estimated using the lidar returns classified as vegetation hits. The height value
of a lidar return was computed as the difference between the z-value of the lidar return and the z-value of
the DEM at the lidar return x, y - position. Several variables were extracted from the lidar data for the field
plots, based on the height distribution of lidar returns in the canopy. A height threshold of 10% of the
maximum lidar height on the plot and a threshold of 1.0 m was applied in order to separate canopy returns
from returns of ground, stones, and small vegetation, etc. The variables were the 10:th percentile (h10),
20:th percentile (h20), ..., 90:th percentile (h90), 95:th percentile (h95), and 100:th percentile (h100). A
vegetation-ratio was calculated as the ratio between number of lidar returns above the height threshold
and total number of returns on the plot. These variables were raster mapped at the entire study area using
10×10 m raster cell sizes, and also extracted at each field plot location (see below) to be used as
independent variables in biomass modelling.

3.3.2

Field data

The field sample plots surveyed to assess stand biomass data (see Section 3.2.3) was utilized as ground
truth data for lidar-based raster modelling of biomass. Furthermore, an additional 110 plots surveyed using
the same methodology were also used. These additional plots were randomly positioned in the central part
of the Krycklan area, using stratification in order to sample the full variation of tree species composition
and tree height in the area. Positions of all plots were determined using post-processed differential GPS
measurements of each plot centre. Tree height, diameter and biomass were estimated at all plots using
the methodology described previously (see Section 3.2.3), and summarized to mean biomass per hectare
(in metric tons/ha).

3.3.3

Modelling of biomass using lidar data

Models of biomass as a function of lidar measures were constructed using multiple regression and studies
of the residuals. An attempt to capture differences in the relation of forest biomass and lidar
measurements due to varying tree species proportions was made, using species information from an
existing aerial stereo photo interpretation. Four strata were used; 1) Pine dominated forest (plots in stands
with estimated stem volume proportion of pine higher than 70 %), 2) Spruce dominated forest (>50%), 3)
Broad-leaf dominated forest (>50%), and 4) Mixed species forest (any other proportions).
Commonly, modelling forest stem volume using lidar crown canopy height measurements are made
assuming log-linear relationships of the data sources [4]. Similar relations should be valid in biomass
modelling, since biomass and stem volume show a linear relation. The current data do not show a strong
log-linear relationship, rather a direct linear dependence to the height measurements. This is probably due
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to lack of observations of young forests in the data. Here, in accordance with previous studies, a log-linear
model was applied and fitted to each stratum separately:

(Eq. 3.1)

ln(B) = a + b·P + c·V + ε

where B is biomass, P is the best performing height percentile of the lidar data and V is the proportion of
lidar measurements classified as measurements of vegetation. To correct for bias introduced by non-linear
back-transformation, a correction factor f was estimated by the ratio of the average biomass in the sample
data and the average of the back-transformed fitted values [5]:

Bˆ Corr = exp(ln( B)) ⋅ f

(Eq. 3.2)

Models were independently fitted to stratum 1 to 4 using the model in Eq. 3.1, using the vegetation ratio
and the best performing percentile of the lidar data as independent variables. Evaluation of stand-level
estimation accuracy was made using cross-validation of the 31 surveyed forest stands, and showed 15.6%
RMSE, in per cent of the true mean biomass (87.0 tons/ha), and a bias of -3.49 tons/ha (underestimation).
Mean surveyed biomass
(tons/ha)
87.0

3.3.4

RMSE
(%)
15.9

Bias
(tons/ha)
-3.49

Mean error
(%)
15.6
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AIRBORNE CAMPAIGN OVERVIEW

4.1

Campaign Objectives

The BIOSAR 2008 campaign addresses important specific programmatic needs of ESA’s Earth Explorer
Mission BIOMASS. It will
•

assess the potential of BIOMASS for biomass estimation in boreal forest,

•

investigate temporal and spatial decorrelation at L- and P-band,

•

explore the effects of topography and incidence angles at L- and P-band.

BIOSAR 2008 primarily investigates radar data of boreal forest in preparation of future spaceborne ESA
missions.

4.2

Participants

The BIOSAR 2008 airborne campaign was carried out in cooperation with four different institutes:
German Aerospace Center (DLR), Microwaves and Radar Institute (HR)

P.O. Box 11 16, D-82230 Wessling, Germany
in the following referred to as DLR-HR
German Aerospace Center (DLR), Flight Operations (FB)

P.O. Box 11 16, D-82230 Wessling, Germany
in the following referred to as DLR-FB
Swedish Defence Research Agency

in the following referred as FOI
Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences

in the following referred as SLU
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ORGANISATION Team:
ESA

Malcolm Davidson

DLR-HR

Irena Hajnsek, Ralf Horn

FOI

Lars Ulander, Anders Gustavsson

DLR-FB

Andrea Hausold

AIRBORNE Team:
DLR-FB

Michael Grossrubatscher
Helmut Kirner
Siegfried Judt

DLR-HR

Ralf Horn
Peter Hackenberg

FOI

Anders Gustavsson
Per-Olov Frölind
Lars Ulander
Olle Nyström
Björn Flood
Johan Fransson
Johan Holmgren
Thomas Hörnlund
Lena Jonsson
Anna Ringvall
Jörgen Wallerman
Martin Keller

GROUND Team:

SLU

DLR-HR

4.3

Campaign Schedule

Objectives for the BIOSAR 2008 campaign were to
collect fully polarimetric repeat pass interferometric L- and P-band data with different spatial baselines in a
well known area with different boreal forest stands for interferometric and tomographic analysis,
collect single pass interferometric X-band data for DEM processing and
acquire fully polarimetric L- and P-band data of an area with strong topographic variations for an analysis
of the influence of topography on the biomass estimation models.
These objectives lead to the following planned flight configuration:
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E-SAR Mode

Frequency

Baseline
Spacing

Objectives

SP-InSAR
half baseline, 1 lookdir.

X-band vv

0m

DEM creation

RP-Pol-InSAR,
6 tracks, 2 look-dir.

L-band pol.

6m

Forest height inversion

RP-Pol-InSAR,
6 tracks, 2 look-dir.

P-band pol.

PolSAR,
1 track, 1 look-dir

L-band pol.

-

Influence on topography and incidence angle on
biomass estimation

PolSAR,
1 track, 1 look-dir

P-band pol.

-

Influence on topography and incidence angle on
biomass estimation

Forest height relation to biomass
8m

Forest height inversion
Forest height relation to biomass

The operation modes of the E-SAR system for the BIOSAR 2008 campaign

Flight directions are:
In-SAR, Pol-InSAR: 134°, 314° in flight level 130 / 140
Pol-SAR: 43°, 134°, 314°, 358° in flight level 100 / 110
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AIRBORNE SAR DATA ACQUISITION

The planned data could be collected successfully. A critical event occurred during the first flight, when the
tape recorder failed. A spare tape recorder had to be shipped to Umeå overnight and installed. All data
could be collected then in two days of good weather, just before the arrival of rain and snow.

5.1
5.1.1

Airborne Campaign Preparation
Calibration Check of the E-SAR System

Before the start of the BIOSAR campaign the E-SAR system was tested in a flight over the calibration field
in Kaufbeuren, Germany.

5.1.2

Mission Logistics

The ferry flight to the test site followed the Experiment Plan. The ferry flight from Oberpfaffenhofen to
Umeå took approximately 7h flight time including two stops for refueling.

5.1.3

Corner Reflectors

Several sizes of corner reflectors were installed at the chosen test site. The corner reflectors are used for:
radiometric and polarimetric calibration checks of the SAR data
checking internal delays of the SAR system
precise coregistration of repeat pass interferometric data
checking the geocoding accuracy
resolving un unknown for DEM creation

FOI mounted four reflectors of 4,98m edge length. Every reflector has a different look direction, so that in
every data set one of these reflectors was visible. Additionally six smaller reflectors of 1,50m and 90cm
edge length were placed by DLR for the X- and L-band Band calibration.
Some trees have been cut by SLU to make sure that the reflector signal is not overlayed by the
backscatter of the tree.
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Corner Reflectors in the Krycklan test area

All corner reflector positions have been measured by GPS from FOI. For a very high position accuracy of
less than 5cm DGPS processing using SWEPOS reference stations data has been performed.
****************************************************************
OUTPUT STATION COORDINATES (LAT/LONG/HT)
****************************************************************
STA_ID
CR_1
CR_2
CR_3
CR_4
CR5A
CR5B
CR6A
CR6B
CR7A
CR7B

17/03/2010

-- LATITUDE -64 13 05.15946
64 12 57.64282
64 13 34.46891
64 13 39.12274
64 13 19.33153
64 13 19.54048
64 13 57.45942
64 13 57.76720
64 16 11.66671
64 16 11.47011

-- LONGITUDE -- - ELLHGT 19 51 16.50758
206.7846
19 50 29.15053
162.5432
19 50 20.88122
197.6070
19 49 50.54637
206.6753
19 49 13.10322
190.3322
19 49 13.17525
190.2810
19 50 48.01642
192.5000
19 50 48.50257
192.5854
19 44 02.31861
353.0352
19 44 01.74580
352.9189
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Corner Reflector CR1 (5m)

Corner Reflector CR2 (5m)

Corner Reflector CR3 (5m)

Corner Reflector CR4 (5m)

Corner Reflectors CR5A and CR5B (90cm)

Corner Reflectors CR6A and CR6B (90cm)
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The winter started while unmounting CR1

GPS Measurements

For high quality airborne SAR data it is necessary to know very precisely the position and altitude of the
aircraft. For this purpose a DGPS/INS system is installed in the aircraft. The INS system has a very stable
behaviour on short times. Its drift is compensated by GPS positions. During the flight an online DGPS
system helps the pilot to stay on the track as precise as possible (some meters offset). After the flight, the
real position of the aircraft is calculated by postprocessing DGPS for an accuracy of few centimetres. GPS
data of the surrounding SWEPOS stations Vindeln, Umeå, Ratan, Lycksele and Holmsund have been
used for postprocessing DGPS.

5.2

Measurement Overview

The airborne measurement campaign took place between 06.Oct.2008 and 17.Oct.2008 in the Krycklan
test site near Vindeln in northern Sweden. In the first week, corner reflectors have been installed and their
position has been measured by GPS. Photos of the area were taken to document the actual status.
On Sunday, 12.Oct. 2008, the aircraft arrived at Umeå airport. After briefing on Monday morning, the first
flight was planned for Monday afternoon. During data recording in the air, the tape recorder failed without
any possibility to be repaired during the campaign. A spare recorder was sent from DLR immediately by air
to Stockholm and from there by truck overnight to Umeå where it arrived on Thursday morning. Already on
Tuesday afternoon (14.Oct.2008) the first measurement flight could be resumed.
Due to incoming bad weather, the recordings were accelerated and all the other three flights were
executed on Wednesday, 15.Oct.2008. Due to this very fast procedure, it was not possible to move the 5m
reflectors before the X-band recording. A later data analysis confirmed that the X-band data are not
disturbed by these reflectors. No extremely high signals from the 5m reflectors were found in the data.
The reflectors were dismounted on 16. and 17.Oct. and the aircraft flew back to Oberpfaffenhofen.
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Radar Data Acquisition

Two overlapping sub-testsites have been mapped with SAR in the Krycklan test site. The first one covers
a large area of about 10 x 3km and is recorded from both sides in L- and P-band for Pol-InSAR processing
and in X-band in single pass interferometric mode. The second sub-testsite covers about 3 x 3km in the
south-east of the larger area. It is mapped from four directions to analyse the influence of topography in Land P-band PolSAR data. For easy recognition of the areas, they are coded in the name of the data set.
The RGI file names of the large area contain the sequence of letters "t01", the file names of the small area
contain "t02".

Centre line of the area t01 and flight tracks for L- and
P-band Pol-InSAR measurements

Centre lines of the area t02 and flight tracks for L- and
P-band PolSAR measurements

Flight lines of flight 01 over the area t01. Red: data
acquisition

Flight lines of flight 03 over the area t02. Red: data
acquisition
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The following data have been acquired:
•

Flight 1, 14.10.2008: P-band Pol-InSAR data of area t01 (6 passes looking to north-east, 6 passes
looking to south-west).

•

Flight 2, 15.10.2008: L-band Pol-InSAR data of area t01 (6 passes looking to north-east, 6 passes
looking to south-west).

•

Flight 3, 15.10.2008: P-band PolSAR data of area t02 (5 passes of different look directions).

•

Flight 4, 15.10.2008: L-band PolSAR data of area t02 (4 passes of different look directions) and Xband SP-InSAR data of area t01 (1 pass looking to north-east).
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SAR DATA PROCESSING

6.1

Processing Strategy

The data flow of standard E-SAR data processing consecutively reaches three product levels:
RAW

…

Raw product (after transcription from tape and survey processing)

RGI

…

Radar geometry image product (after high precision SAR processing)

GTC

…

Geocoded and terrain corrected product (after geocoding)

RAW products are not delivered by default. GTC product delivery is optional.
Processing for BIOSAR includes the generation of RAW, RGI and GTC products. The final delivery is
done in form of RGI and GTC products.
The figure below illustrates the data flow for E-SAR processing:

E-SAR processing workflow: (1) Transcription, (2) Precision SAR processing, (3) Geocoding

Step one includes data transcription and channel separation of recorded airborne SAR raw data from tape
to hard disc, high precision navigation data processing and first data screening, i.e. survey processing
(quicklook images) and flight track evaluations (squint variations and deviations from the nominal straight
track).
Step two accomplishes high-precision SAR processing creating fully resolved SAR images in slant range
geometry (non-varying resolution in azimuth and range). Additionally, the slant range image is projected to
ground range geometry (assuming flat terrain). In that geometry, the image range resolution naturally
degrades from far to near range according to steeper incidence angles.
Step three in the data processing chain is terrain-correction and geocoding which converts slant range
data into the geometry of a three-dimensional geographic coordinate system (e.g. WGS84 or Bessel 1841
ellipsoid) and finally to its projection onto a projected geographic coordinate system (e.g. UTM or GaussKrueger).
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SAR data geometries: SLANT range (red), GROUND range (green), GROUND range terrain corrected (blue),
GEOCODED and terrain corrected (purple). The flight track is indicated as thick line.

For BIOSAR, all coordinates refer to the WGS84 earth ellipsoid. Coordinates are either given as lat/lon
coordinates (latitude, longitude, ellipsoidal height) or in the UTM system, zone 34 (easting, northing,
ellipsoidal height).

6.2

Transcription

The data transcription from tape to disc, channel separation and RAW product generation proceeded
without problems.

6.3

RGI Data Processing

SAR processing for BIOSAR followed standard E-SAR processing in single pass PolSAR and repeat pass
Pol-InSAR mode. In PolSAR mode, no DEM information, i.e. only the reference height in a data segment,
is used for RGI product generation. The average terrain height used for RGI processing has been adapted
to 200m while the topography in the area leads to real heights between 150m (river areas) and 400m
(mountain tops). Processing in Pol-InSAR mode is always done with DEM information to allow topography
dependent motion compensation and precise co-registration of data from different passes.
All data are processed to achieve the maximum slant range resolution of about 2m according to the ESAR system bandwidth in L- and P-band. For the ground range detected multi-look data an azimuth
resolution of 4.0m in P-band and 3.0m in L-band has been chosen. For speckle reduction, we usually
form 4 azimuth looks with 50 percent overlap such that the single look resolution actually increases to 3m /
(4+1)/2 = 1.2 m in L-band and 4m / (4+1)/2 = 1.6 m in P-band. This is also done for BIOSAR. For DEM
creation X-band XTI data were processed with 16 looks for better speckle reduction and phase stability.
Especially P-band is very susceptible for radio frequency interferences (RFI). It is possible to increase the
quality of RFI influenced data sets by using a RFI filter for the drawback of a reduced spatial resolution. In
BIOSAR 2008 no RFI occurred, so no RFI filter has been used for processing.
In single pass processing, each scene is imaged in its individual image geometry (its individual flight track,
velocity variations and aircraft roll, drift and pitch angles) due to varying wind conditions from scene to
scene. In contrast to single pass processing, repeat pass processing allows to process scenes according
to the image geometry of a reference scene (master) and to create interferograms (coherence and
interferometric phase).
The data sets of flight 1 and 2 are therefore processed in repeat pass mode, i.e. all scenes within a data
set are coregistered to a common master scene.
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0201

Pol-InSAR L-Band

0202

Pol-InSAR L-Band
opposite

At BIOSAR 2008, the range delay has been adapted after the first two passes 08biosar0101 and
08biosar0102. Therefore, for P-band the next scenes with 8m horizontal offset were used as master.
The following scenes have been chosen as master scenes:
08biosar0103x1_t01

P-Band, Pol-InSAR, 8m offset, look-direction south-west

08biosar0104x1_t01

P-Band, Pol-InSAR, 8m offset, look-direction north-east

08biosar0201x1_t01

L-Band, Pol-InSAR, 0m offset, look-direction south-west

08biosar0202x1_t01

L-Band, Pol-InSAR, 0m offset, look-direction north-east

6.4

Digital Elevation Model

In scenes with varying terrain height (differences of more than 50 metres in a scene) it is important to
include a precise digital elevation model for repeat pass SAR processing. Otherwise, platform motion
errors cannot be estimated properly and corrected accordingly.
An external Digital Elevation Model (DEM) was ordered from Lantmäteriet, the National Land Survey of
Sweden by FOI, and has been used in all BIOSAR repeat pass processing. The original DEM was
delivered in text-format. It was already transformed from local coordinate system into UTM WGS 84 by
Lantmäteriet.
These points were used as sampling points for a triangulation to create an interpolated 1m grid DEM. Due
to the large size of this complete 1m grid DEM it was divided into three smaller parts: a south-eastern part,
a central part, and a north-western part, each of 5100 x 5100 pixels size. All DEM coordinates are given in
UTM, zone 34.
To be able to refer directly from the name of a data set which DEM was used for geocoding, the name of
the data set is coded in the following way:
Each data set has a suffix of letters "tnm" where "n" describes the DEM used for geocoding and "m" the
test area.
All Pol-SAR data of the small area t02 fit into DEM1. Geocoded data therefore have the suffix "t12". Since
for RGI data no DEM was used for geocoding, the RGI suffix is "t02"
The Pol-InSAR data cover a much larger area. All three sub-DEMs have been used for geocoding.
Therefore geocoded data exist as "t11", "t21", and "t31" while RGI data are labeled "t01".
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DEM

min E

min N

max E

max N

dem_SVARTBERGET_WGS84utm34_1x1m.d
at

437061

7119733

446881

7129293

dem1_SVARTBERGET_WGS84utm34_1x1m.
dat

441782

7119733

446881

7124832

dem2_SVARTBERGET_WGS84utm34_1x1m.
dat

439421

7121963

444520

7127062

dem3_SVARTBERGET_WGS84utm34_1x1m.
dat

437061

7124194

442160

7129293

Complete DEM, received from FOI. Lines are:
Subset of the complete DEM, test areas, 3 small
subsets of 1x1m DEMs for geocoding. Small
squares: corner reflectors (90cm, 1.5m, 5m)

17/03/2010

Subset of the overall DEM, used for processing. Colour
coding: min height: 175m (black), max height: 383m (white)
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Small subset 2 for geocoding: central
part: DEM2

Small subset 3 for geocoding:
north-western part: DEM3

Processed Data

This chapter gives an overview about the processed RGI and GTC data sets of the BIOSAR 2008
campaign.
Pol-InSAR Data Set – P-Band
The Pol-InSAR RGI data set in P-band encompasses 12 passes with respect to two master tracks (two
look directions: track ID 11 and 21).
Scene ID

Test Site Track

Band

Pol

Date

Purpose

Product

08biosar0103x1
08biosar0105x1

t01
t01

11
12

P
P

PM
PM

14.Oct.2008
14.Oct.2008

InSAR Master 8m left
InSAR Slave 16m left

RGI
RGI

08biosar0107x1
08biosar0109x1
08biosar0111x1
08biosar0101x1

t01
t01
t01
t01

13
14
15
10

P
P
P
P

PM
PM
PM
PM

14.Oct.2008
14.Oct.2008
14.Oct.2008

InSAR Slave 24m left
InSAR Slave 32m left
InSAR Slave 40m left
InSAR Slave 0m

RGI
RGI
RGI
RGI

08biosar0104x1
08biosar0106x1
08biosar0108x1
08biosar0110x1
08biosar0112x1
08biosar0102x1

t01
t01
t01
t01
t01
t01

21
22
23
24
25
20

P
P
P
P
P
P

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

14.Oct.2008
14.Oct.2008
14.Oct.2008
14.Oct.2008
14.Oct.2008
14.Oct.2008

InSAR Master 8m left
InSAR Slave 16m left
InSAR Slave 24m left
InSAR Slave 32m left
InSAR Slave 40m left
InSAR Slave 0m

RGI
RGI
RGI
RGI
RGI
RGI

14.Oct.2008

PM = Polarimetric Mode, i.e. fully polarimetric with channel sequence HH-HV-VV-VH
RGI = Radar Geometry Image product (includes calibrated radar reflectivity images in slant range and ground range image
geometry), also co-registered version to master

The two master passes are geocoded and split up into three parts each. The slave scenes are not
separately geocoded. The co-registered SLC-data can always be converted into geocoded geometry using
conversion matrices. These matrices are included in the master GTC products.
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Band

Pol

Date

Purpose

Product

08biosar0103x1
08biosar0103x1

t11
t21

11
11

P
P

PM
PM

14.Oct.2008
14.Oct.2008

InSAR Master 8m left
InSAR Master 8m left

GTC
GTC

08biosar0103x1

t31

11

P

PM

14.Oct.2008

InSAR Master 8m left

GTC

08biosar0104x1
08biosar0104x1
08biosar0104x1

t11
t21
t31

21
21
21

P
P
P

PM
PM
PM

14.Oct.2008
14.Oct.2008
14.Oct.2008

InSAR Master 8m left
InSAR Master 8m left
InSAR Master 8m left

GTC
GTC
GTC

PM = Polarimetric Mode, i.e. fully polarimetric with channel sequence HH-HV-VV-VH
GTC = Geocoded and Terrain Corrected product (includes geo-referenced terrain-corrected radar reflectivity images)

Pol-InSAR Data Set – L-Band
In L-band 12 passes have been processed in Pol-InSAR mode. Two master scenes 08biosar0201x1 (track
10) and 08biosar0202x1 (track 20) from opposite directions are available, each one together with five
slave data sets with 6m to 30m baseline.
Scene ID

Test Site Track

Band

Pol

Date

Purpose

Product

08biosar0201x1
08biosar0203x1
08biosar0205x1

t01
t01
t01

10
11
12

L
L
L

PM
PM
PM

15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008

InSAR Master 0m
InSAR Slave 6m left
InSAR Slave 12m left

RGI
RGI
RGI

08biosar0207x1
08biosar0209x1
08biosar0211x1

t01
t01
t01

13
14
15

L
L
L

PM
PM
PM

15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008

InSAR Slave 18m left
InSAR Slave 24m left
InSAR Slave 30m left

RGI
RGI
RGI

08biosar0202x1
08biosar0206x1
08biosar0208x1
08biosar0210x1
08biosar0212x1
08biosar0214x1

t01
t01
t01
t01
t01
t01

20
21
22
23
24
25

L
L
L
L
L
L

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008

InSAR Master 0m
InSAR Slave 6m left
InSAR Slave 12m left
InSAR Slave 18m left
InSAR Slave 24m left
InSAR Slave 30m left

RGI
RGI
RGI
RGI
RGI
RGI

PM = Polarimetric Mode, i.e. fully polarimetric with channel sequence HH-HV-VV-VH
RGI = Radar Geometry Image product (includes calibrated radar reflectivity images in slant range and ground range image
geometry), also co-registered version to master

The two master passes are geocoded and split up into three parts each. The slave scenes are not
separately geocoded. The co-registered SLC-data can always be converted into geocoded geometry using
conversion matrices. These matrices are included in the master GTC products.
Scene ID
08biosar0201x1

Test Site Track
t11

10

Band

Pol

Date

Purpose

Product

L

PM

15.Oct.2008

InSAR Master 0m

GTC

08biosar0201x1

t21

10

L

PM

15.Oct.2008

InSAR Master 0m

GTC

08biosar0201x1

t31

10

L

PM

15.Oct.2008

InSAR Master 0m

GTC

08biosar0202x1
08biosar0202x1
08biosar0202x1

t11
t21
t31

20
20
20

L
L
L

PM
PM
PM

15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008

InSAR Master 0m
InSAR Master 0m
InSAR Master 0m

GTC
GTC
GTC

PM = Polarimetric Mode, i.e. fully polarimetric with channel sequence HH-HV-VV-VH
GTC = Geocoded and Terrain Corrected product (includes geo-referenced terrain-corrected radar reflectivity images)
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Single Pass InSAR Data Set – X-Band
One X-band single pass across-track interferometric (XTI) data set has been recorded in half baseline
mode for X-band DEM creation. The recorded data was processed and a DEM was generated. The XTIDEM is compared later on in this document to the external DEM obtained from the National Land Survey
of Sweden.
The XTI-DEM was created directly from the RGI data. The X-band data set (radar reflectivity) has been
geocoded to the same external DEMs 1-3 as it was used for geocoding of the L- and P-band data sets.
Scene ID

Test Site Track

08biosar0405x1

t01

3

Band

Pol

Date

Purpose

Product

X

VV

15.Oct.2008

XTI half baseline

RGI

RGI = Radar Geometry Image product (includes calibrated radar reflectivity images in slant range and ground range image
geometry)

Scene ID

Test Site Track

Band

Pol

Date

Purpose

Product

XTI half baseline

GTC

XTI half baseline

GTC

XTI half baseline

GTC

08biosar0405x1

t11

3

X

VV

08biosar0405x1

t21

3

X

VV

15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008

08biosar0405x1

t31

3

X

VV

15.Oct.2008

GTC = Geocoded and Terrain Corrected product (includes geo-referenced terrain-corrected radar reflectivity images)

PolSAR Data Set
The PolSAR data set consists of 5 passes in P-band (one repetition) and 4 passes in L-band. The small
area t02 was observed from four different look directions. All data sets have been geocoded to DEM1.
Scene ID

Test
Site

Track

Heading

Band

Pol

Date

Purpose

Product

08biosar0301x1
08biosar0302x1
08biosar0303x1
08biosar0304x1
08biosar0305x1

t02
t02
t02
t02
t02

10
20
30
40
30

357°
313°
133°
42°
133°

P
P
P
P
P

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008

PolSAR
PolSAR
PolSAR
PolSAR
PolSAR

RGI
RGI
RGI
RGI
RGI

08biosar0401x1
08biosar0402x1
08biosar0403x1
08biosar0404x1

t02
t02
t02
t02

10
20
30
40

357
313°
133°
42°

L
L
L
L

PM
PM
PM
PM

15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008

PolSAR
PolSAR
PolSAR
PolSAR

RGI
RGI
RGI
RGI

PM = Polarimetric Mode, i.e. fully polarimetric with channel sequence HH-HV-VV-VH
RGI = Radar Geometry Image product (includes calibrated radar reflectivity images in slant range and ground range image
geometry)
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Scene ID

Test
Site

Track

Heading

Band

Pol

Date

Purpose

Product

08biosar0301x1
08biosar0302x1
08biosar0303x1
08biosar0304x1
08biosar0305x1

t12
t12
t12
t12
t12

10
20
30
40
30

357°
313°
133°
42°
133°

P
P
P
P
P

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008

PolSAR
PolSAR
PolSAR
PolSAR
PolSAR

GTC
GTC
GTC
GTC
GTC

08biosar0401x1
08biosar0402x1
08biosar0403x1
08biosar0404x1

t12
t12
t12
t12

10
20
30
40

357
313°
133°
42°

L
L
L
L

PM
PM
PM
PM

15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008

PolSAR
PolSAR
PolSAR
PolSAR

GTC
GTC
GTC
GTC

PM = Polarimetric Mode, i.e. fully polarimetric with channel sequence is HH-HV-VV-VH
GTC = Geocoded and Terrain Corrected product (includes geo-referenced terrain-corrected radar reflectivity images)

6.6

Image Examples

L-band RGI (t01) image of the large Krycklan testsite (08biosar0201x1).
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L-band GTC (t11:blue, t21:green, t31:red) images of the large Krycklan testsite (08biosar0201x1). The
complete data set has been divided into three geocoded parts for easier data handling.
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L-band RGI data: interferometric hh/hh coherence images of the large Krycklan testsite for different baselines.
With increasing baseline the spatial decorrelation increases, especially the volume
decorrelation in forested areas.

L-band RGI data: interferometric hh/hh phase images of the large Krycklan testsite for different baselines. With
increasing baselines the density of fringes growths. Small height differences can be extracted more easily but
the danger of phase unwrapping errors increases using large baselines.
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L-band full resolution GTC subset of 08biosar0201x1_t11 (red: hh, green: hv, blue: vv). In the lower left part of
the image a forested area with a valley can be seen. Parallel to the edge of the forest, a powerline is visible
(red).The upper right part consists of a wide open area with single large seed trees and two unpaved
roads with turning areas.

P-band full resolution GTC subset of 08biosar0302x1_t12 (red: hh, green: hv, blue: vv). Due to the larger
wavelength, more energy penetrates through the canopy and is reflected by the trunks and the ground.
Compared to the reflection of the tree crowns the propagation path of the double bounce reflection is longer.
Therefore trees appear as two separated objects (trunk and crown) in the P-band data.
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X-band XTI interferometric coherence and phase in half baseline mode. In half baseline mode less fringes
appear than in full baseline mode. The data are less sensitive to changes in height but on the other hand phase
unwrapping is less problematic in rapid height changes. The height change belonging to a 2π phase in full
baseline data is about the same as the forest height. Therefore in forested areas half baseline data are more
appropriate for DEM creation.
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Interferometric Phase to Height Sensitivity

The kz factor is the interferometric sensitivity factor which relates changes in terrain elevation (vegetation
height) to changes in interferometric phase. As such, it represents one of the essential parameters for PolInSAR forest height inversion. In the airborne geometry typical for E-SAR acquisitions strong variations of
kz are found within one interferometric image pair because of the large variation of the look angle across
the swath and because of the effective baseline variation along azimuth. To facilitate repeat-pass
interferometric E-SAR data analysis the kz factor is precomputed for each slave acquisition (with respect
to the master), archived and delivered as part of the RGI data product. The kz factor is computed as
follows:

kz =

4π B sin (θ + ξ )

λ r sin θ

where B is baseline length and ξ is baseline tilt from vertical, θ is look angle (incidence angle assuming
zero slope), λ is wavelength and r is range. ξ and θ are given by

ξ = tan −1

Bh
;
Bv

θ = cos −1

h − htopo
r

,

where Bh and Bv are horizontal and vertical baseline components (variable along azimuth), h antenna
height above geoid and htopo is local terrain elevation.
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BIOMASS Spaceborne Simulation

The BIOMASS spaceborne simulation is performed for one set of interferometric P-band data (6 tracks)
acquired within this project, illuminated from NE. The master is named 0103 (flight 1, pass 3), the slaves
are 0101 (-8m horizontal baseline), 0105 (8m), 0107 (16m), 0109 (24m), and 0111 (32m).

6.8.1

Simulation parameters

Several parameters, typical for the BIOMASS mission had to be chosen for simulation results to
demonstrate the example data sets. They are considered for the simulation processing as follows:
•

The spatial resolution is set by the choice of range and azimuth bandwidth (chirp and Doppler
bandwidth). The resolution setting is performed independently to single images.

•

The peak and integrated sidelobe ratios PSLR, ISLR are set by the choice of the spectral
apodization function (independently to single images).

•

The noise equivalent sigma zero NESZ is chosen by coherent noise insertion (independently to
single images).

•

Ambiguities are inserted by attenuation, defocusing and shift of the original (low resolution) image.
The interplay of the different polarisations is taken into account.

The following parameters (agreed with ESA) are used:
•

Azimuth resolution (single look):

12.5 m

(corresponding to 20 m antenna length)

•

Slant range resolution (single look):

25 m

(corresponding to 6 MHz bandwidth)

•

Ground range resolution (single look)

60m – 30m @ 25°-55° incidence (airborne geometry)

•

Peak to sidelobe ratio PSLR

20dB

(by change of weighting factor)

•

Distributed target ambig. ratio DTAR:

20dB

(defocusing of ambiguities is considered.)

•

Noise Equivalent Sigma Zero

-28 dB

•

Radiometric performance:

as in high resolution data (airborne geometry)

•

Ionosphere & temporal decorrelation:

not altered

6.8.2

Simulation Strategy

The simulation strategy has been previously elaborated within the currently ongoing ESA project: Bio &
Geo-Physical Retrieval Algorithms for Active Remote Sensing of Land Surfaces at P- and L-band: ESAESTEC contract number: 21131/07/NL/LvH), except for the temporal and ionospheric simulation.
The simulation steps performed for BIOSAR 2008 data can be summarized as follows:
1. The original SAR data is processed using the standard airborne SAR processor. The four
polarisation channels are named i<scene_id>.dat for master data and *.dat.final for slave data,
coregistered to the master data.
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2. To reduce the spatial resolution the spectrum is filtered in range and azimuth according to the predefined resolution. The resulting data is named *.lowres.
3. By adding coherent noise, the NESZ is raised to the expected spaceborne level of -28dB. The
resulting data is called *.nesz.
4. The last step is to insert ambiguities by attenuation, defocusing and shift of original low resolution
data. The final extrapolated data is named *.saar. Azimuth and range ambiguities have been
inserted.
The data flow is indicated in the Figure below and the details are described in the following subsections.

Step 1: Reduction of Spatial Resolution / PSLR, ISLR
The spatial resolution depends on the on the spectral windowing by:

ρ rg = k

c0
;
2 Brg

ρ az = k

v
Baz

with k the resolution factor which depends on the used window type, c0 the speed of light, v the platform
velocity, Brg the chirp bandwidth (in slant range) and Baz the Doppler bandwidth (in azimuth).

The PSLR and ISLR are determined by the shape of the window function. Special care has been taken on
the removal of the spectral weighting of the full resolution data prior to bandpass filtering and on the
normalisation to ensure unchanged absolute calibration of the data.

Processing steps for BIOMASS data simulation
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Comparison of full resolution E-SAR data and BIOMASS degraded resolution (look direction is from top)

Comparison of full resolution E-SAR data and BIOMASS degraded resolution (full resolution zoom)
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The image example above shows an image of the original airborne resolution (2m x 5m multilook, left),
and of the degraded resolution (50m x 50m multilook, right).

Step 2: Increase of Noise Equivalent Sigma Zero - NESZ
Band limited Gaussian noise has been added coherently to the low resolution data. Spectral weighting and
normalisation has been performed according to the settings used in the generation of the low resolution
image.

BIOMASS simulation prior and after insertion of noise (NESZ degradation)

Step 3: Insertion of Azimuth Ambiguities
The ambiguities were computed using the data itself (scene content dependent). The position of the
ambiguities (the relative range and azimuth shift) was determined by the PRF time tPRF and the Doppler
rate ka (see G.Cumming and F.H. Wong, “Digital Processing of Synthetic Aperture Radar Data”, Artech
House, Boston, 2005) .

t PRF = PRFspace / ka
ka =

2
2vrel
λ rspace

∆az =
±t PRF ⋅ vrel
∆rg
=

2
2
2
rspace
+ vrel
⋅ t PRF
− rspace

The attenuation and the additional azimuth defocusing were chosen due to the theoretical range
displacement. The azimuth ambiguities for the spaceborne case in P-band occur at an azimuth position of
48km and a range position of 1.7km. The location of the added ambiguities in the simulation was
decreased by a factor of 100 in azimuth and a factor of 10 in range.
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Step 4: Insertion of Range Ambiguities
Range ambiguities arise from distances considerably different from those in the imaged area.

∆rg PRF =± n ⋅

c0
2 ⋅ PRFspace

For polarimetric SAR there is a toggling between the different polarisations:
•

Ambiguities from one channel correspond to a different polarisation

•

Cross-polarised channels are affected by co-polarised range ambiguities (and vice versa)

•

Range ambiguities are much more affecting HV and VH than the co-polarised channels.

For the simulation the same input data set (after the insertion of azimuth ambiguities) was used, but
reversed in azimuth. The attenuation and defocusing was adapted according to the true range difference.
The effect of the inserted ambiguities is shown in the image below. On the left side the low resolution data
including increased NESZ is presented, while on the right side the same data but with inserted ambiguities
is shown.

BIOMASS simulation prior and after insertion of ambiguities

Ambiguities appear much stronger in cross-polarised than in co-polarised data. This can be made visible
in a different visualisation: Co-polarised (HH) data on the left and cross-polarised data (HV) on the right
are shown as black-and-white images. The inserted ambiguities are shown in red. In the left image of the
co-polarised data nearly no effect is visible while there is a clear evidence for ambiguities in the right
image of the cross-polarised data.
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Visualisation of BIOMASS ambiguities (in red) in co-polarised (HH, left) and cross-polarised (HV, right)
polarimetric channels
The general impression is that the NESZ of BIOMASS as well as the ambiguity level does not deteriorate
the quality to a considerable level. The main effect obviously comes from the decreased resolution, which
is too coarse to resolve the detailed features, like roads and fences and even small settlements, visible in
the original airborne images.
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DATA QUALITY

The processed data have nominal quality without degradation by RFI. Minor problems occurred in repeat
pass processing of P-band data. The originally foreseen masters could not be used as master by the
processing software because they were recorded with a different range delay than all the other data sets.
In repeat pass P-band it is difficult to estimate corrected navigation data directly from the radar data set
itself. This was also the case in BIOSAR 2008. On the other hand, in P-band the coherency and phase of
two repeat pass data sets is relatively stable concerning residual errors in the navigation data. Therefore
this processing step has been skiped with no implication to data quality.

7.1

DEM Quality

For an analysis of the DEM quality, three types of input data can be used:
•

the external DEM of the National Land Survey of Sweden, delivered by FOI

•

the XTI-DEM created by X-band single pass interferometry

•

the in-situ measured corner reflector positions (by differential GPS).

When comparing different types of DEMs, it is important to consider their origin to understand the
differences that occur.
The DEM of the National Land Survey of Sweden is a model of the earth surface without vegetation cover.
Usually, different types of measurements are used to create official maps and DEMs (triangulation and
leveling, laser height measurements, GPS measurements).
The X-band DEM does not only show the topography but also vegetation cover. Over forested areas a
large part of the signal is scattered back by the crowns of the trees while only a small part penetrates
through the foliage und is reflected from the ground. This results in a measured DEM height which is near
the height of the tree crowns. No height information can be retrieved in shadow and overlay areas.
The differences in between the two available DEMs have been computed. The image shows colour coded
differences between -20m (black) to +20m (white).
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Difference: X-band XTI half baseline DEM – external DEM. Near range: lower left. Colours: -20m (black) to
+20m (white), blue-green colour is zero difference

The difference image of the available DEMs shows a stable behaviour over the whole test area with large
differences mainly in overlay and shadow areas and in forests. No height ramp in azimuth is found. In far
range (north-eastern parts) the XTI DEM tends to underestimate the height which leads to rather blue
colour in the difference image.
Over forested areas the X-band DEM shows higher height values than the external DEM. This leads to a
green/yellow/red/white colour in the difference image.
At the river areas with very narrow and steep gulches the external DEM is too coarse and overestimates
the terrain height. In the difference image the rivers can therefore be seen in a blue colour.
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DEM interpolation

The external DEM of the National Land Survey of Sweden was provided in the form of a text-file containing
UTM coordinates and heights on a 50m non-regular UTM grid. Therefore an interpolation and resampling
was necessary to create a regular sampled DEM of the test area.
In a first attempt, the external DEM has been read and resampled to a regular 50m grid directed to UTM
North and East. This DEM has been further interpolated to a 5m grid, sufficient for standard RGI
processing. A subset of the complete DEM has been cut out that covers all needed parts of the Krycklan
test site.
For maintaining the spatial resolution in the geocoded data, it was decided to use a DEM with 1m grid size
for GTC processing. Since the GTC products would be huge in a 1m version including large areas without
data, the DEM was divided into three smaller parts before interpolating from 5m to 1m grid size: a division
has been made into a south-eastern, a central and a north-western part.
Several different causes in combination with each other led to problems in the interpolated DEM:
•

For the first time a very small GTC pixel size of only 1m was used to get an improved image
quality in the GTC data.

•

The original grid size of 50m is very large compared to 1m in the GTC data.

•

The rows of the external DEM information were not parallel to UTM North and East direction which
led to problems in our former conversion routine.

•

The test area shows a strong topographic variation which enlarges the influence of DEM errors in
the geo-location.

Two different problems occurred in the first attempt of the DEM conversion. The large difference in pixel
size between the original 50m grid data and the interpolated 1m grid data, together with rounding errors of
the sampling point coordinates led to steps in the interpolated DEM. In the DEM itself these steps were
hardly visible but they showed up clearly in the incidence angle maps which are part of the GTC data set.
A second problem was the separate interpolation from 5m to 1m of the three parts of the test site. The
separate interpolation did not lead to identical results in the interpolated DEMs and therefore to different
geocoding results in the overlapping areas.
The strong requirements for the DEM interpolation in BIOSAR 2008 could not be achieved using our
standard conversion routine. Therefore a completely new routine was developed using triangulation and
cubic interpolation of the nodes which were imported from the external DEM without any rounding of their
position values. A cubic interpolation method was used since linear interpolation leads to large triangles
with the same inclination and sharp edges between the triangles. The cubic interpolation leads to smooth
transitions of the inclinations for each point in the scene.
In this way the interpolation was done directly from the original 50m to the 1m grid. For a reduction of data
size, this very large 1m DEM was divided into three parts (south-eastern, central part, and north-western
part). Geocoding on the different DEM subsets was checked for consistency and no problems were found.
Note that the characteristics of the Krycklan testsite (topography variations of 100-300m and requirement
of high spatial sampling of 1m together with the availability of the coarse resolution DEM) made the
development of a new DEM interpolation procedure necessary. For test-sites mapped by E-SAR in the
past, DEM generation/interpolation was performed differently as the DEM was either generated by means
of single-pass E-SAR interferometry in X-band directly to the required grid spacing (AGRISAR,
AQUIFEREX, INDREX-II) or an external DEM was linearly interpolated when the investigated test-site was
nearly flat (BIOSAR-2007). The DEM of the BIOSAR 2007 campaign at Remningstorp was checked for
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interpolation errors too. Only small errors were found which do not lead to problems during processing of
the data. The area does not show large topographic variations and interpolation was only done to a 2m
grid.
For comparison, the benefit of using the new interpolation method is shown in the figures below.

Complete DEM, interpolated with former interpolation
routine.

Complete
DEM,
interpolated
triangulation interpolation method.

Incidence angles at the south-eastern sub-DEM
using the former interpolation routine. Interpolation
errors are clearly visible.

Incidence angles at the south-eastern sub-DEM
using the new triangulation interpolation method.
A much smoother representation of the ground
could be created. Only the triangle borders remain
visible as very fine lines.
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Subset of the incidence angle image above.

Comparison of DEM (ellipsoidal) heights at the corner reflector positions:

The heights of the different DEMs have been read at the corner reflector positions. By subtracting the
measured differentially evaluated GPS height from the DEM height at the corner reflector position, the
height difference has been calculated. Negative values indicate that the DEM height is below the true
height.
CR name
CR01
CR02
CR03
CR04
CR5A
CR5B
CR6A
CR6B
CR7A
CR7B

UTM E
444415
443772
443681
443275
442759
442760
444060
444067
438677
438669

UTM N
7121818
7121597
7122739
7122891
7122287
7122293
7123444
7123453
7127702
7127696

GPS height
206.79
162.54
197.61
206.68
190.33
190.28
192.50
192.59
353.04
352.92

Diff to off. DEM
0.46
0.15
-0.11
2.02
1.64
1.69
1.08
1.18
0.50
0.79

Diff to XDEM 0405 (half bl.)
-0.12
-1.40
-0.04
-0.20
-0.53
-0.46
-0.56
-0.88
1.36
2.02

Reflector CR01
Measured GPS height: 206.79
Official DEM height: 207.25 Delta = 0.46
X_band DEM 0405: 206.67 Delta = -0.12

Reflector CR02
Measured GPS height: 162.54
Official DEM height: 162.69 Delta = 0.15
X_band DEM 0405: 161.14 Delta = -1.40

Reflector CR03
Measured GPS height: 197.61
Official DEM height: 197.50 Delta = -0.11
X_band DEM 0405: 197.57 Delta = -0.04

Reflector CR04
Measured GPS height: 206.68
Official DEM height: 208.70 Delta = 2.02
X_band DEM 0405: 206.48 Delta = -0.20

Reflector CR5A
Measured GPS height: 190.33
Official DEM height: 191.97 Delta = 1.64
X_band DEM 0405: 189.80 Delta = -0.53

Reflector CR5B
Measured GPS height: 190.28
Official DEM height: 191.97 Delta = 1.69
X_band DEM 0405: 189.82 Delta = -0.46

Reflector CR6A
Measured GPS height: 192.50
Official DEM height: 193.58 Delta = 1.08
X_band DEM 0405: 191.94 Delta = -0.56

Reflector CR6B
Measured GPS height: 192.59
Official DEM height: 193.77 Delta = 1.18
X_band DEM 0405: 191.71 Delta = -0.88

Reflector CR7A
Measured GPS height: 353.04
Official DEM height: 353.54 Delta = 0.50
X_band DEM 0405: 354.40 Delta = 1.36

Reflector CR7B
Measured GPS height: 352.92
Official DEM height: 353.71 Delta = 0.79
X_band DEM 0405: 354.94 Delta = 2.02
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The comparison of the different types of DEMs and the corner reflector heights measured by GPS show a
very good match. Mostly the differences are below 2m.
In summary both, the external DEM and the processed X-band DEM are of good quality. The heights are
similar over the whole test area, no trend could be observed. In areas of strong topography and in forested
areas the DEM heights differ due to their physical origin. In flat areas without vegetation like the
surrounding of the corner reflectors the different DEMs are nearly similar and show differences in average
< 2m.

7.2

Geocoding Quality

The corner reflectors in the test area can be used to check the geocoding data quality in terms of local
position accuracy. It is clear that errors in the underlying DEM lead to distortions, i.e. local shifts in the
corresponding geocoded data. The corner reflectors have been located in the geocoded geo-tif images
and compared with their nominal positions. The corner reflector footprints are several meters wide,
especially in the case of the large 5m-reflectors. Their positions can be located in the data with an
accuracy of 1-2m.
Large test area t01, look direction to south-west, geocoded P-band data set: 08biosar0103x1_t11:
CR
name
CR01
CR03
CR5B
CR6B

true
position
UTM E
444415
443681
442760
444067

true
position
UTM N
7121818
7122739
7122293
7123453

measured measured Difference Difference
position
position
in m
in m
UTM E
UTM N
E
N
444414
7121817
-1
-1
443682
7122740
1
1
corner reflector signal too low, high background
444065
7123452
0
0

Large test area t01, look direction to south-west, geocoded P-band data set: 08biosar0103x1_t21:
CR
name
CR03
CR5B
CR6B

true
position
UTM E
443681
442760
444067

true
position
UTM N
7122739
7122293
7123453

measured measured Difference Difference
position
position
in m
in m
UTM E
UTM N
E
N
443682
7122740
1
1
corner reflector signal too low, high background
444066
7121452
-1
-1

Large test area t01, look direction to south-west, geocoded P-band data set: 08biosar0103x1_t31:
CR
name
CR7B

true
position
UTM E
438669

true
position
UTM N
7127696

measured
position
UTM E
438669

measured
position
UTM N
7127695

Difference
in m
E
0

Difference
in m
N
-1

Large test area t01, look direction to north-east, geocoded P-band data set: 08biosar0104x1_t11:
CR
name
CR04
CR5A
CR6A

17/03/2010

true
position
UTM E
443275
442759
444060

true
position
UTM N
7122891
7122287
7123444

measured measured Difference Difference
position
position
in m
in m
UTM E
UTM N
E
N
443276
7122892
1
1
corner reflector signal too low, high background
444060
7123445
0
1
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Large test area t01, look direction to north-east, geocoded P-band data set: 08biosar0104x1_t21:
CR
name
CR04
CR5A
CR6A

true
position
UTM E
443275
442759
444060

true
position
UTM N
7122891
7122287
7123444

measured measured Difference Difference
position
position
in m
in m
UTM E
UTM N
E
N
443276
7122892
1
1
corner reflector signal too low, high background
444060
7123445
0
1

Large test area t01, look direction to north-east, geocoded P-band data set: 08biosar0104x1_t31:
CR
name
CR7A

true
position
UTM E
438677

true
position
UTM N
7127702

measured
position
UTM E
438678

measured
position
UTM N
7127702

Difference
in m
E
1

Difference
in m
N
0

Large test area t01, look direction to south-west, geocoded P-band data set: 08biosar0201x1_t11:
CR
name
CR01
CR03
CR5B
CR6B

true
position
UTM E
444415
443681
442760
444067

true
position
UTM N
7121818
7122739
7122293
7123453

measured
position
UTM E
444416
443681
442759
444067

measured
position
UTM N
7121817
7122739
7122293
7123452

Difference
in m
E
1
0
-1
0

Difference
in m
N
-1
0
0
-1

Large test area t01, look direction to south-west, geocoded L-band data set: 08biosar0201x1_t21:
CR
name
CR03
CR5B
CR6B

true
position
UTM E
443681
442760
444067

true
position
UTM N
7122739
7122293
7123453

measured
position
UTM E
443682
442760
444067

measured
position
UTM N
7120739
7122293
7123452

Difference
in m
E
1
0
0

Difference
in m
N
0
0
-1

Large test area t01, look direction to sourth-west, geocoded L-band data set: 08biosar0201x1_t31:
CR
name
CR7B

true
position
UTM E
438669

true
position
UTM N
7127696

measured
position
UTM E
438669

measured
position
UTM N
7127695

Difference
in m
E
0

Difference
in m
N
-1

Large test area t01, look direction to north-east, geocoded L-band data set: 08biosar0202x1_t11:
CR
name
CR04
CR5A
CR6A

17/03/2010

true
position
UTM E
443275
442759
444060

true
position
UTM N
7122891
7122287
7123444

measured
position
UTM E
443277
442761
444061

measured
position
UTM N
7122893
7122289
7123445

Difference
in m
E
2
2
1

Difference
in m
N
2
2
1
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Large test area t01, look direction to north-east, geocoded L-band data set: 08biosar0202x1_t21:
CR
name
CR04
CR5A
CR6A

true
position
UTM E
443275
442759
444060

true
position
UTM N
7122891
7122287
7123444

measured
position
UTM E
443277
442761
444061

measured
position
UTM N
7122892
7122289
7123445

Difference
in m
E
2
2
1

Difference
in m
N
1
2
1

Large test area t01, look direction to north-east, geocoded L-band data set: 08biosar0202x1_t31:
CR
name
CR7A

true
position
UTM E
438677

true
position
UTM N
7127702

measured
position
UTM E
438677

measured
position
UTM N
7127701

Difference
in m
E
0

Difference
in m
N
-1

Large test area t01, look direction to north-east, geocoded X-band data set: 08biosar0405x1_t11:
CR
name
CR04
CR5A
CR6A

true
position
UTM E
443275
442759
444060

true
position
UTM N
7122891
7122287
7123444

measured
position
UTM E
443276
442761
444060

measured
position
UTM N
7122891
7122289
7123444

Difference
in m
E
1
2
0

Difference
in m
N
0
2
0

Large test area t01, look direction to north-east, geocoded X-band data set: 08biosar0405x1_t21:
CR
name
CR04
CR5A
CR6A

true
position
UTM E
443275
442759
444060

true
position
UTM N
7122891
7122287
7123444

measured
position
UTM E
443277
442761
444060

measured
position
UTM N
7122892
7122289
7123445

Difference
in m
E
2
2
0

Difference
in m
N
1
2
1

Large test area t01, look direction to north-east, geocoded X-band data set: 08biosar0405x1_t31:
CR
name
CR7A

true
position
UTM E
438677

true
position
UTM N
7127702

measured
position
UTM E
438678

measured
position
UTM N
7127700

Difference
in m
E
1

Difference
in m
N
-2

Small test area t02, look direction to west, geocoded P-band data set: 08biosar0301x1_t12:
CR
name
CR01
CR02
CR03
CR5B
CR6B

17/03/2010

true
position
UTM E
444415
443772
443681
442760
444067

true
position
UTM N
7121818
7121597
7122739
7122293
7123453

measured
measured Difference Difference
position
position
in m
in m
UTM E
UTM N
E
N
444414
7121819
-1
1
443773
7121596
1
-1
443682
7122739
1
0
corner reflector signal too low, high background
444066
7123454
-1
1
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Small test area t02, look direction to west, geocoded L-band data set: 08biosar0401x1_t12:
CR
name
CR01
CR02
CR03
CR5B
CR6B

true
position
UTM E
444415
443772
443681
442760
444067

true
position
UTM N
7121818
7121597
7122739
7122293
7123453

measured
position
UTM E
444415
443770
443682
442760
444066

measured
position
UTM N
7121818
7121596
7122739
7122294
7123453

Difference
in m
E
0
-2
1
0
-1

Difference
in m
N
0
-1
0
1
0

Small test area t02, look direction to south-west, geocoded P-band data set: 08biosar0302x1_t12:
CR
name
CR01
CR03
CR5B
CR6B

true
position
UTM E
444415
443681
442760
444067

true
position
UTM N
7121818
7122739
7122293
7123453

measured
measured Difference Difference
position
position
in m
in m
UTM E
UTM N
E
N
444415
7121817
0
-1
443683
7122740
2
1
corner reflector signal too low, high background
444066
7123452
-1
-1

Small test area t02, look direction to south-west, geocoded L-band data set: 08biosar0402x1_t12:
CR
name
CR01
CR03
CR5B
CR6B

true
position
UTM E
444415
443681
442760
444067

true
position
UTM N
7121818
7122739
7122293
7123453

measured
position
UTM E
444415
443683
442760
444066

measured
position
UTM N
7121817
7122741
7122293
7123452

Difference
in m
E
0
2
0
-1

Difference
in m
N
-1
2
0
-1

Small test area t02, look direction to north-east, geocoded P-band data set: 08biosar0303x1_t12:
CR
name
CR04
CR5A
CR6A

true
position
UTM E
443275
442759
444060

true
position
UTM N
7122891
7122287
7123444

measured
measured Difference Difference
position
position
in m
in m
UTM E
UTM N
E
N
443276
7122891
1
0
corner reflector signal too low, high background
444061
7123445
1
1

Small test area t02, look direction to north-east, geocoded P-band data set: 08biosar0305x1_t12:
CR
name
CR04
CR5A
CR6A

true
position
UTM E
443275
442759
444060

true
position
UTM N
7122891
7122287
7123444

measured
measured Difference Difference
position
position
in m
in m
UTM E
UTM N
E
N
443277
7122893
2
2
corner reflector signal too low, high background
444061
7123444
1
0

Small test area t02, look direction to north-east, geocoded L-band data set: 08biosar0403x1_t12:
CR
name

true
true
measured
measured Difference Difference
position
position
position
position
in m
in m
UTM E
UTM N
UTM E
UTM N
E
N
CR04
443275
7122891 443276
7122892
1
1
CR5A
442759
7122287 442761
7122288
2
1
CR6A
444060
7123444 444061
7123445
1
1
Small test area t02, look direction to north-west, geocoded P-band data set: 08biosar0304x1_t12:
17/03/2010
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CR
name

true
position
UTM E
444415
443772

CR01
CR02

true
position
UTM N
7121818
7121597

measured
position
UTM E
444415
443773

measured
position
UTM N
7121819
7121596

FINAL REPORT

Difference
in m
E
0
1

Difference
in m
N
1
-1

Small test area t02, look direction to north-west, geocoded L-band data set: 08biosar0404x1_t12:
CR
name

true
position
UTM E
444415
443772

CR01
CR02

true
position
UTM N
7121818
7121597

measured
position
UTM E
444414
443771

measured
position
UTM N
7121819
7121598

Difference
in m
E
-1
-1

Difference
in m
N
1
1

In summary the corner reflectors appear in the data sets as bright areas of several meters diameter. In Lband, the 5m-reflector signals are about 10m wide, while in P-band the corner reflector footprint becomes
as big as 15m x 10m. A measurement of the corner reflector coordinates is therefore only possible with an
uncertainty of about 1-2m in each direction.
The corner reflector signals in the geocoded data show a deviation from their nominal positions of within
2m which includes the location uncertainty when detecting the reflector on the 1m grid.

7.3

Calibration Checks

The E-SAR system is not permanently mounted in its operating aircraft Do228 and hence must be
calibrated after each mounting i.e. for every campaign.
The E-SAR system firmly uses a factor of 1.000.000 for amplifying the backscattered signal intensity to
allow a 16 bit data representation with sufficient dynamics. This determines the E-SAR calibration constant
which amounts to 60dB. Accordingly, 60dB is the RCS value difference expected after SAR processing for
the corner reflectors.
In the following, the calibration constant (signal amplitude) is checked, amplitude imbalances between HH
and VV polarisation and phase imbalances between HH and VV polarisation.
In BIOSAR 2007 it was found that the 5m corner reflectors deliver a stable signal for calibration in P- and
L-band. For BIOSAR 2008 the X- and L-band sub-systems were calibrated over the calibration field near
Kaufbeuren in Germany before the BIOSAR flight campaign. During processing of the BIOSAR data it was
found that in L-band the signal level over the 5m reflectors was 2dB too low. At first, it was decided to
process the L-band data with an increased signal level of 2dB to be comparable to the data of 2007 with
respect to the 5m CR signature. After consultation with FOI and in agreement with ESA, a reprocessing of
all L-band data was done to restore the original signal level without any manual adjustments.
In P-band, the 90cm corner reflectors (CR5A, CR5B, CR6A, CR6B) are not checked because they are too
small to deliver a good signal. In X-band the 5m reflectors (CR01, CR02, CR03, CR04) are ignored. Their
mesh surface does not appear as a smooth surface for X-band and therefore no specular reflection is
assumed. The X-band signal of the 5m reflectors was found to be about 30dB below its theoretical value.
In the following table, information about the behaviour of the radar reflectors is given for the different
passes. RCS values which differ by more than 1dB from the expected values are marked in red. Position
errors of more than three pixels in range and five pixels in azimuth are also shown in red to be treated
carefully during tiepointing as automatic detection might have failed.
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e08biosar0102x1
e08biosar0102x1
e08biosar0102x1
e08biosar0102x1

t01
t01
t01
t01

P
P
P
P

PM
PM
PM
PM

20
20
20
20

1 HH
1 VV
4 HH
4 VV

128
128
128
128

10
10
10
10

34.6
34.0
13.2
13.4

0.7
1.3
1.3
1.1

59.3
58.7
58.7
58.9

26.1
25.5 0.6
8.3
7.5 -0.2

e08biosar0103x1
e08biosar0103x1
e08biosar0103x1
e08biosar0103x1

t01
t01
t01
t01

P
P
P
P

PM
PM
PM
PM

11
11
11
11

1 HH
5 308
1 VV
3
5 308
4 HH
1.5 308
4 VV 10 1.5 308

10
10
10
10

34.6
34.4
14.3
13.5

0.7
0.9
0.0
0.8

59.3
59.1
60.0
59.2

27.4
25.8 0.2
10.8
9.2 0.8

e08biosar0104x1
e08biosar0104x1
e08biosar0104x1
e08biosar0104x1

t01
t01
t01
t01

P
P
P
P

PM
PM
PM
PM

21
21
21
21

1 HH
1 VV
4 HH
4 VV

128
128
128
128

10
10
10
10

34.4
33.8
13.0
13.7

0.8
1.5
1.4
0.7

59.2
58.5
58.6
59.3

26.1
25.2 0.6
7.9
8.2 -0.7

e08biosar0105x1
e08biosar0105x1
e08biosar0105x1
e08biosar0105x1

t01
t01
t01
t01

P
P
P
P

PM
PM
PM
PM

12
12
12
12

1 HH
5 308
1 VV
3
5 308
4 HH
1.5 308
4 VV 10 1.5 308

10
10
10
10

34.9
34.5
14.3
13.6

0.5
0.9
0.0
0.7

59.5
59.1
60.0
59.3

27.3
25.6 0.4
11.0
8.7 0.7

e08biosar0106x1
e08biosar0106x1
e08biosar0106x1
e08biosar0106x1

t01
t01
t01
t01

P
P
P
P

PM
PM
PM
PM

22
22
22
22

1 HH
1 VV
4 HH
4 VV

10
10
10
10

34.6
34.0
13.0
13.8

0.7
1.3
1.4
0.6

59.3
58.7
58.6
59.4

26.6
25.1 0.6
8.5
8.1 -0.8

17/03/2010

5
5
1.5
9 1.5
4

5
4
5
1.5
9 1.5

5
5
1.5
9 1.5
4

128
128
128
128

Delta Azimuth [pix]

27.7
25.8 0.1
10.4
7.9 0.7

Delta Range [pix]

34.6 0.7 59.3
34.5 0.8 59.2
14.4 -0.1 60.1
13.7 0.7 59.3

Phase Imbalance [deg]

Amplitude Imbalance [dB]

Signal to Background Ratio [dB]

Calibration Factor [dB]

Estimated RCS [dB]

CR elev [deg]
10
10
10
10

CR size [m]

1 HH
5 308
1 VV
3
5 308
4 HH
1.5 308
4 VV 10 1.5 308

Reflector Nr.

10
10
10
10

CR Info

PM
PM
PM
PM

Track

P
P
P
P

Polarisation

t01
t01
t01
t01

Band

e08biosar0101x1
e08biosar0101x1
e08biosar0101x1
e08biosar0101x1

Filename

CR azim [deg]

Filename-Extension

P-Band
Pol-InSAR

Theory RCS - Estimated RCS [dB]

FINAL REPORT

9.1 0.0 -5.5
34.2 -0.2 -5.4

9.2 0.2 -4.7
24.7 -0.3 -3.8

9.7 0.1 -4.7
36.1 -0.3 -4.6

9.0 0.1 -4.8
28.9 -0.3 -4.2

9.3 0.0 -4.7
38.0 -0.4 -4.6

8.6 -0.1 -4.9
25.2 -0.3 -4.2
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e08biosar0108x1
e08biosar0108x1
e08biosar0108x1
e08biosar0108x1

t01
t01
t01
t01

P
P
P
P

PM
PM
PM
PM

23
23
23
23

1 HH
1 VV
4 HH
4 VV

128
128
128
128

10
10
10
10

34.4
33.9
13.0
13.5

0.8
1.4
1.4
1.0

59.2
58.6
58.6
59.0

26.6
25.3 0.5
8.7
7.9 -0.5

e08biosar0109x1
e08biosar0109x1
e08biosar0109x1
e08biosar0109x1

t01
t01
t01
t01

P
P
P
P

PM
PM
PM
PM

14
14
14
14

1 HH
5 308
1 VV
3
5 308
4 HH
1.5 308
4 VV 10 1.5 308

10
10
10
10

34.7
34.4
13.7
13.4

0.6
0.9
0.7
0.9

59.4
59.1
59.3
59.1

27.5
26.1 0.3
9.8
8.1 0.3

e08biosar0110x1
e08biosar0110x1
e08biosar0110x1
e08biosar0110x1

t01
t01
t01
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Signal to Background Ratio [dB]
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10
10
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Reflector Nr.

1 HH
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1 VV
3
5 308
4 HH
1.5 308
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CR Info
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13
13

Track

PM
PM
PM
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Polarisation

P
P
P
P

Band

t01
t01
t01
t01

Filename-Extension

e08biosar0107x1
e08biosar0107x1
e08biosar0107x1
e08biosar0107x1

Filename
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P-Band
Pol-InSAR

Phase Imbalance [deg]
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8.6 0.0 -4.7
36.1 -0.3 -4.7

9.4 0.0 -4.8
27.7 -6.4

8.9

8.7 0.0 -4.8
37.7 -0.3 -4.8

8.5 0.0 -4.7
25.5 -0.3 -4.6

8.6 0.0 -4.9
37.7 -0.3 -4.8

8.7 0.0 -4.5
28.0 -6.5
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3
3
3
3
3
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X
X
X
X
X
X
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Conclusion

In the following the SAR data quality is summarised for different frequencies.
P-band: In P-band, both types of reflectors (5m mesh reflectors and 1.5m aluminium plate reflectors)
deliver a relatively stable backscattered signal. The differences in the backscatter intensity, as well as the
intensity differences between hh and vv polarisation and for the single passes lie in the range of about
1dB, which is within specification.
The data of the large test area t01 show a slight dependence of the look direction. The data with look
direction North-East (0104, 0106, 1018, 1010, 0112) have a slightly lower backscatter of the reflectors
(about 0.5dB). This could be due to incorrect mounting of the reflectors, different squint angles, or a slight
deformation of the reflectors CR04 and CR7A.
The amplitude imbalance between hh and vv polarisations is nearly everywhere below 1dB. The phase
imbalance is below 10° for the 5m reflectors and in the range of 30°-40° for the 1.5m reflectors. Since the
1.5m reflectors are small for P-band the large phase imbalance is not trusted and these reflectors should
not be used for a polarimetric calibration. Imbalances of below 12° are within specification for E-SAR.
The difference of the corner reflector positions in the SLC data from their expected values is mostly below
1 pixel in range and 5 pixel in azimuth. The larger values encountered for the 1.5m corner reflectors in the
data sets 0108 and 0112 should not be trusted. They are due to short raw data where alignment to the
master was not possible at raw data level (no impact on interferometric co-registration). The reflector is at
the margin of the data set and automatic tiepoint location failed.
Any minor pixel shift from measured to nominal positions in the RGI product has no effect in the GTC
product as those shifts are corrected in the geocoding process.
L-band: The behaviour of the corner reflector signals in L-band is ambiguous at first impression. In
BIOSAR 2007 it was shown that good calibration results can be obtained in both L- and P-band using the
5m reflectors. In BIOSAR 2008 the processing shows a loss of 2dB in the backscatter of the 5m reflectors,
while the 1.5m and 90cm reflectors showed normal values.
An idea to explain the different behaviour in 2007 and 2008 was that in 2008 all reflectors had a pure
mesh surface whereas in 2007 three of four reflectors were lined with aluminium plates. On the other
hand, in 2007 no difference in between the lined corner reflectors and the mesh reflector could be found.
The only explanation for the 2dB loss at the 5m reflectors in 2008 could be therefore the possibility of a
deformation of the reflectors in 2008. During mounting and deinstallation one has to step inside the
reflector and the mesh is partially not planar any more. For a better understanding, the next time when the
5m reflectors are used for L-band, it is suggested to mount two reflectors (one mesh and one lined with
aluminium plate) with the same azimuth and elevation angles not far from each other, together with a well
calibrated 1,5m aluminium plate reflector.
The amplitude imbalance is nearly everywhere below 1dB, while the phase imbalance is in the range of
about 5° for the small 1,5m and 90cm reflectors and about 15° for the 5m reflectors. The difference of the
corner reflector position in the SLC data is about 1-2 pixels in range and about 3-4 pixels in azimuth.
X-band: In X-band the signature of the 5m reflectors has not been used. The mesh of these reflectors is
too wide for specular reflection of X-band and delivers a signal which is about 30dB too low. The
backscatter of the 1.5m and 90cm reflectors increases in range direction. This increase from 57-58dB in
near range to about 60dB at around 50° look angle has also been observed in the calibration campaigns.
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At look angles of more than 50° a decrease in the backscatter is observed at the calibration campaigns. At
BIOSAR 2008 this decrease could not be found.
The amplitude imbalance between the two interferometric channels is near to 0dB while the phase
difference between the two XTI channels can be 0°-360°. The difference of the corner reflector positions in
the SLC data from their expected values is about 1 pixel in range and 1 pixel in azimuth.
E-SAR XTI data uses antennas with narrow aperture angle, compared to L- and P-band. Therefore the
radiometric accuracy is reduced in this mode.

7.4.1 E-SAR data performance summary
The data quality analysis performed with the BIOSAR 2008 campaign data confirmed the expected
performance of the E-SAR data products in terms of absolute and relative radiometric accuracy,
polarimetric calibration performance, interferometric phase as well as location accuracy. Analysis of the
radar-cross-section (RCS) of the deployed trihedrals confirms that the absolute radiometric accuracy of
BIOSAR 2008 data is comparable to the BIOSAR data acquired in 2007 over Remningstorp.
The performance parameters are summarized in the table below:
Parameter
Absolute radiometric accuracy
Relative radiometric accuracy

Accuracy
+/- 1.0 dB
+/- 0.5 dB

Co-polar amplitude imbalance

+/- 1.0 dB

Co-polar phase
Relative interferometric phase
Absolute horizontal location accuracy of
geocoded data

+/- 15 deg (+/- 5 deg)
< 10 deg
+/- 2 m

Remark
except X-band
within flight period
over the swath(*)
Absolute
within one scene
absolute (within one scene)
along azimuth (**)
assuming similar DEM
accuracy; confirmed on CR
locations

(*) The good performance benefits also from the INDREX-II campaign data (acquired by E-SAR in 2004),
where homogeneous rain forest data was used to evaluate uncertainties in the radiometric calibration of
the antenna elevation patterns (which originate mainly from the influence of the antenna fuselage). This
analysis improved the relative radiometric accuracy over the swath.
(**) The accuracy of the relative interferometric phase along azimuth is achieved by the use of
sophisticated residual motion error estimation and compensation approaches, which improve the solution
of the integrated INS/GPS data in a relative sense between master and slaves. Absolute interferometric
phase calibration has been attempted for the first time in BIOSAR 2008 using a newly developed approach
based on detection of coherent scatterers and using the external DEM. For each repeat-pass
interferometric data set, a phase correction matrix is provided. The approach and the use of the phase
correction are described in the data analysis report of this project.
Note that absolute interferometric phase calibration is subject of present research and development and
generally NOT performed for E-SAR repeat-pass interferometric data.
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BIOSAR DATA BASE

The radar data in form of RGI and GTC products have been archived in DLRs DIMS (Data Information and
Management System) and are available for the project partners via EOWEB, DLRs Internet portal for earth
observation data. With a login and a password data can be downloaded by each participating institution.

The DLR’s EOWEB portal for BIOSAR radar data downloads
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BIOSAR DATA ANALYSIS

9.1
9.1.1

Assessment of forest biomass retrieval by FOI
Relation between Backscatter and Biomass

This section reports on standwise P- and L-band backscatter versus above-ground biomass from in-situ
data. A total of 31 stands, varying in size from 2.4 to 26.3 ha, were defined to achieve geographic
distribution across the imaged area and stratification with respect to biomass and surface slope classes.
Approximately ten sampling plots (10 m radius) were laid out in each stand. For all trees (dbh > 4 cm) in
each plot, diameter was measured and species determined. Tree height was measured on randomly
selected sample trees and, on average, 1.5 sample trees were selected per plot. Additional variables were
also collected, e.g. site index, vegetation type and soil type, and also previous treatments were noted
(such as thinning). Height, volume and biomass for each tree as well as standwise estimates were
computed using the Heureka system. See Section 3.2.3, for more details concerning the in-situ
measurements and the Heureka system.
Standwise backscatter was determined based on SAR images, a high-resolution DEM, and the stand
boundary polygons using the methodology described in Appendix 12. The results are also summarised in
Appendix 12 in the form of one table for each flight track. All stands are included in all tables even if all
stands are not covered. The backscatter is given for all linear polarization configurations (HH, VV, HV, VH)
and in terms of the three parameters, i.e. β°, σ° and γ°. The latter represent different stages of processing,
i.e. β° is the average radar-cross section per unit area in radar coordinates (azimuth x slant range), σ° is
the average radar-cross section per unit ground-projected area (azimuth x ground range). γ° is obtained as
σ° but with an additional normalisation to compensate for the increased path length through a constantthickness layer as the incidence angle increases. γ° is often used in analysis of vegetation backscatter
since it, to first order, compensates for incidence angle dependence.
The results for γ° versus in-situ biomass are given in Figures 9.1-9.3. Each point corresponds to the
average backscattering coefficient for a single stand and one flight track. Results for both P- and L-band
are given. Note that in total six different track headings were used in the flights and that the variability
observed can be caused by temporal variations (e.g. soil moisture) or geometrical effects (e.g. local
incidence angle).
Results for HV-polarisation are shown in Figure 9.1. In general, γ° increases with biomass for both PHV
and LHV although there is a large spread in the data. It is noted that the total dynamic range of all
backscatter values is largest for L-band (7 dB) compared to P-band (5 dB). The backscatter range is
different for different biomass levels, particularly in P-band. The PHV backscatter range is 3-4 dB below
120 tons/ha, but only 1-2 dB above 120 tons/ha. A similar result seems to hold true at L-band, although
less clear, with about 5 dB range below 120 tons/ha and about 3 dB above 120 tons/ha.
Results for HH-polarisation are shown in Figure 9.2. The results are here the opposite compared to HVpolarization, i.e. the total dynamic range for L-band (7 dB) is much less than for P-band (12 dB). The
backscatter range is larger for both P- and L-band compared to HV-polarization. Just like HV-polarization,
there is a general trend that the backscatter increases with biomass but with a large spread.
Results for VV-polarisation are finally shown in Figure 9.3. The dynamic range for L-band (7 dB) is about
the same as for P-band (6 dB). It is noted that there is a general trend of increasing backscatter for higher
biomass in L-band, but not in P-band.
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Figure 9.1. HV-polarized P-band (left) and L-band (right) data vs. in-situ biomass for all image scenes.

Figure 9.2. HH-polarized P-band (left) and L-band (right) data vs. in-situ biomass for all image scenes.

Figure 9.3. VV-polarized P-band (left) and L-band (right) data vs. in-situ biomass for all image scenes.
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The results indicate that the variation of backscattering coefficient for a single stand imaged from different
geometries can be rather large. The variability depends strongly on the frequency band and polarization,
however, with the smallest variation observed for PHV and the largest for PHH.
The variability is attributed to mainly topographic effects but could also be due to temporal effects such as
moisture variations. Stand structure characteristics could also contribute to the variability, e.g. aligned tree
positions or preferred branch orientations, but this effect is considered less likely and the ground data does
not support such an explanation.
Based on the results and conclusions from this section, we will further analyze the observed backscatter
variability in the next section.

9.1.2

Impact of Topography on SAR Backscatter Intensity

In order to asses the impact of topography on the backscattering coefficient, between-scene variations in
backscatter on stand level was investigated. For stands with sloping terrain, this provides a measure of the
impact of topography since the different scenes have different viewing directions. As a measure of the
backscatter variability between scenes the range of backscatter for a single stand was used. The range
( R ) of a quantity

x is here defined as R( x) = max( x[dB ]) − min( x[dB ]) , where the values for x are

stand averages for the available image scenes.
In Figures 9.4-9.6, the range of stand-averaged backscatter (where the backscatter is defined as

y 0 ) is

plotted against the surface slope angle, i.e. stand-averaged surface slope based on least-squares fitting of
planes over 50 m x 50 m pixel-centred DEM sliding blocks. We note that most of the stands have a standaveraged surface slope angle of 5° with a few areas extending up to a maximum of 14°.
The results clearly show that PHV stands out compared to the other combinations of frequency band and
polarization. That is, the observed range of backscatter for a single stand is, in general, less for PHV than
any of the other combinations. Except for a few outliers, the backscatter range is observed to be less than
1.5 dB for PHV, compared to 3-4 dB for all other combinations.
The largest range of PHV backscatter is 3.5 dB but it corresponds to the stand with the absolute highest
slope of 14°. As we will see below, this stand also has a very low biomass of about 30 tons/ha.
It is noteworthy that there is only weak dependency between the backscatter range and stand-averaged
surface slope. This observation may seem to be in conflict with the statement that the backscatter
variability is mainly attributed to topographic effects. However, it should be noted that the stand-averaged
surface slope does not capture the small-scale topographic variations which is a major effect in modulating
the double-bounce scattering terms as shown in [1].
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Figure 9.4. Range of backscatter vs. surface slope angle for HV-polarized P-band (left) and L-band (right) data.
Each data point corresponds to a single stand and R is the observed range (max [dB] – min [dB]) of standaveraged backscatter.

Figure 9.5. Range of backscatter vs. surface slope angle for HH-polarized P-band (left) and L-band (right) data.
Each data point corresponds to a single stand and R is the observed range (max [dB] – min [dB]) of standaveraged backscatter.
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Figure 9.6. Range of backscatter vs. surface slope angle for VV-polarized P-band (left) and L-band (right) data.
Each data point corresponds to a single stand and R is the observed range (max [dB] – min [dB]) of standaveraged backscatter.

The next set of figures, Figures 9.7-9.10, show the backscatter range against in-situ biomass. Again, the
results show that the observed range of backscatter for a single stand is, in general, less for PHV than any
of the other combinations. Furthermore, they show that the two highest values of PHV backscatter range is
observed for the stands which have a biomass less than 40 tons/ha, i.e., very low biomass. The other
frequency and polarization combinations show a large variability.

Figure 9.7. Range of backscatter vs. in-situ biomass for HV-polarized P-band (left) and L-band (right) data.
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Figure 9.8. Range of backscatter vs. in-situ biomass for HH-polarized P-band (left) and L-band (right) data.

Figure 9.10. Range of backscatter vs. in-situ biomass for VV-polarized P-band (left) and L-band (right) data.

The final set of figures, Figures 9.11-9.13, show the backscatter range against range of local incidence
angle. That is, range of local incidence angle for a single stand and for all imaging geometries. These plots
show a clear dependence for all polarization combination at P-band and the range of local incidence
angle. A large range of local incidence angle in general implies that the P-band backscatter range
increases. PHV and PVV shows less than 1.5 dB backscatter range when the local incidence angle range
is less than about 15°, whereas PHH shows a larger backscatter range up to 2.5 dB. Based on these
results, we conclude that the local incidence angle has a major effect on the P-band backscatter. At Lband, however, there is no clear corresponding dependence on local incidence angle.
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Figure 9.11. Range of backscatter vs. range of local incidence angles for HV-polarized P-band (left) and L-band
(right) data.

Figure 9.12. Range of backscatter vs. range of local incidence angles for HH-polarized P-band (left) and L-band
(right) data.
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Figure 9.13. Range of backscatter vs. range of local incidence angles for VV-polarized P-band (left) and L-band
(right) data.

9.1.3

Evaluation of the Saatchi inversion model

The methodology described in [2] has been used to estimate above-ground biomass. The methodology
splits the inversion into two parts, i.e. estimation of the stem contribution (Ws) and estimation of the crown
contribution (Wc) to the above-ground biomass. The regression functions presented in [2] are:
0
0
log Wc = a0 + a1σ HV
cos(θ 0 − θ i ) + a2 (σ HV
cos(θ 0 − θ i )) 2
0
0
+ b1σ HH
sin(θ 0 − θ i ) + b2 (σ HH
sin(θ 0 − θ i )) 2

+ c1σ

0
HV

cos(θ 0 − θ i ) + c2 (σ

0
HV

cos(θ 0 − θ i ))

(Eq. 9.1)

2

0
0
log Ws = a0 + a1σ HV
sin(θ 0 − θ i ) + a2 (σ HV
sin(θ 0 − θ i )) 2
0
0
+ b1σ HH
cos(θ 0 − θ i ) + b2 (σ HH
cos(θ 0 − θ i )) 2

(Eq. 9.2)

0
0
+ c1σ HV
cos(θ 0 − θ i ) + c2 (σ HV
cos(θ 0 − θ i )) 2

θ 0 and θ i are incidence angles and local incidence angles, respectively. The regression coefficients for the
equations above were estimated for both L- and P-band data using data from the 31 stands with in-situ
measurements (available in tables in this report). Data from all available scenes were pooled into a single
data set, i.e. multiple backscatter measurements (including correction for topography) were used for each
stand. Only stands completely covered by radar data were used, giving about 100 measurement points for
each frequency. Estimates of crown and stem biomass were then calculated using the estimated
regression coefficients, including a correction factor to remove logarithmic bias. Total biomass estimates
were then obtained by summing the stem and crown biomass. Results are presented in Figure 9.14 and
Figure 9.15 for L- and P-band data, respectively. The estimated RMSE (including all scenes) was 35
tons/ha for L-band and 29 tons/ha for P-band, when using the same data for training as for validation.
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Figure 9.14. Results from estimating total (canopy + stem) biomass based on L-band data including all linear
polarizations (HH, VV, HV) as well as ground surface slope from a DEM. Regression coefficients were estimated
using all available (geocoded) L-band data.

Figure 9.15. Results from estimating total (canopy + stem) biomass based on P-band data including all linear
polarizations (HH, VV, HV) as well as ground surface slope from a DEM. Regression coefficients were estimated
using all available (geocoded) P-band data.
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Assessment of forest biomass retrieval by CESBIO

9.2.1

Datasets used in the study:

SAR data:
Table 1 lists the SAR data analysed by CESBIO
Scene ID

Test Site Track Heading

Band

Pol

Date

Product

P

PM
PM

14.Oct.2008
14.Oct.2008

GTC

P

GTC
GTC
GTC
GTC
GTC
GTC
GTC
GTC

08biosar0103x1

t11

11

08biosar0103x1

t21

11

-47°
-47°

P
P
P
P

PM
PM
PM
PM

14.Oct.2008
14.Oct.2008
14.Oct.2008
14.Oct.2008

P
P
P
P

PM
PM
PM
PM

15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008
15.Oct.2008

08biosar0103x1
08biosar0104x1
08biosar0104x1
08biosar0104x1

t31
t11
t21
t31

11
21
21
21

-47°
132°
132°
132°

08biosar0301x1
08biosar0302x1
08biosar0303x1
08biosar0304x1

t12
t12
t12
t12

10
20
30
40

357°
313°
133°
42°

GTC

Forest data:
The forest stands listed in Section 3.2.3.3 are used in the analysis, except stands 17637, 1474 et 4451
because they are in the border of the images, as shown below.
Stands
discarded in
the analysis

Detail of a
discarded
stand

9.2.2

Impact of topography on the biomass-intensity relationship

Image geometry
Figure 2 depicts the geometrical scheme of the radar observation.
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θ0
θl
θ0 - θl

Where θ0 is the radar look angle (or radar incidence angle), θl is the local incidence angle, and
represents the local slope.

θ0 - θl

The value of θl for each pixel in each image is extracted from the corresponding « incmap08biosar* » file.
To calculate θ0 - θl for each pixel i,j which represents the local slope, the provided DEM is used, after
converting in metre.

[θ O − θ l ]i, j

=

DEM i +1, j −1 − DEM i −1, j +1
2 2 .dx

with dx the resolution in m. The radar incidence angle (look angle) θ0 is recovered from :
θ0 = [θ0 - θl] + θl

Backscatter intensity normalisation
The radar backscatter intensity depends on the radar incidence angle. To reduce the effect of incidence
angle, the radar backscattering coefficient is expressed in

γ° =

σ°
cos θ

.

For flat terrain, θ = θ0 , the radar incidence angle, whereas for sloped terrain, θ = θ 1
approximation.

in a first

The images at different headings have been transformed in images of γ°.
In order to assess the image angle-normalisation approach, Figure 3 overlays two gamma images from
two headings, 132° and -47° acquired at the same date (tracks 11 and 21 on 14 October). The pixels of
images in Figure 3 in greyish colour have the same gamma values, whereas red or blue colour denote
higher values for one of the headings. It can be seen that the general effect of topography (forshortenning,
layover) is still visible as well as effects due to differences in scattering phenomena (e.g. double bounce
scattering on the river banks).
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Figure 3: Overlay of γ° images from heading 132° (blue) and heading -47° (red).

Relationship γ° and forest biomass:
The mean backscatter γ° values are extracted from forest stands included in HH, HV and VV images of 2
headings 132° and -47°.
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The γ° values are plotted as a function of forest above ground biomass in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Backscatter coefficient expressed in γ° as a function of biomass at HH, HV, and VV extracted from
images acquired with 2 different headings in BIOSAR-II (132° and -47°). The green curve is from past datasets
(Le Toan et al., 2009) overlaid on HV BIOSAR-II data for comparison.

Figure 4 shows that the effect of topography is reduced when the intensity is normalised by the local
incidence angle, especially for HV and VV, where the normalisation is well adapted to the volume
scattering angular behaviour. The effect of topography remains high at HH, where the double bounce
scattering needs to be accounted for. Figure 4 also shows that while HV can be used for biomass retrieval,
the single use of HH is limited in terrain with topography (VV was already shown little sensitivity to
biomass in past studies).
To compare the relationship between HV intensity with biomass in previous work, the set of equations
derived from past data have been plotted on the HV images.
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It can be noted in Figure 4 that the HV γ° values are in the same range of the expected γ° values from the
above equations.
Effect of the local incidence angle on HV backscatter intensity:
In order to assess the effect of the local incidence angle on the relationship between the radar backscatter
intensity and above ground biomass, γ° is averaged over pixels from forest stands analysed in Figure 4
located in local incidence angle range of 5° interval, from 0° -5°, 5°-10°, 10°-15° and >15° (Figure 5).

Figure 5: HV Backscatter intensity in γ° as a function of above ground biomass, averaged from pixels in the
stands located in interval of local incidence angle, from 0 to 15° in 3 intervals, and for angle > 15°. The number
of pixels from each data points in Figure 6 is sufficiently high to avoid dominant speckle effect. Squares are
mean γ° extracted from 132° heading image, and circles from -47° heading image. The green curve is the HV-γ°
versus biomass curve described above.

Figure 5 shows that, when the local incidence angle is < 5°, the relationship between the radar backscatter
HV and biomass has less dispersion and can be described by the past HV curve. The data dispersion (e.g.
around the curve) increases with the local incidence angle after 5°. Figure 4 shows that when the
backscatter values are averaged over entire stands, no outlier points are found.
Further work should be done on the effect of topography on different radar resolutions.
Effect of the radar incidence (look) angle
For a given forest scene, the range of local incidence angle varies as a function of the radar look angle.
Since the spaceborne P-band system may have a look angle from 20° to 30°, it should be interesting to
selected data at radar incidence (look) angle from 20° to 30° from the data in Figure 5, and also from the
other headings. However, there are insufficient stands located in the low range of incidence angle for the
images of BIOSAR-II. Instead, data points corresponding to radar incidence angle < 40° are retained in
Figure 6.
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Figure 6: HV Backscatter intensity in γ° as a function of above ground biomass , averaged from stand pixels
located in interval of local incidence angle, from 0 to 15° in 3 intervals, and for angle > 15°.Only the data
corresponding to the radar look angle < 40° are retained. The data are from headings 132, -47, 42, 133, 313,
357 in Table 1.

The small number of data points does not permit conclusion, but when the incidence angle is restricted (<
40°), the outliers in Figure 5 are not included in Figure 6.
As a summary, the relation between HV radar backscatter intensity and above ground biomass is affected
by topography. The effect is reduced when the backscatter coefficient is expressed in γ° (normalised by
the local incidence angle). In particular, when the analysis is restricted to the range of incidence angle
range prevailing in spaceborne systems, the topographic effect should be further reduced.

9.2.3

Inversion of HV backscatter in biomass

In a previous study (Le Toan et al., 2009), the HV backscatter intensity has been used for biomass
inversion using the following equations:


 − γ − 10 
 − ln HV

log B = 
32


4.5563 + 0.18 ⋅ γ HV

for γ HV < −15dB
for γ HV > −15dB

The data points at look angle of < 40° are inverted, and Figure 7 compares the estimated biomass to the
inventory biomass. As expected, the RMSE is high (35 ton/ha, corresponding to 41, 8% of biomass).

Figure 7: Inversion of HV backscatter intensity: comparison of estimated biomass with inventory biomass.
RMSE is 35 ton/ha (41.8%).
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Inversion using HH, HV, and VV using Saatchi et al., 2007 algorithm:

The method by Saatchi et al., 2007 provides an estimation of the crown biomass Wc and the stem
biomass using σ0 from HH HV and VV, and the local slope and 14 coefficients: :

From analysis of the Yellow Stone dataset, Saatchi et al., 2007 derived the following set of coefficients.
Crown
a0 = 6.215
a1 = 0.058
a2 = -0.0017
b1 = 0.192
b2 = 0.0098
c1 = 0.0962
c2 = -0.0028

Stem
a0 = 8.104
a1 = 0.112
a2 = -0.0018
b1 = 0.396
b2 = 0.0143
c1 = -0.131
c2 = -0.0081

The algorithm requires as training datasets a minimum of 7 reference forest stands with crown and stem
biomass and the local slopes from the DEM.
Since the forest data in BIOSAR-I consisted of a large number of stands, it is interesting to investigate the
robustness of the algorithm using data from different headings, i.e. to investigate if a set of coefficients
derived from other image headings can be used to invert a given image.

Inversion using training stands of the same image:
The 14 coefficients of the Saatchi equations are derived from images of heading 132° and -47°, using the
forest data of ththe stands included in the images.
The following table compares the coefficients derived from each of the images.
track 132°
Crown
Crown
a0 = -11,9667
a0 = -0,6554
a1 = -2,8227
a1 = -0,4741
a2 = -0,0923
a2 = -0,0234
b1 = -0,5704
b1 = -0,1193
b2 = -0,4262
b2 = -0,0108
c1 = 1,5216
c1 = -0,2338
c2 = 0,0865
c2 = -0,0005

track -47°
Stem
Stem
a0 = -2,5055
a0 = -2,1542
a1 = 0,685
a1 = -0,5837
a2 = -0,1953
a2 = -0,2207
b1 = 0,6998
b1 = 0,1075
b2 = 0,0198
b2 = -0,0104
c1 = -1,9122
c1 = -1,3204
c2 = -0,0798
c2 = -0,0522

Figure 8 shows the comparison between estimated biomass and inventory biomass. The results show
good performance is obtained, when using the training set from the same image to be inverted. For two
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headings, similar RMSE are obtained (about 24 ton/ha). It is noted that when the stand 3245 is discardedone outlier in Figure 8, the RMSE are resp. 20.4 and 21.4 ton/ha for 132° and -47° images).

Figure 8: Comparison of estimated biomass and reference biomass using training stands from the same image.
Left: image of heading 132°, and right: image of heading -47°.

Figure 9 shows the corresponding biomass map derived from heading 132° .

Figure 9: Biomass map using the Saatchi algorithm. Data are from image of heading 132° and the empirical
regression uses the forest stands located in the images.
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Assessing the generality of the algorithm:
To assess the generality of the algorithm, we first restrict the data points at radar incidence angle < 40°, to
better consider the spaceborne SAR condition, and we test the use of coefficients derived from one
dataset to be applied to an other scene with similar forest conditions. For this purpose, we divide the
datasets into two sets: the first is from heading 132°, where sufficient number of stands are found, and the
second is a synthetic set including data from heading of 42°, 133°, 313° et 357°. The second set accounts
for more various slope, orientation and biomass values. The test is to derive coefficients from one set and
to apply the coefficients to the other set.
Results with radar look angle < 40°
When data from a restricted radar look angle 25°- 40° are used, the comparison of estimated and
measured biomass is improved. Figure 9 shows the results obtained with the heading 132° image.

Crown
Stem
a0 = -18,8602 a0 = -25,3955
a1 = -0,5152
a1 = -0,1016
a2 = -0,0227
a2 = -0,166
b1 = -0,1217
b1 = 1,2345
b2 = -0,751
b2 = 0,0537
c1 = -3,4462
c1 = -6,835
c2 = -0,15
c2 = -0,3184
Figure 9: Comparison of estimated and measured biomass from data of heading 132° image , with data points
restriced to radar incidence angle of 25°-40°. Lest: total above ground biomass, middle: crown biomass, right:
stem biomass. The table lists the corresponding coefficients.
Using the second set of data (from different headings 42°, 133°, 313° et 357°), the following results are
obtained:
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Stem
a0 = -25,914
a1 = 0,0421
a2 = -0,0327
b1 = 1,1439
b2 = 0,047
c1 = -6,7439
c2 = -0,3067

Figure 10: Comparison of estimated and measured biomass from data of different headings 42°, 133°, 313° et
357° , with data points restriced to radar incidence angle of 25°-40°. Left: total above ground biomass, middle:
crown biomass, right: stem biomass. The table lists the corresponding coefficients.

All the above results show that the sets of coefficients differ significantly one another.
Test of robustness of the empirical coefficients:
Using the coefficients of the first set of data (table in figure 9) to the second set of data provides the
following results:
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Figure 11: Comparison of estimated and measured biomass from data of different headings 42°, 133°, 313° et
357° , with data points restriced to radar incidence angle of 25°-40°. Left: total above ground biomass, middle:
crown biomass, right: stem biomass. The coefficients used in the inversion are derived from data of heading
132° (Table in Figure 9)

Figure 12: Comparison of estimated and measured biomass from data of different heading 132° , with data
points restriced to radar incidence angle of 25°-40°. Left: total above ground biomass, middle: crown biomass,
right: stem biomass. The coefficients used in the inversion are derived from data of heading 42°, 133°, 313° et
357° (Table in Figure 10)

Inversion using all the headings:
Finally, for BIOSAR –II , the forest stands observed from all the headings are used in an integrated
datasets to assess the inversion.
Figure 13 shows the result obtained.
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Stem
a0 = -25,6846
a1 = 0,0202
a2 = -0,0363
b1 = 1,384
b2 = 0,0607
c1 = -6,9641
c2 = -0,3206

Figure 13: Comparison of estimated and measured biomass from data of different headings 132°, 42°, 133°,
313° et 357° , with data points restriced to radar incidence angle of 25°-40°. Left: total above ground biomass,
middle: crown biomass, right: stem biomass. The coefficients used in the inversion included in the table.
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The following table presents the data used to derive the results in Figure 11.
Heading

132

m47

42

133

313
357

9.2.5

Stand

4115
4038
4035
3628
36169
3689
3611
31818
30097
2629
2625
2626
21577
36979
32398
2269
18147
4451
4115
3628
4035
4451
4115
3689
36979
32398
36979

Biom Total

89,31
85,6
35,08
74,28
112,82
86,03
116,46
73,8
111,96
139,76
119,13
106,24
42,71
37,12
27,46
182,54
119,8
111,74
89,31
74,28
35,08
111,74
89,31
86,03
37,12
27,46
37,12

Biom Crown

14,43
22,18
8,19
16,83
20,42
19,5
17,74
13,02
18,3
29,9
26,08
24,41
12,49
10,7
10,67
43,36
30,51
17,82
14,43
16,83
8,19
17,82
14,43
19,5
10,7
10,67
10,7

Biom Stem

74,88
63,42
26,89
57,45
92,4
66,53
98,72
60,78
93,66
109,86
93,05
81,83
30,22
26,42
16,79
139,18
89,29
93,92
74,88
57,45
26,89
93,92
74,88
66,53
26,42
16,79
26,42

Inversion using intensity and height

In order to assess the use of forest height in the inversion, a term of forest height is added in the Saatchi
equation for Stem biomass and Crown biomass. Two tests have been made: adding one or two terms
accounting for the stand height.
d.H , or adding
d1H+ d2H2
The test uses H for the stand Height from a) Lidar Height, b) L-band Pol-InSAR derived Height, and c) Pband Pol-InSAR derived Height. The three sets of stand heights are provided for BIOSAR-II.
Figure 14 presents the preliminary results using linear term for stand height. In figure 16, it can be noted
that the use of the Lidar height improves the result (RMSE from 16.18 ton/ha to 10.84 ton/ha, or 19.33% of
biomass versus 12.95%). But the result is expected, since the Lidar height are used to derive biomass in
the ground datasets.
The improvement provided by L-band Pol-InSAR height is smaller, but still noticeable (RMSE= 12.78
ton/ha, or 15.27%), as for P-band Pol-InSAR, the improvement is marginal (15.12 ton/ha or 18.07%).
It can be added that the results using both linear and second order terms do not differ from the single
linear term.
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Further assessment still needs to be done to document on the joint use of intensity and height in BIOSARII datasets.
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Figure 14: Top left: Inversion using HH, VV, HV (same as in figure 13 left), Top right: inversion using HH, VV,
HV and Lidar Height. Bottom left: inversion using HH, VV, HV and L-band derived height, bottom right: inversion
using HH, VV, HV and P-band derived height.

9.2.6

Summary and further works

1.Quantify the impact of topography on the biomass intensity relationship and identify methods for
mitigation:
The backscatter intensity is strongly affected by topography. When expressed in local-incidence angle
normalized γ°, the topographic effect is reduced in particular for HV and VV. Within the scene remaining
effects are still visible (e.g. border effect from double bounce scattering).
γ° extracted from forest stands are analysed as a function of stand biomass from images of different
headings (for different local angles). The values of the backscatter at HV are of the same order than
observed in previous studies, but presenting some dispersion which increases with the local incidence
angle.
In addition, the dispersion should be reduced when the radar angle is in a small range (comparable to the
range in spaceborne SAR).
2. The biomass intensity retrieval algorithms have been assessed for the BIOSAR-II high-latitude boreal
forests and their performance for this ecosystem has been quantified:
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- the use of HV intensity provide an unsupervised inversion. The validation using stand values provides a
RMSE of 35 ton/ha (41.8% of biomass)
- the use of HV, VV, HH based on Saatchi algorithm provides, using training stands in a scene provide
very good results ( RMSE=23.86 ton/ha). Attempts to perform the training of one part of the data sets (with
different headings) to other data sets provide also good results (18;74 ton/ha and 21.86 ton/ha in two
examples)
A biomass map has been derived to present the prototype Level-2 product. Further validation need to be
performed.
3. Extend analysis to multi-channel retrieval (including integration of height information) and L-Band for
selected datasets
Preliminary analysis incorporating forest height from Lidar, from L-band Pol-InSAR and P-band Pol-InSAR
has been performed. The results which need further investigations, did not show very significant
improvement in the inversion.

Further works
Further assessment of the datasets, in particular for the use of integrated intensity and heights,
Using Bayesian inversion approach to improve the inversion scheme, in particular when unsupervised
methods are used;
Investigating the use of Pol-InSAR derived measurements, including coherence in the inversion
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Assessment of forest height retrieval by DLR

This chapter deals with forest parameters estimation using a model based multi-baseline approach
developed at the Microwaves and Radar institute. Forest height is one of the main parameter that this
chapter is focusing on and specifically on the validation of the retrieval algorithms for high-latitude boreal
forests and the quantization of the performance for this ecosystem. The impact of topography on forest
height retrieval has been studied and quantified. The work has been carried out with L- / P-band airborne
SAR data and simulated P-band spaceborne data acquired within the BIOSAR 2008 project.

9.3.1

Data Selection

In order to investigate the impact of topography on forest height retrieval with multi-baseline Pol-InSAR
two differently derived digital elevation models (DEM) were selected. One derived from repeat pass Lband and the other one derived from Lidar measurements. Both digital elevation models were used to
estimate the surface slopes with respect to the radar geometry. In this study the following Pol-InSAR data
were used:
•

The area coverage is about 3 (range) X 10 (azimuth) km

•

Flights in two different flight directions were used for data processing: 314 and 134 degree

•

Two different frequency were used for forest height inversion: L- and P-band

•

For a better performance a multi-baseline approach was chosen for forest height inversion using
L-band with 0,6,12,18,24,30m baselines and P-band with 0,8,16,24,32,40m baselines

The P-band E-SAR airborne data were simulated corresponding to the specification of the ESA’s Earth
explorer BIOMASS mission. The impact of these parameters is investigated using the filtered 6 MHz Pband data. A comparison of the inversion results between 94 MHz and 6 MHz bandwidth at P-band is
performed and discussed. The estimated and obtained Pol-InSAR results were validated and compared
with ground measurement, Lidar canopy height and field survey data in the Krycklan forest.

9.3.1.1 Slope Estimation
The main objective of this section is to quantify and estimate the impact of topographic slopes on height
retrieval algorithms and to identify potential methods for their mitigation in Pol-InSAR modeling. Two
differently derived digital elevation models were used for the estimation of the slope:
•

Lidar derived DEM: The test site was mapped using an airborne laser instrument with a spatial
resolution of 0.5 x 0.5 m. In Fig. 9.2.1 on the left the Lidar DEM in E-SAR airborne coordinates is
shown. The topographic variation is between 100 m to 350 m.

•

L-band derived DEM: The L-band DEM is derived from multi-baseline Pol-InSAR data by using
phase calibration and coherence scatterer (CS) techniques displayed in the middle in Fig. 9.2.1.
On the right a comparison of both DEMs plotted against each other is presented. There is no
significantly difference between L-band and Lidar DEMs from low to high elevation.

Fig. 9.2.2 show a slope map in the Krycklan forest estimated with the Lidar digital terrain model (DTM),

scaled from -20º to 20º degree. This slope image was calculated considering radar geometry (flight
direction 314º from north and south-west radar look direction). Positive slopes can be defined as an incline
plane towards the radar sensor (see Fig. 9.2.2 left). The other flight direction is exactly 180º opposite with
134º and a radar north-east look direction. The slopes north-east looking have a opposite sign and same
absolute slope values.
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Fig. 9.2.1. DEM of the Krycklan test site: (Left) Lidar DEM, scaled from 100 to 350m. (Middle) L-band DEM.
(Right) Comparison of Lidar DEM and L-band DEM.
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Fig. 9.2.2. Topographic slopes in the south-west look direction scaled between -20° to 20°.
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9.3.1.2 Summary of vertical wave number (kz)
Table 1 provides a summary of the Pol-InSAR data sets used for this study. SAR data were acquired in
two flight direction (314 º and 134 º) with a left looking system at L- and P-band.
L-band: L-band records were done with a 6, 12, 18, 24, 30 m spatial baseline in both flight directions. The
vertical wavenumber (kz) varies from 0.069 to 0.346 for the 314º heading and 0.074 – 0.353 for the 134º
heading.
P-band: The spatial baselines at P-band vary from 8 to 40 m with a spatial spacing of 8m also in both
flight directions. The vertical wavenumber changes from 0.028 to 0.136 and 0.022 to 0.128 in each track.
P-band has a relatively smaller kz range than L-band.
BIOMASS simulation data: Simulated spaceborne BIOMASS SAR data were generated from one flight
direction (314°) of the P-band data. P-band spatial baselines were considered to have critical baselines for
the simulated 6 MHz bandwidth.
In Table 1 the spatial baselines and vertical wave numbers for all used data are listed. The BIOMASS
simulated data are marked in red.
Table 1. Pol-InSAR data set used for forest height estimation.
Frequency

Flight
Direction
314 º

L-band
134 º

314 º
P-band
134 º

17/03/2010

Baseline
[m]
6
12
18
24
30
6
12
18
24
30
8
16
24
32
40
8
16
24
32
40

Mean Kz
[rad./m]
0.069
0.142
0.207
0.286
0.346
0.074
0.143
0.207
0.285
0.353
0.028
0.056
0.086
0.111
0.136
0.022
0.048
0.078
0.100
0.128
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9.3.1.3 Ground measurements data
The objective is to have a validation of the estimated Pol-InSAR forest heights. For comparison and
validation of inverted forest heights, airborne Lidar measurements and field inventory data are used.
Fig. 9.2.3 shows the height estimations from Lidar measurements in UTM 34. It is scaled 0 to 35 m. As the

reference height for validation, the so-call ‘H100’ from forest measurements [2] were used, which is
defined as mean height of the H100 highest trees per hectare [3] . The H100 was estimated from Lidar
data by taking the highest trees within a 10m by 10m average window. The H100 is a forestry standard
canopy top height measure and corresponds quite well to forest heights seen by the radar, it is calculated
out of the trees forming the canopy.
In this study the comparison of inversion heights from two flights track’s against ground measurement
were done in UTM 34 coordinate on polygon basis. Two types of polygons were available:
•

Individual selected homogenous polygons from the original Lidar height map (see Fig. 9.2.3 right):
229 homogenous polygons over the test site were selected that covers an area of 834 hectare
corresponding to about 30 % of inversion forest height maps at L- and P-band. The polygons are
less effected by the local topographic variation as the individual polygon size is smaller and only
homogenous areas were selected.

•

Field survey selected polygons (see Error! Reference source not found.): In total, 31 forest stands
were surveyed for in-situ measurements in the Krycklan forest and covers an area of about 260
hectare. It has the advantage of using field survey information data for comparison and validation.
The individual sizes of the polygons are much bigger and therefore more affected by the local
topography. In addition the polygons are not homogenous in terms of forest height variation.
35

0 (m)

Lidar Height

H100

Fig. 9.2.3. Krycklan laser forest height map. (Left) Original vegetation height map. (Right) Lidar H100
measurements, scaled from 0 to 35 m.

9.3.1.4 Pol-InSAR data Quality
Interferometric coherence and phase images were already shown in section Error! Reference
source not found.. In this section the coherence level of L- and P-band acquired in both flight tracks is
investigated.
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Fig. 9.2.4 shows coherence histograms of HH, HV and VV polarizations in 314º and 134º flight headings.
The displayed colors represent the average values of the vertical wave number (kz) summarized in Table
1. As expected with increasing the spatial baseline the volume decorrelation is also increasing in forest
areas and decreases the interferometric coherence level. The HV coherence is the lowest as their
contribution to the volume decorrelation is assumed to be the highest.

Flight Direction: 314 °

0.00 Kz 0.35

Flight Direction: 134 °

L-band

P-band coherence histograms are shown in Fig. 9.2.5, where the coherence ranges from 0.4 to 1.0. Even
P-band HV polarization shows lower coherence level because of volume decorrelation in forest areas.
Comparing with L-band, P-band has in general higher coherence levels. There are two reasons; at first for
6MHz simulation data the spatial baselines (kz) in P-band were designed smaller due to the critical
baseline. Small P-band kz makes less volume decorrelation and keeps high coherence levels. Secondly
the repeat pass acquistions with 10 to 60 minutes causing temporal decorrelation contributions. With the
BioSAR-1 data it could be shown that P-band was stronger against temporal decorrelation than L-band [1]
. Hence, P-band was less affected by temporal decorrelation.

HHHH

HVHV

VVVV

Fig. 9.2.4. Coherence histograms at L-band. (Upper) Flight direction 314 deg., look direction: south-west.
(Bottom) Flight direction 134 deg., look direction: north-east. Color represents the vertical wavenumber.
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0.00 Kz 0.15

Flight Direction: 134 °

P-band

BIOSAR 2008

HHHH

HVHV

VVVV

Fig. 9.2.5. Coherence histograms at P-band. (Upper) Flight direction 314 deg., look direction: south-west.
(Bottom) Flight direction 134 deg., look direction: north-east. Color represents the vertical wavenumber.

9.3.1.5 Pol-InSAR Parameter Inversion
<Pol-InSAR forest height inversion model>

~
The key observable used in Pol-InSAR application is the complex interferometric coherence γ estimated
at different polarizations. The estimated coherence depends on instrument and acquisition parameters as
well as on dielectric and structural parameters of scatterers. After calibration of system-induced
decorrelation in azimuth and range, the estimated coherence can be composed into different decorrelation
contributions [4] .

γ~ = γ~temporal γ SNR γ~volume
Volume decorrelation

γ~volume

is the decorrelation caused by the different projection of the vertical

component of the scatterer into two SAR images.
scatterers

(1)

γ~volume

is directly linked to the vertical distribution of

F (z ) through a (normalized) Fourier transformation relationship. A widely and successfully

used model for

F (z ) is the so-called Random Volume over Ground (RVoG), a two-layer model. It is a

two-layer model composed by a vegetation layer (canopy + trucks) and a ground component. The
vegetation layer is modeled as a layer (volume) of given thickness containing randomly oriented particles
characterized by scattering amplitude per unit volume. The random volume is located over an
impenetrable ground scatterer characterized by its own scattering amplitude.
The volume decorrelation caused by the vegetation layer only can be described as
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 2 σ z' 
dz'
0 
hV
 2 σ z' 
∫0 exp cosθ0 dz'

∫ exp(iκ z' ) exp cosθ
z

0

(2)

the effective vertical (interferometric) wave-number that

depends on the imaging geometry and the radar wavelength λ.

θ 0 is the incidence angle and σ is a mean

extinction coefficient.
Assuming no response from the ground in one polarization channel, the inversion problem has a unique
solution and is balanced with five real unknowns ( hV , σ , m1− 2 , φ0 ) and three measured complex



coherences [ γ~ ( w1 )

min

hV ,σ ,mi ,φ0

[γ~(w1)





γ~ ( w2 ) γ~ ( w3 ) ] each for any independent polarization channel [5]


γ~(w2 ) γ~(w3 )] T −[γ~V (hV ,σ , m1 ) γ~V (hV ,σ , m2 ) γ~Vo exp(iφ0 )] T

(3)

Equation (3) is used to invert the Pol-InSAR data sets at L- and P-band. The same regularization ( m3

=0)

has been used at L-band as well as at P-band. Because of dense vegetation layer, a modified
regularization at P-band is not required. Note that the assumption for no ground response is not
necessarily linked to HV channel.

<Slope correction in Pol-InSAR>
Two parameters in Pol-InSAR model are affected by the topographic slope:
•

Effective ground-to-volume amplitude ratio ( m ) is the function of polarization and slope. The
strong polarized behaviour of ground scattering combined with the directivity of the dihedral
scattering component make the type and amount of ground scattering strongly dependent on the
terrain slope in range [6] .

•

The vertical wavenumber is a function of the incidence angle that makes a terrain correction
necessary [6] . Fig. 9.2.6 shows the geometry of radar interferometry with slope. The vertical
wavenumber can be corrected and shown in equation (4).

kz =

4π

∆θ
λ sin(θ 0 − α )

(4)

where ∆θ is the apparent angular separation of the baseline from the scattering point, θ is incidence
angle, and α is slope. Positive slope makes kz larger while negative slope makes kz smaller. As an
example, the vertical wavenumber images are shown in Fig. 9.2.6 before (middle) and after terrain
correction (right).
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55°

θ
∆θ

α

Before correction

After correction

Fig. 9.2.6. (Left) Acquisition geometry, θ=incidence angel, Δθ=difference in incidence angle, α=terrain slope.
(Right) Example of vertical wavenumber terrain correction at L band.

9.3.2

Data Processing for Pol-InSAR

In general, airborne SAR systems have strong variations of incidence angles (and thus the effective
baseline) from near to far range. Therefore, the inversion performance is also varying with slant range. For
a good inversion ill-conditioned regions have to be masked out.
At large effective baselines (i.e. large absolute kz values; kz > 0.15) the sensitivity of the coherence to
forest height can saturate at heights lower than the forest heights in the scene. The overall coherence
level is too low for valuable inversion. Such areas are masked out. The large kz mask acts primarily in
near range. On the other hand, at small effective baselines (i.e. small absolute values; kz < 0.05) the
favourable coherence to height scaling leads to high heights errors for small residual non-volumetric
decorrelation, for example, temporal decorrelation. Such areas are excluded by kz mask. The small kz
mask acts primarily in far range.
Low coherences make accurate inversion at a reasonable spatial resolution impossible. Therefore, areas
with coherences lower than 0.3 have been also excluded.
After masking out of non-valid coherence areas and applying the forest height inversion model, forest
maps are obtained in each spatial baseline at L- and P-band. These inversion results can be combined
with considering the polarimetric conditions [6] .

9.3.2.1 Impact of Topography
Fig. 9.2.7 shows multi-baseline Pol-InSAR inversion results using 6 flight tracks (134° heading), scaled
from 0 to 35m baseline, where left the forest height map without terrain correction and adjacent the forest
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height using slope corrected kz as in equation (4) is displayed. Difference heights before and after terrain
correction is shown in Fig. 9.2.7 on the right. Non-slope-corrections causing an underestimation/
overestimation of forest heights in hilly terrain areas. The over-/underestimation rates are related to an
angle of inclination see Fig. 9.2.2.
Height errors can be estimated by subtracting the reference height, H100. Three estimated forest heights
are plotted against the terrain slope (on pixel basis in Fig. 9.2.8). There is a tendency that positive slopes
makes inversion results overestimated while negative slopes lead to underestimation. Height errors
increase with the rate of inclination. An angle of +/- 20 degree results in about +/- 10 m height error. Using
the Lidar DEM and evaluated as in Equation (4), the impact of topography in Pol-InSAR performance was
corrected or mitigated successfully and is shown in Fig. 9.2.8 in the middle. There is no tendency of
overestimation or underestimation on positive and negative slopes visible. Also for the L-band derived
DEM (Fig. 9.2.8 on the right) no trend is seen. Thus, in the absence of an external ground DEM, the impact
of topography in Pol-InSAR model can be corrected or reduced by itself.

No Terrain Correction

Terrain Correction

H100

35 (m)

10

0

-10(m)
Difference Height

Fig. 9.2.7. Krycklan forest height maps. 1) inversion height without terrain correction. 2) inversion height with
terrain correction, 3) Lidar H100 measurements, and 4) difference height between 1) and 2).
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DEMc_L-band DEM
Height_L-band DEMc – H100 (m)

DEMc_Lidar DTM
Height_Lidar DTMc – H100 (m)

No DEM correction
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Slope (Deg.)

Slope (Deg.)

Fig. 9.2.8. The impact of topography. (Left) slope versus height difference between L-band inversion result
without correction and Lidar H100. (Middle) Slope versus height difference between L-band inversion result with
terrain correction derived from Lidar DEM and Lidar H100. (Right) Slope versus height difference between Lband inversion result with terrain correction derived from L-band DEM and Lidar H100.

9.3.2.2 Pol-InSAR inversion results at L-band and P-band
Forest heights from radar data were inverted using the Random Volume over Ground (RVoG) model [5]
and slope correction with Lidar DEM. For comparison and validation of forest height estimates for both
flight tracks, inversion results were transformed from slant range geometry to the UTM 34 coordinate.
Three types of inversion height maps at L- and P-band were derived. At first, two Pol-InSAR inversion
heights were estimated by two different flight tracks (314º and 134 º from north). Then this height
estimates were merged into one forest height map.

<L-band>
Fig. 9.2.9 shows forest height maps derived from L-band data were the height is scaled between 0 to 35m.

Upper left image shows the result from 314 º heading and upper right the results from 134 º flight heading
and on the bottom left the forest height merged by the upper two images is displayed. Lidar H100 is used
for validation shown in the bottom right of Fig. 9.2.9 and is overlaid by polygons that were individually
selected.
One flight track is exactly 180 degree different to the other one therefore the upper two images have the
inclinations of the same absolute slope values but different signs (positive and/or negative).
Upper two forest estimates make clear that Pol-InSAR forest height inversion with terrain correction
provides consistent forest height maps at different slopes. Only small parts of the forest areas for the 134º
flight direction height map (red circle) were overestimated owing to small local incidence angle (≈ 0). This
occurs to near range, small incidence angle and to steep positive gradient data. It makes local incidence
angle closed to zero and Pol-InSAR non-valuable. The combination of both track’s reduces the variation of
estimates and improves forest height inversion.
The comparisons at L-band estimates versus the Lidar H100 with 229 polygons are shown in Fig. 9.2.10.
The colour of each plotted point represents the mean slopes of each stand, scaled between -15º and 15º.
Inversion heights from 314 º and 134 º heading reach an

γ2

of 0.91 / 0.92 and with RMSE of 2.16 / 2.23

m for a height range from 5 to 30 m. The correlation coefficient with an

γ2

of 0.94 for a combination of

both flight direction estimates is a bit higher, and the RMSE is just 1.32 m (see Fig. 9.2.11 right).
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Here, the impact of topography was estimated and quantified by comparing height estimates for both flight
directions. The comparison of 314 º and 134 º heading results are plotted in Fig. 9.2.11 left. It is
characterized by an

γ2

of 0.91 and an RMSE of 1.69 m for a slope range between -15 º and 15 º. The

estimation accuracy is better than 10 % of mean forest height in hilly terrain area.
In Fig. 9.2.12 the height validations with the inventory polygons providing 31 stands are plotted also
against Lidar H100 height. Compared to the former validation plots, the average in the slope values was
reduced because of the larger areas. A

γ2

of 0.88 / 0.89 and an RMSE of 2.11 m / 1.91 m for a height

range of 8 to 25 m also prove a good estimation performance at L-band in a hilly boreal forest area.

Flight Direction: 314 °

Flight Direction: 134 °

Combination of 314 ° & 134 °

H100

35

0 (m)

Fig. 9.2.9. Forest height maps at L-band, scaled from 0 to 35 m. (Upper left) L-band inversion height in 314 deg.
flight direction, (Upper right) L-band inversion height in 134 deg. flight direction, (Bottom left) combination
height, and (Bottom right) Lidar H100 measurements with polygons.
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15 °

-15 °

314 ° flight direction

Fig. 9.2.10. Pol-InSAR height estimates at L-band versus Lidar H100 validation plots for Krycklan forest. (Left)
314 deg. flight direction, and (Right) 134 deg. flight direction.

15 °

-15 °
134 ° flight direction

Fig. 9.2.11. (Left) Comparison of 314 deg. and 134 deg. flight directions results. (Right) Combined Pol-InSAR
estimates at L-band versus Lidar H100 validation plot for Krycklan forest.

15 °

-15 °

Fig. 9.2.12. Pol_InSAR height estimates at L-band versus Lidar H100 validation plots with 31 stands which were
used for field survey. (Left) 314 deg. flight direction, and (Right) 134 deg. flight direction
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<P-band>
Similar to L-band, P-band estimates were validated by Lidar H100 and compared with both flight tracks.
In Fig. 9.2.13 from P-band forest height derived maps are displayed. On the upper left the forest height
map derived from the 314 º and upper right from the 134 º flight heading are presented. In the bottom left
the combined height map of both flight headings is shown. Finally on the bottom right the Lidar H100
overplayed with the selected polygons, scaled from 0 to 35 m is presented.
Forest heights were estimated using a multi-baseline inversion approach. The reason for it is the strong
variation of the radar look angle in the airborne case. The variation of the look angle goes along with a
change of baseline, implying an inversion performance that varies along range [6] . In general, the
effective baseline decreases along range in consequence regions in far range with small spatial baselines
have a too high sensitivity to volume. Large spatial baselines are useful to recover this kind of variation.
However, the P-band acquisitions have a relatively small vertical wave number (mean kz: 0.022 – 0.136)
due to the simulation of 6 MHz spaceborne data. In upper images of Fig. 9.2.13, forest heights were
slightly overestimated in far range. After combining two forest height maps a stable forest height map in
spite of limited small kz range is obtained.
P-band results were also validated against the Lidar H100 stands. The comparisons against H100 are
shown in Fig. 9.2.14. The plots showing P-band estimates for each flight track with

γ2

of 0.62 / 0.61 and

an RMSE of 4.07 m / 4.05 m in 314º / 134º heading, for height ranges between 5 and 30m. Compared to
L-band P-band estimates have a lower correlation coefficient and higher RMSE. Recent P-band
experiments in boreal like forest showed underestimation of forest height estimates. The reason for this is
supposed to be in the deviations of the real vertical forest structure from the one assumed by the RandomVolume-over-Ground (RVoG) model [7] . Using the combination of both flight headings improves a bit the
correlation coefficient and the RMSE (0.65 / 3.85m) shown in Fig. 9.2.15 left. This result proves that
topographical effects can be also corrected and mitigated at P-band.
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Flight Direction: 314 °

Flight Direction: 134 °

Combination of 314 ° & 134 °

H100

35

0 (m)

Fig. 9.2.13. Forest height maps at P-band, scaled from 0 to 35 m. (Upper left) P-band inversion height in 314
deg. flight direction, (Upper right) P-band inversion height in 134 deg. flight direction, (Bottom left) combination
height, and (Bottom right) Lidar H100 measurements with polygons.
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15 °

-15 °

314 ° flight direction

Fig. 9.2.14. Pol-InSAR height estimates at P-band versus Lidar H100 validation plots for Krycklan forest. (Left)
314 deg. flight direction, and (Right) 134 deg. flight direction.

15 °

-15 °
134 ° flight direction
Fig. 9.2.15. (Left) Comparison of 314 deg. and 134 deg. flight directions results. (Right) Combined Pol-InSAR
estimates at P-band versus Lidar H100 validation plot for Krycklan forest.

9.3.3

Spaceborne simulation data at P-band

The estimation of forest height (and its close relation to forest biomass) becomes important in the frame of
the ESA’s Earth explorer BIOMASS mission. In this study the impact of sensor related parameters
(bandwidth (6 MHz), NESZ, range/azimuth ambiguities) on the Pol-InSAR inversion performance is
assessed.
The performance analyses are done on the BioSAR 2008 acquired data. The P-band 314° flight heading
was selected (Table 1) for reprocessing the SAR data in order to obtained the simulated spaceborne data
with the BIOMASS mission specification [8] . The impact of the longer wavelength and the repeat pass
time is investigated using the filtered 6 MHz P-band data. A comparison of the inversion results between
94 MHz and 6 MHz bandwidth in P-band data is performed and discussed.
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Fig. 9.2.16 shows HH amplitude images and three levels (spatial resolution, NESZ, and Rg/Az ambiguities)

simulation data. The simulation starts with the full resolution polarimetric scattering matrix data of airborne
acquisition. The output of each simulation step serves as input to the next steps [8] .

Airborne (Bw=94MHz)

Spaceborne (Bw=6MHz) Spaceborne (NESZ=-28dB) Spaceborne (Rg/Az Amb)

Fig. 9.2.16. HH polarization ampulitude images of Krycklan forest. 1) P-band airborne SAR data. Simulation
data after 2) reducing the resolution, 3) increasing the Noise-Equivalent- Sigma-Zero (NESZ), and 4) inserting
ambiguities.

9.3.3.1 Coherence
Fig. 9.2.17 shows the HH coherence amplitude images corresponding to E-SAR airborne SAR data and
there levels (spatial resolution, NESZ, and ambiguities) of reprocessed data for a 16m spatial baseline.
Resolution was charged in a first step by reducing the range and azimuth signal bandwidth. The
reprocessed SAR products have a spatial resolution of 25 x 12.5 m while the airborne SAR data having
1.49 m range resolution. In general it can be stated that the interferometric coherences of the simulated
data have lower coherence levels comparing to the airborne data. Especially, in hilly terrain the
coherences decreasing stronger due to the increase of range decorrelation for small bandwidth.

Histograms of coherences at different polarization for the simulated data are plotted in Fig. 9.2.18. To
avoid the strong range decorrelation effect, spatial baselines were designed to have small kz. Therefore,
airborne SAR data show high coherence levels (HH: 0.94 / HV: 0.90 / VV: 0.95). After reducing the
bandwidth coherence level drops to 0.85 in HH polarization. Decreasing homogeneity in large window size
(about 100 X 100 m) mainly affects to coherence. The NESZ and the ambiguity changes affect also the
coherence level but lower than the changes in the bandwidth. However, higher NESZ and ambiguity levels
leads to decrease the coherence level comparable to the coherence level of airborne cross-polarised
coherences.
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Spaceborne (Bw=6MHz) Spaceborne (NESZ=-28dB) Spaceborne (Rg/Az Amb)

Fig. 9.2.17. HH polarization coherence maps of Krycklan forest: E-SAR airborne SAR (Left) and three levels of
simulation steps (resolution, NESZ, and Rg/Az amniguities), scaled 0 to 1.
Simulation data
Original data

HH
0.85

Spaceborne (Bw=6MHz)

0.83

Spaceborne (NESZ = -28dB)

0.82

Spaceborne (Rg/Az Amb)

Fig. 9.2.18. HH Coherence histograms (blue: E-SAR, red: simulation data). (Left) Resolution, (Middle) NESZ,
and (Right) range and azimuth ambiguities.
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Spaceborne (Bw=6MHz) Spaceborne (NESZ=-28dB) Spaceborne (Rg/Az Amb)

Fig. 9.2.19 HV polarization coherence maps of Krycklan forest: E-SAR airborne SAR (Left) and three levels of
simulation steps (resolution, NESZ, and Rg/Az amniguities), scaled 0 to 1.

Simulation data
Original data

HV
0.83

Spaceborne (Bw=6MHz)

0.77

Spaceborne (NESZ = -28dB)

0.72

Spaceborne (Rg/Az Amb)

Fig. 9.2.20. HV Coherence histograms (blue: E-SAR, red: simulation data). (Left) Resolution, (Middle) NESZ,
and (Right) range and azimuth ambiguities.
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Spaceborne (Bw=6MHz) Spaceborne (NESZ=-28dB) Spaceborne (Rg/Az Amb)

Fig. 9.2.21. HH polarization coherence maps of Krycklan forest: E-SAR airborne SAR (Left) and three levels of
simulation steps (resolution, NESZ, and Rg/Az amniguities), scaled 0 to 1.

Simulation data
Original data

VV
0.87

Spaceborne (Bw=6MHz)

0.85

Spaceborne (NESZ = -28dB)

0.84

Spaceborne (Rg/Az Amb)

Fig. 9.2.22. VV Coherence histograms (blue: E-SAR, red: simulation data). (Left) Resolution, (Middle) NESZ,
and (Right) range and azimuth ambiguities.
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9.3.3.2 Pol-InSAR inversion
Forest height inversion with the reprocessed SAR data according to the BIOMASS specification is
performed and is shown in Fig. 9.2.23 middle. The forest height derived from the simulated heights is
higher than the height estimates using the airborne data. Especially, forest heights in hilly area are higher.
After changing the scale of the forest height (10 to 45 m), inversion result becomes similar to airborne SAR
case. In spite of low resolution, noise, and ambiguities Pol-InSAR inversion result have still certain
sensitivity to forest structure in the Krycklan forest.
Fig. 9.2.24 shows the comparison of Pol-InSAR inversion results obtained from airborne data and
simulated data. There is a tendency that the inverted forest heights from the simulated data are higher
than obtained from the airborne data. After normalizing by the total number of samples for a given airborne
Pol-InSAR inversion height, it can be sown that low forests areas are more affected by the imposed
constrains from the mission design than higher forests (see normalized 2-D histograms in Fig. 9.2.24).
This can be seen as uncompensated decorrelation effects that causes more overestimation in lower
forests [6] .

Airborne Data

Simulation Data
(lowres.nesz.saar)

35

45

0m

10m

Simulation Data
(lowres.nesz.saar)

Fig. 9.2.23. Forest height maps for Krycklan forest. (Left) E-SAR airborne SAR inversion result, scaled 0 to 35
m, (Middle) simulation data inversion height, scaled 0 to 35 m, (Right) simulation data inversion height, scaled
10 to 45 m.
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Simulation Data (m)

Simulation Data (m)

BIOSAR 2008

<2-D Histogram>
Original Data (m)

<Normalized 2-D Histogram>
Original Data (m)

Fig. 9.2.24. Pol-InSAR inversion height comparison between airborne data (94 MHz bandwidth) and simulation
data (6 MHz bandwidth plus additional noise and ambiguities. (Left) 2-D histogram, (Right) normalized 2-D
histogram.
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Summary and Recommendation

The data have been abundantly acquired by L- and P-band on various spatial baselines and in two flight
tracks considering to ascending and descending modes. Field survey data and Lidar measurements were
also obtained and used for validation and comparison. In addition to those, P-band spaceborne simulation
data were generated by the simulation strategy according to the BIOMASS (P-band) mission specification.
Impact of slope: The impact of topography in forest height retrieval performance was investigated using
two differently derived digital elevation models: the high resolution Lidar DEM and the repeat pass derived
airborne L-band DEM. Both data sets were helpful for slope correction in Pol-InSAR inversion model.
Vertical wavenumber (kz) corrected by slope for two DEMs did not introduce any bias in forest height
estimation. In addition, corrected inversion results were double-checked by the comparison of two flight
directions. For both flight headings introducing different local incidence angles the same quality of forest
height at L- and P-band could be obtained. The correlation coefficient and RMSE were just 0.91 / 1.69 m
at L-band and 0.74 / 2.56 m at P-band, height ranges from 5 to 30 m. These results show that topography
effects can be corrected and mitigated using Pol-InSAR model-based inversion processing.
Pol-InSAR inversion & validation: The forest height retrieval for high-latitude boreal forests was
estimated and verified for ascending and descending modes at L- and P-band. Especially, in L-band a
wider range of spatial baselines were availbale.
For the Krycklan test-site, the Pol-InSAR forest height estimates have been validated against H100 values
derived from Lidar measurements and field inventory data. For forest heights ranging from 5 to 30 m, Land P-band estimates were stable even in hilly terrain. L-band estimates were characterized by an
0.94 with an RMSE of 1.32 m, while P-band estimates showed an

γ

2

γ2

of

of 0.65 with an RMSE of 3.85 m.

The overall estimation accuracy in Krycklan was better than 10% for L-band (but, 20 % for P-band). Lband result presented higher correlation coefficient and lower RMSE than P-band. This is probably caused
by a smaller available P-band kz range and the less sensitivity of the longer wavelength.
P-band simulation data: The P-band spaceborne simulation data according to the BIOMASS mission
design were used for this study. The simulation started with full resolution of airborne SAR data and
reduced range-azimuth resolutions of 25 X 12.5 m. The key limiting factor in coherence estimation for HH-,
VV-, and HV-polarizations appears to be the reduced spatial resolution. The interferometric coherence
levels dropped about 0.1. The higher NESZ and ambiguities affected definitely HV coherence level while
co-polarization kept their coherence level.
However, for the forest height inversion the simulated data kept enough coherence level to apply forest
inversion. A first comparative analysis for simulated P-band data applying forest height inversion has been
presented. Inversion results were several meter higher and had larger variation than airborne SAR
estimates.
The impact of parameters relating to the propagation path (ionosphere) and to temporal decorrelation
should be considered and further studied.
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Assessment of tomography by POLIMI

9.4.1

Work objectives

This work addresses the development and assessment of processing techniques aimed at the retrieval of
the three dimensional (3D) structure of forested areas through the coherent exploitation of multipolarimetric and multi-baseline (MPMB) SAR surveys.
Possible incoming spaceborne SAR systems such as BioMass [1], Tandem-L [2], and SAOCOM [3], pose
the bases for unprecedented capabilities as for the investigation of the Earth’s surface at longer
wavelengths. In particular, the enhanced interferometric capabilities of such systems will provide for the
first time the concrete possibility to investigate the 3D structure of forested areas, therefore constituting
major tools for providing the Scientific Community with a new kind of information about Radar scattering
from forested areas at vast scales.
For these reasons, the data-set available in the framework of BioSAR 2008 constitutes an extremely
important opportunity for the experimental assessment of the potentials and limitations relative to the
inference of the 3D structure from SAR observations. In particular, this work has been carried out with the
following purposes in mind:
•

Validation of the proposed processing techniques for application at P-Band and L-Band;

•

Comparison and discussion of the results obtained at different wavelengths;

•

Analysis of the results achieved basing on low resolution P-Band data emulating BioMass
spaceborne acquisitions.

As agreed at KOM, the following points have been specifically addressed:
•

Validation of Phase Calibration techniques required for Tomographic analyses;

•

Identification of bald and forested areas;

•

Retrieval of Terrain and canopy elevation;

•

Separation of the backscattered powers associated with ground and volume contributions;

•

Study and interpretation of the topographical effects on the tomographic signature
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Description of the Data

The test site selected for the BIOSAR 2008 campaign is the forested area within the Krycklan River
catchment, Northern Sweden. The data available for WP 44 is represented by 5 sets of single look
complex (SLC), fully polarimetric, SAR images in Radar Geometry (RGI products). Each data-set is
constituted by 6 interferometric tracks (five baselines) for each polarimetric channel. The test site has been
imaged from two opposite points of view at both P-Band and L-Band, as the SAR sensor has been flown
with look direction South-West (SW) or North-East (NE). Additionally, a new data-set emulating BioMass
data has been obtained by processing the SW P-Band data-set. The acquisition campaign has been
carried on October 14 (P-Band) and October 15 (L-Band) 2008. The parameters of the acquisition system
are briefly summarized in Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4.
P-Band
Look Directions
Carrier Frequency
Carrier Wavelength
Sampling Frequency
Slant Range Resolution
Azimuth Resolution
Horizontal Baseline Spacing
Total Horizontal Baseline Aperture
Look Angle
Flight Height

South-West
North-East
f0
λ
fS
dr
da
db
A
θ
H

350 [MHz]
0.86 [m]
100 [MHz]
2.12 [m]
1.6 [m]
8 [m]
40 [m]
25° (Near Range) – 55° (Far Range)
3900 [m]

Table 2: Parameters of the acquisition system: P-Band

L-Band
Look Directions
Carrier Frequency
Carrier Wavelength
Sampling Frequency
Slant Range Resolution
Azimuth Resolution
Horizontal Baseline Spacing
Total Horizontal Baseline Aperture
Look Angle
Flight Height

South-West
North-East
f0
λ
fS
dr
da
db
A
θ
H

1.300 [MHz]
0.23 [m]
100 [MHz]
2.12 [m]
1.2 [m]
6 [m]
30 [m]
25° (Near Range) – 55° (Far Range)
3900 [m]

Table 3: Parameters of the acquisition system: L-Band

BIOMASS Emulation
Look Direction
Carrier Frequency
Carrier Wavelength
Sampling Frequency
Slant Range Resolution
Azimuth Resolution
Horizontal Baseline Spacing
Total Horizontal Baseline Aperture
Look Angle
Flight Height

South-West
f0
λ
fS
dr
da
db
A
θ
H

350 [MHz]
0.86 [m]
100 [MHz]
25 [m]
16 [m]
8 [m]
40 [m]
25° (Near Range) – 55° (Far Range)
3900 [m]

Table 4: parameters of the acquisition system: BioMass Emulation
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Data focusing, amplitude calibration, motion compensation, and co-registration has been performed by
DLR, according to standard procedures used for pre-processing PolInSAR data. The data-set emulating
BioMass acquisitions have been provided by DLR.

Along with the SLC RGI data, the following ancillary products have been exploited for the analyses:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coefficients for height to phase conversion (kz); provided by DLR.
Reference Phases corresponding to flat terrain; provided by DLR.
Warping maps used for geocoding each data-set on a common reference grid; provided by DLR.
Calibrating Phases (P-Band only); provided by DLR.
LIDAR measurements relative to canopy elevation; provided by FOI.
LIDAR measurements relative to terrain elevation; provided by FOI.

OK for data downloading has been released on March 19 2009
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Preliminary Analysis

This section is devoted to providing a qualitative analysis of the characteristics of the BioSAR 2008 datasets, in dependence of terrain topography and canopy height.
Figure 1 shows a map of the forest height in the geometry of the the P-Band SW data-set. Forest height
has been obtained from LIDAR measurements provided by FOI, by evaluating the H100 height [4] in
ground geometry and resampling the result into SAR geometry. To this aim, accurate geocoding and
inverse geocoding procedures have been defined, in order to modify the warping maps provided by DLR in
such a way as to account for volume height above the ground.

Figure 1: H100 Elevation in RGI Geometry

Figure 2: Ground Range Slopes. Positive values occur when terrain is tilted toward the SAR sensor

The imaged scene presents a hilly topography, with elevation over the sea level ranging to 150 m to 400
m. Figure 2 reports the map of ground slopes in the geometry of the P-Band SW data-set. The map shown
in such a figure has been derived from the P-Band SW data-set itself, after retrieving terrain elevation
through a joint processing of all tracks. Further details about DEM retrieval are provided in the remainder.
Figure 3 reports the mean reflectivity in polarization HH, averaged over all tracks, for data-sets P-Band
SW and L-Band SW. As expected at longer wavelengths, open areas, or areas characterized by the
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presence of low vegetation, exhibit a lower intensity than forested areas. This phenomenon is more visible
at P-Band, where backscattering in forested areas dominates by about 20 dB.

Figure 3: Mean Reflectivity in Polarization HH for the P-Band SW, L-Band SW, and BioMass data-sets.
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9.4.3.1 Interferometric Coherence and Phase
Figure 4, Figure 6, Figure 7 report the interferometric coherence and phase observed in polarization HH
for the P-Band SW, L-Band SW, and BioMass data-sets, evaluated by exploiting a spatial averaging
window as large as 60 x 60 m (ground range, azimuth). All cases are relative to the maximum baseline
available, corresponding to 30 m at L-Band at 40 m at P-Band. All interferograms have been phaseflattened by exploiting the reference phases corresponding to flat terrain, provided by DLR.
As for the P-Band SW data-set, in first place it may be observed that decorrelation mainly occurs in non
vegetated areas, consistently with the weak surface scattering contributions that are expected to occur at
P-Band. Forested areas, instead, exhibit quite high coherence values. Accordingly, the P-Band data-set is
loosely affected by volume decorrelation. This phenomenon is partly due to the fact that the overall
baseline aperture does not provide a large sensitivity to height at P-Band. On the other hand, however, it
is also an indicator of weak volume contributions with respect to ground scattering. In order to provide a
more quantitative kind of argument, Figure 5 reports the theoretical value of the interferometric coherence
for the P-Band SW data-set at a baseline of 40 m, evaluated in correspondence of the vegetation height
map in Figure 1. Volume scattering has been modeled as being constituted by a uniform layer of a certain
height within the SAR resolution cell.

Figure 4: Interferometric Coherence (top) and Phase (bottom) for the P-Band SW data-set, polarization HH.
Horizontal baseline is equal to 40 m.
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Figure 5: Theoretical Interferometric Coherence at a baseline of 40 m for the P-Band SW data-set, assuming
uniform volume scattering.

It may be appreciated that sensitivity to volume decorrelation is a strongly varying function of the slant
range coordinate, due to the large variation of the look angle from near to far range. Sensitivity to volume
decorrelation is almost lost at far range, but it is sufficient at near range to reveal the presence of
volumetric scatterers. Comparing Figure 4 to Figure 5 it may be easily recognized that the observed

Figure 6: Interferometric Coherence (top) and Phase (bottom) for the BioMass data-set, polarization HH.
Horizontal Baseline is equal to 40 m.
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interferometric coherence in forested areas are often much higher than the theoretical values, thus
providing evidence in support of the presence of significant ground contributions in HH at P-Band,.
Also note that the coherence of the P-Band SW data-set shows a good correlation with ground slopes,
which supports the idea of strong ground contributions. The interferometric phase, see Figure 4, bottom
row, appear to be loosely affected by noise, and thus suited for the estimation of phase center elevation
through standard InSAR techniques.
In the BioMass case, the interferometric coherence is dominated by Spectral Shift decorrelation [5], as
shown by the rising trend with respect to the slant range coordinate, see Figure 6, top row. The
interferometric phases appear to be more affected by noise with respect to the E-SAR case in Figure 4.
Besides the aforementioned Spectral Shift decorrelation, this phenomenon is also due to the huge
resolution unbalance between BioMass and E-SAR in both range and azimuth directions, see Table 2 and
Table 4, resulting in a resolution loss factor of about 125. As a consequence, at 30° the number of
independent sample within a 60 x 60 m estimation window drops down to just 5, resulting in phase noise
to increase [6], [7], [8].

Figure 7: Interferometric Coherence (top) and Phase (bottom) for the L-Band SW data-set, polarization HH.
Horizontal –Baseline is equal to 30 m.

The behaviour of the interferometric coherence at P-Band is exactly the opposite as the one observed at
L-Band, see Figure 7, where the coherence is remarkably higher in open areas. As for forested areas, this
phenomenon is to be imputed to stronger volume contributions and larger height sensitivity at L-Band with
respect to P-Band. As for open areas, instead, the higher coherence observed at L-Band is consistent with
the Small Perturbation Model (SPM) for surface scattering [9], after which surface scattering contributions
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are expect to decrease as the wavelength increases, resulting in the interferometric coherence to be more
affected by noise and clutter contributions at P-Band than at L-Band.

9.4.3.2 Statistics of the co-polar channels
The information carried by the co-polar channels has been analyzed by averaging the signal energies and
the co-polar interferograms over all the tracks and inside an estimation window as large as 60 × 60 m
(ground range, azimuth).
The maps of the co-polar coherence and phase for the P-Band SW data-set are reported in Figure 8.
Comparing the bottom row of Figure 8 with Figure 1 it is easy to recognize a strong correlation between
the spatial distribution of the co-polar phase with that of open and forested areas. Open areas are
characterized by a co-polar phase of about -20°, whereas the most likely co-polar phase in forested areas
is about 50°. A further analysis reveals a clear rising trend has been observed between the co-polar phase
and forest height, as shown in Figure 9, top left panel. Such a result seems to suggest the presence of
dihedral contributions, as the co-polar phase of surface and volumetric scattering is expected to be null
[10].

Figure 8: Co-polar Coherence (top) and Phase (bottom) for the P-Band SW data-set, averaged over all tracks.

The co-polar coherence, instead, appear to be anti-correlated with forest height, see Figure 9, bottom left
panel. It is worth noting that high values of co-polar coherence are seldom found, even in areas where
vegetation is very low or absent.
The total co-polar energy, defined as the sum of the energies associated with HH and VV, has been
observed to give rise to a rising trend with respect to canopy elevation, see Figure 9, top right panel. The
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joint distribution of the total energy and the co-polar phase has turned out to be substantially bimodal, low
and high energies being concentrated around and 50° and -20°, respectively, see Figure 9, bottom right
panel.
An analysis of the co-polar signature with respect to ground range slope is shown in Figure 10. In all
panels, positive slopes correspond to areas tilted toward the sensor. The top row reports the joint
distribution of the total energy and ground range slope. The two panels correspond to the cases where
signal energy has been compensated (right panel) or not (left panel) for ground range slope. Energy
compensation has been carried out by normalizing the signal energy by the ground range extent of the
SAR resolution cell- In formula:

E comp = E ⋅ sin (θ − α )

Eq 1

where: E is the (uncompensated) total signal energy; θ is the look angle; α is the ground range slope.
Comparing the two panels it may be appreciated that the total energy is indeed correlated with terrain
topography, even though the compensation in
Eq 1 does not manage to flat the energy
distribution completely.

Figure 9: 2D histograms relative to the co-polar signature of the P-Band SW data-set. Top left: Co-polar phase
vs. Canopy height. Top right: Total Energy vs. Canopy Height. Bottom Left: Co-polar coherence vs. Canopy
height. Bottom right: Total Energy vs. Co-polar phase. The color scale in each panel is proportional to the
logarithm of the number of counts within each bin.

The bottom row of Figure 10 reports the joint distributions of co-polar phase (right panel) and coherence
(left panel) with respect to ground range slope. Forward slope areas (α > 0) have been observed to
correspond to high co-polar coherence and low co-polar phase, whereas back slope areas (α < 0) have
been observed to correspond to low co-polar coherence and dispersed co-polar phase.
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Figure 10: 2D histograms relative to the co-polar signature of the P-Band SW data-set. Top left: Total Energy
vs. Ground range slopes. Top right: Corrected Total Energy vs.Ground range slopes. Bottom Left: Co-polar
phase vs. Ground range slopes. Bottom right: Co-polar coherence vs Ground range slopes. The color scale in
each panel is proportional to the logarithm of the number of counts within each bin.

Figure 11: Co-polar Coherence (top) and Phase (bottom) for the BioMass data-set, averaged over all tracks
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The analysis of the co-polar signature of the BioMass data-set has yielded similar results as the ones
discussed above relatively to the full bandwidth P-Band case, see Figure 11, Figure 12, Figure 13. The
only noticeable difference is relative to the higher dispersion observed. This is consistent with the
resolution unbalance between the BioMass and E-SAR systems, resulting in much fewer independent
samples being employed in statistics evaluation in the BioMass case.

Figure 12: 2D histograms relative to the co-polar signature of the BioMass data-set. Top left: Co-polar phase vs.
Canopy height. Top right: Total Energy vs. Canopy Height. Bottom Left: Co-polar coherence vs. Canopy height.
Bottom right: Total Energy vs. Co-polar phase. The color scale in each panel is proportional to the logarithm of
the number of counts within each bin..
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Figure 13: 2D histograms relative to the co-polar signature of the BioMass data-set. Top left: Total Energy vs.
Ground range slopes. Top right: Corrected Total Energy vs. Ground range slopes. Bottom Left: Co-polar phase
vs. Ground range slopes. Bottom right: Co-polar coherence vs. Ground range slopes. The color scale in each
panel is proportional to the logarithm of the number of counts within each bin.

Figure 14: Co-polar Coherence (top) and Phase (bottom) for the L-Band SW data-set, averaged over all tracks.
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The analyses of the co-polar signature for the L-Band SW data-set are reported in Figure 14, Figure 15,
Figure 16. All of the results are not qualitatively different than those obtained at P-Band, in that the same
kinds of trend (i.e.: increasing or decreasing) are observed at –Band as well as at L-Band. However, such
trends are characterized at L-Band by a lower dynamic. The co-polar phase has been observed to vary
from about -20° in open areas to about 20° in most of forested areas. Similarly, co-polar coherence has
been observed to be anti-correlated with forest height, even though not so much as at P-Band. Both the
co-polar coherence and phase show only minor variations with respect to ground range slope. The total
energy has been observed to increase with forest height, but not so much as at P-Band. Also at L-Band,
the total energy has turned to be correlated with terrain topography, even though a residual trend is visible
even after compensating for ground range slope.

Figure 15: 2D histograms relative to the co-polar signature of the L-Band SW data-set. Top left: Co-polar phase
vs. Canopy height. Top right: Total Energy vs. Canopy Height. Bottom Left: Co-polar coherence vs. Canopy
height. Bottom right: Total Energy vs. Co-polar phase. The color scale in each panel is proportional to the
logarithm of the number of counts within each bin.
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Figure 16: 2D histograms relative to the co-polar signature of the L-Band SW data-set. Top left: Total Energy vs.
Ground range slopes. Top right: Corrected Total Energy vs.Ground range slopes. Bottom Left: Co-polar phase
vs. Ground range slopes. Bottom right: Co-polar coherence vs. Ground range slopes. The color scale in each
panel is proportional to the logarithm of the number of counts within each bin.
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9.4.3.3 Amplitude Stability
Differently from the previous sections, where the properties of the data-sets have been investigated by
evaluating statistics inside an averaging window, the aim of this section is to provide a pixel scale analysis
of the investigated data-sets, In order to do this, each pixel in the image stack will be analyzed as for its
amplitude stability features. Such an approach is commonly used in spaceborne Permanent Scatterers
Interferometry (PSI) for the identification of the most coherent targets within the whole data stack [11].

9.4.3.3.1 Data Amplitude Stability
Accordingly with PSI literature, we define amplitude stability of a pixel in an image stack as the ratio μ/σ,
where μ and σ are the mean and the standard deviation of the SLC data amplitudes [11].
Figure 17 reports the histograms of the μ/σ index obtained by analyzing the HH and VV channels of datsets P-Band SW, L-Band SW, and BioMass.

Figure 17: Histograms of the μ/σ index in HH (top row) and VV (bottom row) for the following data-sets: P-Band
SW, L-Band SW, BioMass. Histograms have been normalized such that their sum is unitary.

It may be appreciated that in all cases a very high number of samples is associated with very high values
of the μ/σ index compared to spaceborne InSAR applications, where a target is considered coherent for
μ/σ>4, see [11].
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However, it has to be considered that the probability that an incoherent target (i.e., clutter) results in high
μ/σ values is a function of the number of tracks. It follows that the choice of a proper threshold for reliable
identification of coherent targets through the usage of the μ/σ index is dependent on the number of
available tracks as well. Figure 18 reports the graph of the probability that μ/σ for an incoherent target
exceeds a certain threshold with N = 6 tracks. Such a graph has been obtained with Monte-Carlo
simulations over 105 trails.

Figure 18: Probability of False Alarm for an incoherent target with N = 6 tracks

It may be appreciated that the probability that an incoherent target gives rise to μ/σ>4, which may be
though of as a probability of false alarm (pfa), is not negligible if only 6 tracks are employed. Instead, a far
more significant threshold for the identification of coherent targets basing on the BioSAR 2008 data-sets
can be assessed in μ/σ>15, corresponding to a pfa lower than 10-4. Accordingly, a value of μ/σ about 15
may be though of as a threshold beyond which a target is at least partially coherent in the whole image
stack.

9.4.3.3.2 Target Identification
Whereas the analysis presented in the previous section allows the identification of partially coherent
targets, in this section we investigate the possibility of identifying point-like targets within the imaged
scene. The main goal of such an investigation is to provide elements in support of the presence of dihedral
contributions in forested areas, with particular attention to P-Band data. In the framework of multibaseline
SAR analyses, an important element for the separation of point-like and volumetric targets is represented
by the statistical behaviour of the targets in the image stack. Point-like targets are supposed to stay
coherent in all acquisitions, giving rise to high values of the μ/σ index, whereas volumetric targets undergo
a correlation loss due to baseline decorrelation [12], [13], resulting in lower μ/σ values. Differently from the
previous case of incoherent targets, however, it is difficult to establish a threshold for assessing whether a
target is to be considered point-like or not. The reason for this statement is that spatial decorrelation
mainly depends on carrier wavelength, effective normal baseline, pulse bandwidth, and finally on volume
height [12], resulting in a wide variety of possible thresholds for the μ/σ index. As an example, Figure 19
reports the values of μ/σ corresponding to a pfa = 10-3 for a uniform volumetric target as high as 10 m,
generated assuming uniform volume scattering. The graphs have been obtained through Monte-Carlo
simulations, with reference to the parameters of the acquisition systems reported in section 9.4.2.
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Figure 19: threshold for the μ/σ index corresponding to pfa = 10-3 for a uniform volumetric target as high as 10
m.

The most critical case is associated with the P-Band, full bandwidth, data, where baseline diversity is not
enough to provide discrimination capabilities between point-like and volumetric targets. Even in the L-Band
and BioMass cases, however, the threshold with pfa = 10-3 is higher than 15 at all slant range locations.
The situation is clearly even worse for smaller volumes, as it may be the case of bushes or understorey.
Accordingly, in all cases there is a concrete possibility that relatively small volumes can give rise to high
values of the μ/σ index.
For this reason, it has been decided to exploit further constraints for the identification of point-like targets,
by jointly analyzing the μ/σ indexes in both the co-polar channels. The polarimetric behaviour of volumetric
targets is expected to be associated with high entropy, resulting in poor correlation between HH and VV,
whereas contributions to the co-polar channels are expected to be highly correlated in the case of dihedral
or surface scattering, see for example [14], [10].
It follows that the μ/σ index for dihedral, or even surface, scattering is expected to be not only high in
magnitude, but also very similar in HH and VV, therefore resulting in a further constraint to exclude
volumetric targets from the set of amplitude stable targets. Accordingly, two criteria have been established
for point selection. The first is the requirement that the difference between the μ/σ indexes in the co-polar
channels does not exceed a certain threshold,Td ; the second is that both indexes are required to be
higher than another threshold, Tm . In formula:

µ / σ ( HH ) > Tm
µ / σ (VV ) > Tm
µ / σ ( HH ) − µ / σ (VV ) < Td

Eq 2

Figure 20 reports the curves for threshold Tm corresponding to a pfa = 10-3 for a uniform target as high as
1 m. The graphs have been obtained through Monte-Carlo simulations, with reference to the parameters of
the acquisition systems reported in section 9.4.2. In all cases the threshold Td has been set to Td = 5.
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Figure 20: threshold for the μ/σ index corresponding to pfa = 10-3 for a uniform volumetric target as high as 1 m,
under the constraints in
Eq 2. Threshold Td is set to Td = 5.

It may be appreciated that the application of the constraints in
Eq 2 results in much lower
thresholds for the μ/σ index with respect to the graphs in Figure 19, especially in light of the fact that
Figure 20 is relative to a volumetric as high as just 1 m. Accordingly, the application of the constraints in
Eq 2 allows the selection of higher number of targets, while ensuring the rejection of volumetric
targets higher than 1 m with a probability higher than 0.999.
The results relative to point selection for data-sets P-Band SW, BioMass, and L-Band SW are reported in
Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 23. Threshold Td has been set to Td = 5 in all cases, whereas threshold Tm
has been determined adaptively with reference to a volumetric target as high as 1 m, according to the
graphs in Figure 20. Accordingly, the selected points are to be intended as corresponding to targets whose
amplitude stability across 6 tracks is better than what is expected for a volumetric target constituted by a
uniform layer as high as 1 m within the SAR resolution cell. Still, high values of the μ/σ index could
originate from targets that are not uniformly distributed within the SAR resolution cell. It follows that the
selected targets are to be interpreted as being associated with ground-trunk interactions, surface
scattering, and volumetric targets that are small compared to the SAR resolution cell.
Comparing Figure 1 to Figure 21 it is easy to see that the selected points in the P-Band SW data-set
correspond to forested areas or to isolated peaks in bald areas, indicating that they might be regarded as
double bounce contributions resulting from ground-trunk interactions. This hypothesis is supported by the
corresponding co-polar phases, whose histogram shows a peak about 50°, see Figure 21, bottom left
panel. Yet, it has to be remarked that the co-polar phase is slightly less than 0° for a non negligible
number of points. Such points might correspond to dielectric losses of either the ground or the tree trunks.
However, they could as well be associated with scattering from surfaces or small volumes, whose
identification is not possible through the kind of analysis within this section. The vast majority of the
selected points occur in areas where the ground slope is within ± 5°, Figure 21, bottom right panel.
Though, very stable points have been found in areas with relevant ground slopes as well. Excluding the
presence of double bounce contributions at slopes higher than 5°, see for example [15], such points are
likely to be associated to small volumetric targets. Finally, a decreasing trend of the density of the selected
points with respect to the slant range coordinate is clearly visible. This phenomenon is due to the fact that
baseline diversity at far ranges is not enough to provide discrimination capabilities between point-like and
volumetric targets basing on amplitude only information.
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Figure 21: Point selection for the P-Band SW data-set. Top row: mean reflectivity for the HH channel; the
selected points are identified by the red marks. Bottom row: histogram of the co-polar phase (left) and ground
slope (right) for the selected points.

Considering the BioMass case, reported in Figure 22, no rising trend is visible between the slant range
coordinate and point density. This is due to the fact that that a much smaller pulse bandwidth is employed
in the BioMass case with respect to the E-SAR case, resulting in a much larger extent of spatial
decorrelation phenomena. Accordingly, uniform volumetric targets are less likely to give rise to high value
of the μ/σ index, which makes it easier to exclude them from point selection. Nevertheless, there is a
concrete possibility that many selected points correspond to volumetric targets whose extent is smaller
than the resolution cell, due to the 25 m slant range resolution of BioMass. However, it is worth noting that
the selected points are found in forested areas, and that the most likely co-polar phase has been observed
to be about 50°. As discussed in the previous case, such arguments indicate the presence of double
bounce contributions resulting from ground-trunk interactions among the set of the selected points.
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Figure 22: Point selection for the BioMass data-set. Top row: mean reflectivity for the HH channel; the selected
points are identified by the red marks. Bottom row: histogram of the co-polar phase (left) and ground slope
(right) for the selected points
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Figure 23: Point selection for the L-Band SW data-set. Top row: mean reflectivity for the HH channel; the
selected points are identified by the red marks. Bottom row: histogram of the co-polar phase (left) and ground
slope (right) for the selected points.

Finally, the outcomes of point selection at L-Band have turned out to be the opposite of those obtained at
P-Band, as the vast majority of selected points is found in open areas. Such points are likely to correspond
to surface targets, whereas the presence of dihedral scattering seems to be excluded. This conclusion is
supported by the co-polar phases of the selected points, whose histogram exhibits a peak about -18°.
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9.4.3.4 Summary
So far, this section has presented different kinds of preliminary analyses, aimed at providing a first-order
characterization of the BioSAR 2008 data-sets.
Due to limited baseline diversity, the P-Band SW data-set is loosely affected by volume decorrelation,
except at near range. Nevertheless, the high values observed as for the interferometric coherence suggest
the presence of strong ground contributions, at least in the co-polar channels, as confirmed by the
correlation with respect to terrain topography.
A significant number of amplitude stable points has been found in forested areas at near range. As
discussed, there are no elements to identify such points with dihedrals rather than with small volumetric
targets. In any case, however, the presence of such points is an indicator that most contributions do not
come from canopy backscattering.
A value of 50° has been observed for the co-polar phase in forested areas. This result can be interpreted
as an index of the presence of a dihedral contribution, with loss with respect to the ideal value of 180° due
to the dielectric properties of the ground-trunk ensemble [10], [16]. However, low values of the co-polar
coherence have been observed, whereas dihedral contributions are usually assumed to by highly
correlated [10]. One possible explanation is that a significant contribution from canopy backscatter is
present, which would explain both the low co-polar coherence and the reduction of the co-polar phases
from the ideal value of 180° to 50°. This interpretation, however, would neither be consistent with the
presence of highly amplitude stable targets, nor with the rather high geometric coherences exhibited by
the co-polar channels throughout the imaged scene. A better explanation seems to be that to consider
scattering from forested areas the in co-polar channels as being contributed by a dominant scattering
mechanism, responsible for (most of) the coherence loss between the co-polar channels but highly
coherent with respect to geometrical variations. From a physical point of view, it makes sense to relate
such scattering mechanism to the ensemble of trunk-ground and canopy-ground interactions, eventually
perturbed by the presence of understorey and trunk-ground dielectric losses.
It has to be remarked that similar has been observed relatively to the Remningstorp test site investigated
in the framework of the BioSAR 2007 campaign.
Despite the higher dispersion, no relevant difference is observed as for the BioMass data-set. High
numbers of amplitude-stable points are found in forested areas, and similar values are observed relatively
to the co-polar coherence and phase.
As expected, things change at L-Band, especially as for the interferometric behavior of the data-sets. In
this case a significant volume decorrelation has been observed, witnessing the large sensitivity, as
compared to P-Band data, of L-Band data to volume scattering. A different behavior is also observed for
open areas, whose interferometric coherence is much higher. As a result, amplitude stable points are now
found in open areas. Analog to P band, the co-polar signatures at L-Band grow with vegetation height,
even though to a less extent. Most likely, specular reflections from the ground level are present at L-Band
as well, even though their contribution to the received signal is much weaker compared to the P-Band
case.
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SAR Tomography

The idea behind the concept of 3D reconstruction is rather simple. Consider a multi-baseline SAR system,
where several SAR sensors, flown along parallel tracks, image a scene from different points of view, as
depicted in Figure 24.

Figure 24: Acquisition geometry for a multi-baseline SAR system.

Such a system offers the possibility to gather the backscattered echoes not only along the azimuth
direction, but also along the cross-range direction, defined by the axis orthogonal to the Line Of Sight and
to the orbital track. Accordingly, the backscattered echoes can be focused not only in the slant range,
azimuth plane, but in the whole 3D space. It follows that, if the carrier frequency is such that the
penetration in the scattering volume is guaranteed, the vertical profile of the scatterers is retrieved by
separating their contributions in multiple layers. Therefore, multi-baseline SAR system may be though of
as a fully 3D imagery tool, where the size of the 3D resolution cell is determined by the pulse bandwidth
along the slant range direction, and by the lengths of the synthetic apertures in the azimuth and cross
range directions, see Figure 25.
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Figure 25: Slant range, cross range extension of the Tomographic resolution cell.

In formula, the extent of the resolution cell along the slant range and cross range directions is given by:

∆r =
and:

∆e =
where:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

c
2B

λr
2A

Eq 3

Eq 4

Δr is the resolution along the slant range direction
c is the speed of light
B is the system bandwidth
Δe is the resolution along the cross range direction
A is the total normal baseline aperture
λ is the carrier wavelength
r is the distance between the target and the sensor of the Master image.

Both 2D and 3D focusing of SAR data may be regarded as specializations to the SAR case of the more
general concept of Diffraction Tomography, widely exploited in seismic processing [18]. As such, 3D
focusing is analogous to the basic formulation of T-SAR, in which no assumption is made about the
imaged scene. See, for example, the work by Reigber and Moreira in [19].

9.4.4.1 Mathematical Formulation
Consider a data-set constituted by N focused SAR images, and let yn denote a complex valued pixel from
the n-th image, the dependence on the slant range, azimuth location being made implicit to simplify the
notation. After proper phase corrections compensating for flat terrain terms, each image can be
represented as [7], [20]:
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4π bn 

yn = ∫ P(e ) exp − j
e de
λ r 


Eq 5

where:
• e is the cross range coordinate
• bn is the normal baseline for the n-th track, with respect to a reference Master track
• P(e) represents the complex reflectivity for the target at cross range location e, averaged within
the SAR slant range, azimuth resolution cell.
The equation above is the key to the mathematical formulation of T-SAR. It states that the SAR multibaseline data and the cross range distribution of the targets form a Fourier pair. Hence, P(e) can be
retrieved by taking the Fourier Transform of the data with respect to the normal baseline.
In case of vegetated scenarios, the quantity P(e) is better described as a stochastic process, due to the
variability of the sub-scatterers within the SAR resolution cell [7]. For this reason, it follows that in the
analysis of forested areas the interest is in the evaluation of the backscattered power at each cross range
location, defined as:

[

S (e ) = E P (e )

2

]

Eq 6

Where E[ ] is the Expected Value operator. Accordingly, it may be stated that T-SAR is, in its essence, a
Spectral Estimation problem, where the Spectrum of the data is given by the backscattered power
distribution of the target along the cross range direction. Operationally, the estimation of S(e) is carried out
basing on the second order moments of the data, which are measured by evaluating the interferometric
pairs. To better formalize the problem, define:

y = [ y0

y1   y N −1 ]

T

Eq 7

as the stack of the multi-baseline data at a given slant range, azimuth location. Given this definition, the
ensemble of all the available interferograms may be represented in a compact form by considering the
data covariance matrix, namely:

R = E [yy H ]

Eq 8

where H means transposed and complex conjugate.
It follows after well known results from the Theory of Spectral Estimation, see for example [21], that the
information about the Spectrum of the data is carried by the data covariance matrix. Accordingly, T-SAR
may be rephrased as the problem of estimating the backscattered power distribution of the target given a
sample estimate of the data covariance matrix:
− SAR
ˆ T
R
→ Sˆ (e )

Eq 9

9.4.4.2 On the role of terrain topography
Once the cross range distribution of the backscattered power has been retrieved at each slant range bin,
an interpolation step is required in order to pass from the slant range, cross range coordinates to the
ground range, height coordinates. This operation is conceptually not different from standard geocoding of
SAR images, with the only exception that the cross range location of the targets has to be accounted for
as well, resulting in the increase of dimensionality of the interpolation step. Accordingly, the correct
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implementation of such an interpolation step requires the knowledge of terrain topography, analogously to
conventional geocoding. This concept is pictorially depicted in Figure 26.

Figure 26: relation between cross range and height in case of a flat (left) or tilted (right) topography.

In case of a flat topography, the vertical location of the tree canopy may be derived directly from its crossrange location, according to the rule:

hV = eV sin θ

Eq 10

where θ is the look angle. In general, however, it must be considered that two targets at the same slant
range location correspond to different ground range locations, if they are displaced along the cross range
axis. Accordingly, the variation of topography along the ground range axis has to be taken into account
when evaluating the height difference between such two targets.
For example, with reference to the right panel of Figure 26, the distance between the ground and the tree
canopy along the vertical direction is given by:

hV = eV sin θ + ∆hTopo

Eq 11

where ΔhTopo is the topographic variation along the ground range coordinate.
Therefore, knowledge of terrain topography is strictly required for the correct evaluation of target elevation
above the ground.
Finally, assuming a planar topography with slope angle α it follows that
conveniently simplified to:

hV = eV

sin (θ − α )
cos α

Eq

11

can

be

Eq 12

where a positive value of α corresponds to a terrain tilted towards the sensor.
Eq 12 allows a
straightforward evaluation of the sensitivity of forest height with respect to ground slope inaccuracies, see
Figure 27.
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Figure 27: Relative error on forest height due to a ground slope inaccury of 1° for a look angle of 25°.

9.4.4.3 Spatial resolution
The condition for the separation between the ground and the canopy can be performed provided that
either the ground or the canopy are present in each Tomographic resolution cell, whose extent is
determined by both baseline aperture and pulse bandwidth. It follows that two limits arise as for the vertical
resolution capabilities of a Tomographic SAR system in the analysis of vegetated areas. One is relative to
baseline aperture, and it may be derived after
Eq 4 and
Eq 12:

∆hba = ∆e

sin (θ − α ) λr sin (θ − α )
=
cos α
2 A cos α

Eq 13

The other limit arises as a consequence of pulse bandwidth, and it may be derived after

∆hpb = ∆r

cos(θ − α ) c cos(θ − α )
=
cos α
2 B cos α

Eq 3:

Eq 14

Figure 28 reports the graphs of the most stringent among the two limits to vertical resolution discussed
above for the BioSAR 2008 data-sets, as a function of the ground range coordinate. For both the P-Band
and the L-Band data-sets, the lower bound is the one given by baseline aperture, see
Eq
13.
For BioMass, instead, the lower bound is given by baseline aperture at middle and far range, whereas the
limit due to pulse bandwidth determines the lower bound at near range.
It has to be remarked that such limits are to be intended as lower bounds only in the case where T-SAR is
implemented as a simple focusing along the cross-range direction, namely by taking the Fourier Transform
of the data with respect to the normal baseline. However, several methods have been developed in
literature to achieve super-resolution capabilities with respect to the limits here discussed.
As for the limit due to baseline aperture, several techniques have been proposed in the Direction of Arrival
(DOA) literature, such as Capon Filtering, MUSIC, APES, ESPRIT, or more sophisticated Maximum
Likelihood (ML) solutions. All these techniques assume the received signal to be constituted by a number
of sinusoids plus noise. Basing on this assumption, the signal parameters are estimated exploiting the
concepts of array manifold and spaces of signal and noise [22], [23], [24], [25]. A different solution may be
found in the works by Fornaro et al., [26], [27], focused on the analysis of urban areas, and in those
relative to Polarization Coherence Tomography (PCT), due to Cloude, [28], [29], focused on the analysis
of forested areas. The common trait of those works is that super-resolution is achieved by exploiting a
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priori information about target location. In the case of forested areas, for example, the a priori information
is represented by ground topography and canopy top height [29].

Figure 28: Vertical resolution achievable through 3D focusing for the P-Band SW, L-Band SW, and BioMass
data-sets.

As for the limit due to pulse bandwidth, a possible countermeasure is to resort to a model based approach,
in such a way as to rephrase T-SAR as a parametric estimation problem. This is the approach we
proposed in the framework of the BioSAR 2007 campaign, see [30], [31], [32].
An alternative approach, which has the nice property of being substantially model free, has been proposed
in [20], [33], starting from the consideration that the limit due to pulse bandwidth has an equivalent
statistical interpretation in terms of terrain decorrelation.
The only assumption within this approach is that the vegetation layer is identified as being uniform along
the ground range coordinate. Under this hypothesis the contributions of terrain decorrelation to the
interferometric coherence may be compensated for by forming the interferograms after Common Band
Filtering (CBF) [5], [17], [33].
Accordingly, the basic idea of the proposed approach is to replace the sample covariance matrix with the
matrix of the interferograms formed after CBF. In [20], [33] it is shown that this operation results in a
vertical resolution enhancement by a factor 2. The price to be paid is the loss of positive definitiveness of
the sample covariance matrix, resulting in the need to adopt proper countermeasures to stabilize the
results, such as water filling or diagonal loading [34].
Still, in the BioMass case such an approach allows to improve the resolution from a value of about 20 m to
about 10 m, therefore bringing a remarkable advantage as for the analysis of forested areas.

9.4.4.4 A note on baseline design
After
Eq 5, the design of the baseline set for Tomographic application may be performed basing
on standard results from Signal Theory [35]. In particular, as the aim is to correctly represent the power
spectrum of the data, the baseline set has to be designed in such a way as to avoid the arising of aliasing
phenomena. Letting N be the number of tracks, and assuming a uniform baseline sampling with baseline
spacing Δb, the cross range of ambiguity (corresponding to the Nyquist frequency of the multi-baseline
SAR system) is given by:
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Eq 15

which converts into the height of ambiguity as:

ha =

λr sin (θ − α )
2∆b cosα

Eq 16

Considering the resolution loss due to pulse bandwidth, the condition to avoid spectral aliasing is given by:

ha > 2∆hpb + hV

Eq 17

where hv is the vegetation height. Considering a vegetation layer as high as 30 m at a look angle of 25°,
the condition in
Eq 17 results in the requirement ha > 70 m, corresponding to a baseline spacing
Δb = 11 m. Note that the resolution limit due to pulse bandwidth varies as a function of terrain slope, and
thus some extra margin has to be considered in the case of hilly topographic. Accordingly the choice of a 8
m horizontal baseline sampling has to be considered as a prudential trade-off between the needs to keep
baseline aperture as large as possible and avoid spectral aliasing at near range, even in presence of
topographic slopes.

9.4.4.5 Propagation Disturbances
The phase of SAR data is affected by two kinds of error. The first kind is related to the uncertainty about
the sensor positions, due to unknown deviations of the platforms with respect to the nominal trajectories
[36]. The second kind of error is due to the presence of atmospheric disturbances, which results in
stochastic fluctuations of the propagation delay [37]. Although the physical origins of these two kinds of
error are quite different, their impact on SAR data is rather similar, in that: both kinds of error are the result
of uncompensated delays of the RADAR echoes as they travel back to the SAR sensor; both kinds of error
are characterized by a large spatial decorrelation length with respect to the extent of the SAR slant range,
azimuth resolution cell. Therefore, in this analysis both kinds of error will be simply referred to as
Propagation Disturbances (PDs). As highlighted in many papers, the presence of PDs may easily turn out
to be critical for multi-image SAR applications, preventing the exploitation of the phase information. For
this reason, both InSAR and TSAR require a phase calibration step at a preprocessing stage, in order to
mitigate as much as possible the impact of PDs on the data. Although the problem of phase calibration
has been widely considered in SAR literature, see for example [38], [26], the only formal analysis of the
impact of PDs on T-SAR has been provided in [39] and [40], at least to our knowledge.
To better detail the analysis, define the SAR data affected by PDs as:

yn( pd ) = yn exp( jα n )

Eq 18

where αn is the PD affecting the n-th acquisition.
Since PDs act as a multiplicative noise for the SAR signal, they result in a convolutive distortion affecting
the Tomographic reconstruction. In other words, the macroscopic effect of PDs is to defocus the
reconstructed scene along the cross range direction, due to the convolution with the Fourier Transform of
exp(jαn). In case of propagation disturbances that are caused by the presence of the atmosphere, it
makes sense to assume that the resulting defocusing of the reconstructed scene depends almost totally
on the temporal spacing between one acquisition and another. Since the decorrelation time of the
atmospheric conditions is shorter than one day, it follows that the worst case is found when the SAR
images are acquired with a temporal interval of at least one day with one another, as it happens in
spaceborne applications. In order to characterize this important case from a quantitative point of view, PDs
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will be assumed to be a set of stochastic variables, independent and identically distributed. This
hypothesis allows to treat the PDs by introducing the quantity:

γ α = E [exp( jα n )]

Eq 19

Whatever the distribution of the PDs, it is easy to see that γα must be a decreasing function of the
variance of the PDs. For this reason, γα will be interpreted as a measure of phase stability.
A viable approach to characterize quantitatively the impact of PD on the tomographic reconstruction is to
assume that a large number of tracks is available, in such a way that the baseline spacing is sufficiently
small to avoid aliasing problems and the cross range resolution is arbitrarily small. Under these
hypotheses the backscattered power distribution can be easily retrieved by using the Periodogram
estimator, whose statistical properties have been widely investigated in literature, see for example [21].
The Periodogram estimator is defined as:

1
 2π 
Sˆ (ek ) = ∑ yn exp j
nk 
N n
 N


2

Eq 20

where ek = k ea/N. The total backscattered power is then obtained as

[ ] = N1 ∑ E[Sˆ (e )]

σ s2 = E yn

2

Eq 21

k

k

It is shown in [39] that the expected value of the Periodogram in presence of PDs may be written as:

[

] [

]

1− γ
( pd )
= E Sˆ (ek ) + 2 α σ s2
E Sˆ (ek )
2

Eq 22

γα

Accordingly, PDs have the effect of increasing the noise floor of the Periodogram, analogously to thermal
noise. Clearly, this phenomenon impacts not only on the expected value of the Periodogram, but also on
its variance, so that it becomes necessary to discuss the impact of noise on the random oscillations that
affect the Periodogram. In order to do this, the concept of Tomographic SNR (TSNR) has been proposed
in [39]:

[

] [

( pd )
( pd )
− E Sˆ (ek min )
E Sˆ (ek )
TSNR =
( pd )
V Sˆ (ek min )

(

)

]

Eq 23

Where ek min is the cross range location corresponding to the minimum of the expected value of the
Periodogram and V() is the variance operator. Such a definition provides a direct comparison of the
dynamic range of the Periodogram with respect to the amplitude of the oscillations, therefore constituting
an useful tool for the evaluation of the impact of disturbances. As a rule of the thumb, the condition for
obtaining reliable results can be assessed in TSNR>15 dB [39]. Finally, recalling that that the square root
of the variance of the periodogram is approximately equal to the expected value of the Periodogram [21],
and assuming no signal contributions from cross range location ek min,
Eq 23 simplifies to:

TSNR =

[

]

E Sˆ (ek ) γ α2
σ s2 1 − γ α2

Eq 24

Consider now, for sake of simplicity, a uniform vegetation layer, characterized by a constant cross range
backscattered power distribution within a certain cross range support eV, which may be roughly derived as
eV = hV/sinθ, being hV the vegetation height.
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Assuming that the number of acquisition, N, is large Periodogram bias can be neglected, and thus the
expected value of the Periodogram can be assumed as being constant inside the cross range support and
null outside of it. It then follows after
Eq 21 that the expected value of the Periodogram –
unaffected by PDs –inside the cross range support is given by:

[

]

e
h
E Sˆ (ek ) = a σ s2 = a σ s2
eV
hV

Eq 25

Where ea is the cross range of ambiguity and ha is the height of ambiguity. At this point the TSNR for a
uniform volumetric target may be written as:

TSNR =

ha γ α2
hV 1 − γ α2

Eq 26

Eq 26 reveals an important concept: the higher the vegetation height, the larger is the
impact of PDs on the Tomographic reconstruction. In order to state an explicit phase stability requirement,
it is convenient to further assume the PDs to be Normally Distributed with standard deviation σα. Under
this hypothesis phase stability can be directly related to σα via the equation:

 σ α2  Eq 27

 2 

γ α = exp −

For example, assuming that ha = 2 hV, it follows that for the TSNR to be higher than 15 dB the standard
deviation associated with the PDs must be 10° or better for the correct focusing of a uniform volumetric
target. Though, more stringent calibration requirements must be assumed for the 3D imaging of non
uniform scenarios, as it may be the case of forested areas if strong terrain contributions occur.
It is worth noting that the TSNR can be enhanced by averaging the Periodogram over neighboring looks.
In this case, it may be shown [39], [40] that, provided that the number of looks employed in the average is
large, the TSNR is enhanced by a factor that is roughly proportional to the square root of the ratio between
the maximum normal baseline and the critical baseline. As a consequence, the impact of PDs can be
recovered by adding new acquisitions beyond the critical baseline.

9.4.4.6 Phase Calibration
The urgency for the establishment of reliable Phase Calibration techniques has been pointed up since the
advent of multi-baseline SAR Interferometry (InSAR). InSAR Phase Calibration techniques typically rely on
the hypothesis that a sufficiently dense set of PS is found within the imaged scene, [11], or that it is
possible to reconstruct a reliable set of calibrating phases basing on small normal and temporal baselines,
[26]. A phase calibration techniques that explicitly accounts for the presence of volumetric scattering has
been proposed in [41]. Such a methodology is based on the concepts of Algebraic Synthesis [42], [43],
and Phase Linking [44], [20]. The Algebraic Synthesis technique allows the retrieval of ground
contributions within the data. Such a technique constitutes a key element of the Tomographic processing
proposed in the present work, and will be detailed in the next section. The Phase Linking algorithm,
instead, is a Maximum Likelihood technique for the estimation of the interferometric phases in N tracks,
under the hypothesis of scattering from a single target. The result is a three step Phase Calibration
procedure, detailed as follows:
1. The data covariance matrix relative to ground only contributions, Rg, is retrieved via the Algebraic
Synthesis technique.
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2. The matrix Rg is analyzed through the Phase Linking algorithm, which produces the estimates of
the N interferometric phases associated with the optical paths from the ground level to the N SAR
sensors.
3. Basing on such estimates, Phase Calibration is performed through standard techniques from PS
interferometry.
For brevity, such a technique will be hereinafter referred to as AS-based calibration technique.
The validity of this approach with respect to the conventional PS-based approach has been discussed in
[41], basing on the BioSAR 2007 data-set. As a result, it has been observed that the AS-based calibration
technique performs as well as the PS-based approach, if not even better, resulting in the possibility to
obtain an accurate Tomographic reconstruction. Details are provided in [41].
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Disjoint Tomographic Imaging of Ground and Volume: Algebraic Synthesis

The Algebraic Synthesis (AS) technique [42], [43], [41], has recently been developed to the aim of merging
the advantages of the PolInSAR technique with the vast range of products deliverable through multibaseline Tomographic techniques. The result is an algebraic decomposition technique, which allows to
proceed to Scattering Mechanism (SM) separation by employing not only model based approaches,
generally retained in literature, but also model free and hybrid approaches, while yielding the best Least
Square solution for any given number of SMs.
The AS here discussed provides important advantages with respect to the COMET approach exploited in
the framework of BioSAR 2007. In first place, the AS technique is easier to implement: the algorithm works
in a totally blind fashion, without the need for initialization and constraining. Furthermore, the exploitation
of algebraic decomposition techniques results in a substantial reduction of the computational burden with
respect to the COMET. However, the most important advantage of the AS technique over the COMET is
its capability to work in absence of an a-priori physical model for the targets. Finally, it is worth noting that
the results yielded by the COMET can be reproduced in the framework of the AS technique as well, simply
by choosing the proper solution for the retrieval of the volume structure.

9.4.5.1 Mathematical Formulation:
The AS technique relies on three basic hypotheses:
H1) statistical uncorrelation of the different scattering mechanisms (SMs), such as ground,
volume, and ground–trunk scattering;
H2) independence of volumetric and temporal coherence losses of each SM alone on the choice
of the polarimetric channel;
H3) invariance (up to a scale factor) of the average polarimetric signature of each SM with respect
to the choice of the track.
The validity of hypothesis H1 is supported by the fact that distinct SMs are associated with distinct physical
objects, or with different wave directions in case of multiple scattering (such as ground-trunk or groundvolume scattering). Considering only spatial decorrelation phenomena, the validity of hypothesis H2 is
subjected to the condition that the spatial structure of each SM can be described independently on the
choice of the polarimetric channel. This is surely true as long as geometrical descriptors are used, such as
terrain slope or volume top height, for example. However, this hypothesis is not strictly verified if
electromagnetic descriptors are considered, such as subsurface penetration or volume extinction, since
such parameters may undergo a variation from one polarimetric channel to another. Accordingly, retaining
hypothesis H2 is equivalent to considering only the average electromagnetic properties of each SM across
the three polarimetric channels. An analogous conclusion can be drawn as for temporal decorrelation.
Hypothesis H3 is equivalent to assuming that the temporal and geometrical separation among different
tracks result in at most a variation of the total backscattered power associated with each SM. The validity
of this hypothesis is clearly subjected to the conditions that: a proper polarimetric calibration has been
performed [10]; only a small variation of the look angle occurs from one track to another; the average
polarimetric signature of each SM is temporally homogeneous. The latter point entails that the cases
where events like floods, fires, frosts, deforestation occur only in some of the acquisitions are to be
considered out of the range of validity of the AS technique, as well as the case where acquisitions from
different seasons have to be processed jointly. It is important to note that hypotheses H1, H2, H3 are fully
consistent with the Random Volume over Ground (RvoG) model often assumed in single baseline
PolInSAR applications [13], [45].
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Consider now a data constituted of 3N fully polarimetric SAR images acquired along N distinct tracks, and
let yn(wi) denote a complex valued pixel from the n-th track in the polarimetric channel identified by the
polarimetric projection vector wi [14], the dependency on the slant range, azimuth coordinates being made
implicit to simplify the notation. Further define the multi-polarimetric multi-baseline (MPMB) data vector as:

y = [y T (w1 ) y T (w 2 ) y T (w 3 )]

T

Eq 28

where y(wi) is the stack of the multi-baseline data in polarization wi.

It follows after the three hypotheses discussed above that the covariance matrix of the MPMB data can be
expressed as a Sum of Kronecker Products (SKP). In formula:

W = E [yy H ] = ∑ Ck ⊗ R k
KT

Eq 29

k

where:
•
•
•
•

W is the covariance matrix of the MPMB data [3Nx3N]
KT is the total number of SMs that contribute to the SAR signal, such as ground scattering,
volume scattering, ground trunk scattering, or other.
Ck is the polarimetric covariance (among different polarizations) matrix associated with the k-th
SM [3x3].
Rk is the interferometric covariance matrix (among different tracks) associated with the k-th SM
[NxN]

Therefore,
Eq 29 states that each SM is represented by a Kronecker Product between two
matrices, one, Ck, accounting for the electromagnetic properties and the other, Rk, for the spatial structure
of that SM. By virtue of their physical meaning, the matrices Ck and Rk will be hereinafter referred to as
polarimetric signatures and structure matrices, respectively. It is important to note that both the
polarimetric signatures and the structure matrices are by definition positive definite, since they are
obtained by taking the correlations between different tracks and/or different polarizations.
The key to the exploitation of the SKP structure is the important result, due to Van Loan and Pitsianis [46],
after which every matrix can be represented as a weighted SKP, the weight representing a measure of the
contribution of each Kronecker Product. In other words, the matrix W can always be rewritten as:
KT

W = ∑ λk U k ⊗ Vk

Eq 30

k

Where:
•

λk is the weigh associated with each of the Kronecker Products. All weights are positive valued by
construction. By convention it will be assumed that:
Eq 31
λ ≥ λ ≥≥ λ

•

Uk, Vk are two sets of matrices that can be obtained in closed form directly from W. The
dimensionalities of Uk, Vk is the same as Ck and Rk, respectively.

1

2

KT

Two important results follow:
R1) The best Least Square approximation of the data covariance matrix with K< KT Kronecker
Products is obtained by truncating the sum in
Eq 31 to the K-th term.
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R2) The two sets of matrices Uk and Vk, which are known via the SKP Decomposition of W, can
be transformed into the two sets of matrices Ck, Rk, which carry the information about the physics
of each SM. Such a transformation is linear, invertible, and it is determined by exactly K (K-1) real
numbers.
Proofs: see [42], [43].
An interesting corollary of the second of the results above is found when only K=2 SMs are present,
corresponding to the assumption of ground and volume scattering. In this case the transformation that
links the matrices Uk and Vk to the polarimetric signatures and structure matrices of ground and volume
scattering is determined by just 2 real numbers, and may be cast in the form:

R g = aV1 + (1 − a )V2

R v = bV1 + (1 − b )V2

Eq 32

1
(bλ1U1 − (1 − b )λ2 U 2 )
a−b
1
(− aλ1U1 + (1 − a )λ2 U 2 )
Cv =
a−b
Cg =

It is worth pointing out the cross-relation existing between the structure matrix of one SM and the
polarimetric signature of the other: the parameter a determines the ground structure matrix and the volume
polarimetric signature (up to a scale factor), whereas the parameter b determines the volume structure
matrix and the ground polarimetric signature (up to a scale factor).
On this basis, the AS technique has been developed as an operational tool for the separation of ground
and volume scattering even in absence of a physical model, while ensuring the physical validity of the
solution and yielding the best Least Square solution given the hypothesis of two SMs. The procedure can
be summarized as follows:
1. Truncate the SKP Decomposition of the sample covariance matrix of the data by retaining the first
two terms. This operation ensures the best Least Square fit given the hypothesis of two SMs.
2. Determine the range of values for the parameters (a,b) that yields positive definite solutions for
Cg, Rg, Cv, Rv . This operation ensures the physical validity of the solutions.
3. Optimize some criterion in order to pick a unique solution among the set of all the physically valid
ones.
Different approaches may arise depending on the criteria to be optimized at step 3. In a model based
approach the solution is chosen in such a way that the polarimetric signatures and/or the structure
matrices are as close as possible to some physically based model. Otherwise, the solution can be chosen
in a model free fashion, through the optimization of some algebraic criterion.

9.4.5.2 Geometrical Interpretation
The AS technique may be given a straightforward geometrical interpretation, providing useful insights
about how this methodology works.
Consider the problem of the separation of ground and volume scattering, basing on single baseline (N =
2), fully polarimetric acquisitions, and assume, for sake of simplicity, that the data is stationary, so that the
structure matrix of each SM has unitary entries on the main diagonal. This property is inherited by the
matrices V1, V2 in
Eq 32, resulting in the possibility to recast the equations relative to the
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structure matrices in
Eq 32 by considering only the off-diagonal terms, which represents the
interfometric coherences. In formula:

γ g = aγ 1 + (1 − a )γ 2
γ v = bγ 1 + (1 − b )γ 2

Eq 33

Accordingly, the interferometric coherences associated with ground and volume scattering are bound to
lie on the line l in the complex plane that passes through γ1, γ2 .The positive definitiveness condition for
the structure matrices is satisfied by requiring that | γg| ≤ 1, | γv| ≤ 1, and thus only the portion of l inside
the unitary circle has to be considered. Further requiring the positive definitiveness condition for the
polarimetric signatures, it follows that the physical solutions for γg, γv are bound to belong to two branches
sa, sb along the line l, as depicted in Figure 29, left panel. Accordingly, the problem of identifying two SMs
basing on multi-polarimetric, single baseline data is equivalent to the problem of finding two points along
the segments sa, sb. This conclusion is exactly the same as the one drawn by Cloude and
Papathanassiou in [45] assuming the RvoG model, although in that paper a totally different methodology is
used, and only the single baseline case is considered.

Figure 29: Regions of physical validity for ground and volume interferometric coherence in the interferometric
pair between track 0 and track 1. N is the total number of available tracks. Branch a (red) and b (green) are
associated with physically valid solutions for ground and volume scattering, respectively. True ground and
volume coherence are indicated by the black and blue points, respectively.

As new acquisitions are gathered, instead, the positive definitiveness constraint results in the regions of
physical validity to shrink, depending on the total number of available tracks, see Figure 29, middle and
right panels. Accordingly, the larger the number of available tracks, the easier it is to pick the correct
solutions.
By virtue of this result, the AS technique here proposed can be though of as a multi-baseline extension of
the procedures usually exploited in single-baseline PolInSAR that is able to jointly exploit all the available
interferograms, in such a way as to ensure the physical validity of the solution and optimize the desired
criteria by considering the whole data-set at once.

9.4.5.3 Choice of the solutions
Despite the availability of multiple baselines, the problem of SM separation is always affected by an
ambiguity, corresponding to the extent of the region of physical validity. In fact, it is important to remark
that the choice of the parameters (a,b) does affect the solution in terms of retrieving the polarimetric and
structure matrices for ground and volume scattering, but the sum of their Kronecker products is invariant to
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choice of the solutions, being identically equal to the best approximation of the data covariance matrix in
the Least Square Sense, by virtue of result R1 in section 9.4.5.1. It follows that all the solutions in the
region of physically validity are physically valid and give rise to exactly the same data covariance matrix,
and thus there is no way to assess algebraically which solution is correct.
It is then important to characterize the different possibilities from a physical point of view, in order to
provide a correct interpretation of the results and drive the choice of the criterion for the retrieval of the
structure matrix associated with volume scattering.
To do this, a forest scenario has been simulated with the following features:
•

Ground coherence losses, accounting for possible decorrelation sources (temporal, noise, or
others);

•

Volume contributions from the ground level, accounting for the presence of undestorey and
scattering from lower branches

•

Presence of ground contributions in HV, accounting for 10% of the total energy in HV.

•

Variable number of tracks, ranging from N = 2 to N = 10. The baseline spacing is the same in all
cases, so that the overall baseline aperture increases with N.

Two solutions have been evaluated for each branch, corresponding to the inner and outer boundaries of
the region of physical validity, see Figure 30.

Figure 30: Outer and Inner Boundary solutions. Branches a and b are drawn in red and green, respectively.

The resulting backscattered power distributions for ground and volume scattering are reported in Figure 31
and Figure 32. It is important to recall that the solution on branch a determines the ground structure matrix
and the volume polarimetric signature, whereas the solution on branch b determines the volume structure
matrix and the ground polarimetric signature, see
Eq 32 . Accordingly, the meaningfulness
of each solution has to be discussed by taking into account its outcomes relatively to both the structures
matrix of one SM and the polarimetric signature of the other. The results have been summarized as follow.
The inner boundary solution on branch a results in the volume polarimetric signature to be rank-deficient,
after which it follows that, this solution is not consistent with physical model for forest scattering.
Independently on the number of tracks, the estimate the ground structure is contaminated by volume
contributions, resulting in apparent components from above the ground. Accordingly, such a solution is to
be discarded.
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The outer boundary solution on branch a results in the volume polarimetric signature to be full rank,
consistently with physical model for forest scattering. The resulting ground structure matrix is maximally
coherent. Due to the presence of coherence losses, the effective ground phase center is under-estimated
in the case where few tracks are employed .Despite the presence of ground coherence losses, however,
the resulting ground backscattered power distribution converges to the true one as the number of available
baselines increases.
The inner boundary solution on branch b results in the ground polarimetric signature to be rank-deficient,
consistently with the hypothesis that there exists one polarization where volume only contributions are
present. If this is true, resulting volume structure corresponds to the true one. Otherwise, the result is
systematically contaminated by ground contributions, resulting in apparent volume contributions close to
the ground.
The outer boundary solution on branch b results in the ground polarimetric signature to be full rank,
consistently with the presence of ground contributions in all polarizations. The resulting volume structure
matrix is maximally coherent. If few tracks are employed, this solution acts as an high-pass filter, resulting
in the volume to appear thinner than it is. As the number of available baselins increases, this solution
converges to the true structure for volume contributions above the ground, whereas volume contributions
from the ground level are absorbed into the ground structure.

Figure 31: Backscattered power distribution for ground scattering retrieved by taking the Inner Boundary (left)
and Outer Boundary (right) solutions.
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Figure 32: Backscattered power distribution for volume scattering retrieved by taking the Inner Boundary (left)
and Outer Boundary (right) solutions.

9.4.5.4 Summary.
The maximal coherence (outer boundary) solution is a suitable criterion for the retrieval of the ground
component, implying that the ground contributions are the most stable.
Such a criterion is the one exploited in [41] for the separation of ground contributions to the aim of Phase
Calibration. Performances have turned out to be comparable to those of the PS-based approach, therefore
providing experimental evidence of its validity. Furthermore, the resulting volume polarimetric signature is
full rank, consistently with the hypothesis of a high entropy scattrering mechanism.
Considering the volume structure, the maximal coherence solution provides the asymptotical convergence
to the true solution for the volume scattering above the ground, but it does not account for volume
scattering from the ground level. Thus, the minimal and maximal coherence solutions provide respectively
a polarimetry driven and a tomography driven representation of the volume structure. Which
representation, or even which combination of the two, is most effective for the aim of forest analyses, with
particular regard to biomass estimation, is to be considered an open problem so far.
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Tomographic Processing

The Tomographic processing has been implemented as follows.
Covariance Estimation:
The covariance matrix of the multi-polarimetric and multi-baseline SLC RGI data at each slant
range, azimuth location is obtained by evaluating all the available interferograms.
In the BioMass case the interferograms have been formed after performing Common Band
Filtering (CBF), accordingly to the discussion in section 9.4.4.3.
The size of the estimation window has been set to 60 x 60 m (ground range, azimuth) for all datasets.
SKP Decomposition
The sample covariance matrix is decomposed into a Sum of Kronecker Products. The first two
terms of the SKP Decomposition are retained, in order to identify ground and volume
contributions.
Algebraic Synthesis of Ground Structure
Ground structure is retrieved by maximizing the coherence amplitudes in all interferograms under
the constraint of physical validity.
Phase Calibration
The Phase Linking algorithm is employed for the estimation of the ground phases, basing on the
ground structure matrix retrieved at the previous step. Phase Calibration is performed by
compensating the data for the ground phases. Note that this operation automatically zeroes
ground phase center elevation, since the information about terrain topography is embedded in the
ground phases.
Tomographic Analysis of each polarimetric channel
Estimation of the spatial distribution of the backscattered power associated with each polarimetric
channel.
Algebraic Synthesis of Volume Structure
Volume structure is retrieved by looking for the Largest Volume Solution, see details in the
following. The polarimetric signatures associated with ground and volume scattering are then
evaluated according to
Eq 32 in section 9.4.5.1.
Tomographic Analysis of Ground and Volume Structures
Estimation of the spatial distribution of the backscattered power associated with ground and
volume scattering.
Retrieval of Terrain Elevation
The ground phases are processed in order to separate topographic contributions from Propagation
Disturbances.
The estimation of the spatial distribution of the backscattered powers has been performed in all cases by
employing the Capon Spectral Estimator. Such an estimator produces super-resolution capabilities and
grating lobes reduction without the need for a-priori information about the targets, see for example [25],
[47]. The main drawback associated with the Capon Spectral Estimator is the poor radiometric accuracy,
especially in presence of a low baseline aperture. In this sense, conventional Fourier analysis is more
accurate. Yet, the resulting spatial resolution would be completely lost at P-Band, as discussed in section
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9.4.4.3. A formal treatment of these arguments is found in [34], where both the Fourier and Capon
estimators are discussed as special cases of a generalized spectral estimation technique. In particular, it is
shown that spatial resolution and radiometric accuracy can not be achieved at the same time, at least in
absence of precise a-priori information. Accordingly, the employment of the Capon Spectral Estimator has
to be considered as a compromise. Indeed it results in non accurate backscattered power values, but it
permits to appreciate details that would not be accessible otherwise with the available baseline set.
However, it is very important to remark that the Capon Spectral Estimator has been used only for imaging
purposes, whereas the assessment of the backscattered powers associated with ground and volume
scattering is carried out through the Algebraic Synthesis technique.
A further remark about Phase Calibration is required. According to the procedure above, Phase Calibration
is split into two steps. Firstly, the ground phases are removed, in such a way as to focus the targets above
the ground level. This operation clearly results in the loss of the information about terrain topography. Yet,
it allows the best focusing of the target along the vertical direction, since Propagation Disturbances are
removed as well. Furthermore, this first step has the great advantage of being totally blind. In other words,
no a-priori information is required about the scene topography, and no physical modeling of Propagation
Disturbances is required either.
A further analysis is then required in order to separate topographic contributions from Propagation
Disturbances. In this step, any kind of a-priori information or physical models can greatly enhance the
performance, resulting in more accurate topography retrieval.
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Tomographic Profiles

In this section the outcomes of the Tomographic analysis of the BioSAR 2008 data-sets are discussed
basing on the retrieved backscattered power distributions for a single azimuth cut, selected due to the
presence of both open and forest areas. The coordinate (in pixel) for the selected azimuth cut is: 5060 (PBand SW and BioMass), 8884 (L-Band SW), 7847 (P-Band NE), 12845 (L-Band NE). Terrain topography
is characterized by both positive and negative ground range slopes, whose magnitude is up to 8°. Terrain
topography for the selected area is shown in Figure 33.

Figure 33: Terrain Topography for the selected azimuth cut.

Each of the panels to follow has been obtained by geocoding the estimated backscattered power
distribution from the slant range, cross range coordinates to the ground range, height coordinates, basing
on the information about the flight geometry and terrain topography. A further re-sampling operation has
then been performed in order to flatten the topography, in such a way as to directly relate the vertical
coordinate to the elevation of the targets above the ground. For sake of comparison, each panel reports
the graph of the forest height corresponding to the H100 index, which has been evaluated basing on
LIDAR-measurements.
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9.4.7.1 Tomographic Profiles in HH and HV
The tomographic profiles relative to the HH and HV channels for the five data-sets under analysis are
reported in the panels from Figure 34 through Figure 38.
In first place, a loss of vertical resolution from near to far range is clearly visible, due to the reduction of the
normal baseline aperture. This phenomenon affects especially P-Band data, where the Fourier resolution
is higher than 70 m at far ranges. However, also at far ranges the employment of the Capon spectral
estimator manages to retrieve a suitable image of the scene, resulting in a good match with LIDAR
measurements.

Figure 34: Tomographic Profiles for the selected azimuth cut. Top row: HH. Bottom row: HV. Data-set: P-Band
SW.
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Figure 35: Tomographic Profiles for the selected azimuth cut. Top row: HH. Bottom row: HV. Data-set: L-Band
SW.

At P-Band, relevant contributions from the ground level below the forest are found both in HH and HV. It
follows that the effective phase center, which corresponds to the location of the maximum of the
backscattered power along the vertical direction, is very close to the ground in HH, and only slightly above
the ground in HV. Note that this conclusion is not peculiar to the azimuth cut under analysis, as the same
behavior of the phase center location along the vertical direction has been observed throughout the whole
imaged scene.
As expect, the phase center elevation at L-Band is higher than at P-Band, due to stronger volume
contributions from the tree canopies. Nevertheless, a remarkable agreement has been observed between
P-Band and L-Band data, as it may be appreciated by comparing Figure 34 and Figure 36 to Figure 35
and Figure 37. It is very important to note contributions from the ground level may be observed at L-Band
as well see Figure 35 and Figure 37, even though to a far less extent with respect to P-Band. This
phenomenon is well appreciable in the near range areas, where vertical resolution is finer. Accordingly,
ground contributions are visible at both wavelengths, independently of polarization.
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Figure 36: Tomographic Profiles for the selected azimuth cut. Top row: HH. Bottom row: HV. Data-set: P-Band
NE.

Besides the resolution loss from near to far range, no remarkable difference is observed between SW and
NE acquisitions. This result proves that the impact of ground slopes may be properly compensated for,
given the availability of system geometry and terrain topography.
Due to the presence of stronger volume contributions, a better match with LIDAR measurements is
observed at L-Band, whereas at P-Band the presence of stronger ground contributions tends to conceal
scattering contributions from the tree canopies. Further evidence in support of this conclusion is found by
observing that the tomographic profiles in HH and HV are closer to each other at L-Band than at P-Band.
Finally, despite the huge resolution loss with respect to the airborne case, the tomographic profiles
obtained by processing the BioMass data-set have turned out to be consistent with those relative to the PBand SW data-set, see Figure 34 and Figure 38.
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Figure 37: Tomographic Profiles for the selected azimuth cut. Top row: HH. Bottom row: HV. Data-set: L-Band
NE.

Figure 38: Tomographic Profiles for the selected azimuth cut. Top row: HH. Bottom row: HV. Data-set: BioMass.
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9.4.7.2 Algebraic Synthesis
This section is devoted to the tomographic analysis of the SM identified by the AS technique as being
associated with ground and volume scattering.
A first important result relative to the application of the SKP Decomposition is reported in Figure 39, which
shows the percentage of information that is represented by truncating the SKP Decomposition of the
sample covariance matrix at the K-th term, for K ranging from K=1 to K = 5, relatively to the same azimuth
cut analyzed in the previous section.
The percentage of information retained has been assessed directly from the data as:

ˆ − WK
W
I =1−
ˆ
W

F

Eq 34

F

Where W is the sample covariance matrix, WK is its approximation with K Kronecker products, and F
denotes the Frobenius matrix norm.

Figure 39: Percentage of information represented by retaining a number of Kronecker products ranging from
K=1 to K=5. Top row: P-Band SW data-set. Bottom row: L-Band SW data-set.
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Accordingly, the graphs in Figure 39 show that at both P-Band and L-Band more than 90% of the
information carried by the data covariance matrix can be correctly represented by retaining just two
Kronecker products, after which it follows that the assumption of two SMs is well justified.
At this point, the problem is to properly separate such two SMs, in order to provide a physically meaningful
interpretation. In fact, the problem of SM separation is affected by an intrinsic ambiguity, which can not be
solved without further hypotheses, see section 9.4.5.
As discussed in section 9.4.5, the ground structure has been determined through maximization of the
interferometric coherence amplitudes, under the constraint of positive definitiveness. The results are
shown in Figure 40. Especially at P-Band, it may be appreciated that volume contributions have been
significantly rejected with respect to the HH and HV tomographic profiles reported in the previous section.
Some leakage is present at L-Band as for forested areas, due to the presence of stronger volume
contributions.

Figure 40: Tomographic profiles for Ground scattering for the selected azimuth cut. Top row: P-Band SW.
Bottom row: L-Band SW.
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Figure 41: Tomographic Profiles of Volume scattering for the selected azimuth cut. Top row: Outer Boundary
Solution. Bottom row: Inner Boundary Solution. Data-set: P-Band SW.

Figure 41 and Figure 42show the tomographic profiles associated with volume scattering at P-Band and LBand, retrieved in correspondence with the outer and inner boundary solutions discussed in section 9.4.5.
Similar conclusions may be drawn for both wavelengths.
The outer boundary solution results in unlikely thin volumes at a high elevation. This phenomenon is due
to the coarse vertical resolution, resulting in the high-pass behavior of the outer boundary solution to have
a significant impact, especially at P-Band.
The tomographic profiles yielded by the inner boundary solution are quite similar to those obtained in HV.
In particular, relevant contributions from the ground level are observed at both wavelengths. This result
has to possible explanations: either the outer boundary solution is wrong, resulting in non-rejected ground
components, or contributions from the ground level are to be explained in terms of understorey and
ground-volume interactions.
It is worthwhile noting that the inner and outer boundary solutions are closer to each other at L-Band,
especially in near range. This phenomenon is consistent with the fact that L-Band data are characterized
by a better vertical resolution than P-Band, resulting in a reduction of the ambiguity that affects the
problem of SM separation.
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Figure 42: Tomographic Profiles of Volume scattering for the selected azimuth cut. Top row: Outer Boundary
Solution. Bottom row: Inner Boundary Solution. Data-set: L-Band SW.

In order to retrieve a suitable solution for describing the structure of volume contributions above the
ground while avoiding the high-pass effect of the outer boundary solution, it has been decided to associate
volume scattering with the largest SM along the vertical direction. This solution, hereinafter referred to as
Largest Volume Solution (LVS), consists in equalizing the backscattered power along the vertical direction,
in such a way as to reveal the presence of scattering contributions along the largest vertical extent.
Results are shown in Figure 43. It may be appreciated that the Largest Volume Solution achieves an
important improvement at P-Band, resulting in a better match with LIDAR measurements with respect to
the tomographic profile in HV. Some improvement is visible at L-Band too, even though there is no
significant difference with respect to HV. Accordingly, the Largest Volume Solution appears to be an
attractive tool especially at P-Band, as it manages to reject most contributions from the ground level while
resulting in a physically sound volume structure. Yet, it has to be remarked that physical soundness is the
only argument in support of the Largest Volume Solution, whereas there are no rigorous proofs that it
yields the true structure of volume scattering.
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Figure 43: Tomographic Profiles of Volume scattering for the selected azimuth cut. Top row: Largest Volume
Solution for data-set P-Band SW. Bottom row: Largest Volume Solution for data-set L-Band SW.

The BioMass case is reported in Figure 44. Even though some improvement is visible, the results appear
to be significantly more dispersed than in the full bandwidth case. This phenomenon can be explained in
light of the fact that the sample covariance matrix is estimated in the BioMass case with much fewer
samples than in the full bandwidth case, resulting in volume optimization to be more sensitive to random
oscillations within the data. Furthermore, only minor differences are observed between the profiles
associated with the Largest Volume Solution and the HV polarization in the BioMass case with respect to
the full bandwidth case. Besides the impact of random oscillations of the data discussed above, this result
is due to the vertical resolution loss that arises from pulse bandwidth reduction, discussed in section
9.4.4.3. Such a resolution loss results in the spatial structures associated to the different polarization to be
closer to each other, see Figure 38. This limits the range of the physically valid spatial structures that may
arise by combining different polarization though the SKP decomposition, resulting in fewer valid choices
for the determination of the volume structure.
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Figure 44: Tomographic Profiles of Ground and Volume scattering for the selected azimuth cut. Top row:
Ground. Bottom row: Volume. Data-set: BioMass.

To conclude, it is interesting to note that some areas present volume scattering contributions below the
ground level. Such contributions have been observed to occur at the same locations at P-Band and LBand, mostly in open or very low vegetated areas. Therefore, this result might be an index of the presence
of either multiple scattering or subsurface penetration phenomena. So far, however, we have no elements
to completely exclude algorithm artifacts, the eventual physical interpretation of this phenomenon being
left open for further researches. Still, the presence of a significant backscattered power from beneath the
ground is informative in some sense, in that it permits the identification of areas where the signal is not
consistent with forest scattering. Accordingly, areas exhibiting a significant backscattered power from
beneath the ground have been marked as non vegetated.
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Large Scale Tomographic Analysis

This section is devoted to reporting the large scale results of the Tomographic analysis of the BioSAR
2008 data-sets. The following products have been identified as the most representative for the
characterization of the imaged scene:
•

Tomographic sections associated with the Largest Volume Solution and the HV polarization;

•

Volume height;

•

Ground to volume backscattered power ratios in different polarizations;

•

Average Ground Coherence

•

Terrain topography.

In order to facilitate the interpretation of the results to follow, we report hereinafter the maps of the H100
vegetation height and ground range slope angle in the two look directions.

Figure 45: H100 vegetation height [m] obtained from LIDAR measurements.
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Figure 46: Ground range slope angle [deg] with respect to look direction SW and NE.

9.4.8.1 Tomographic Sections
Whereas in section 9.4.7 the outcomes of the Tomographic analysis have been discussed for a single
azimuth cut, in this section the whole imaged scene is considered. In order to provide a meaningful
visualization of the results, tomographic sections have been generated for each of the data-sets under
analysis. Such sections have been obtained sampling the vertical distribution of the backscattered power
at each slant range, azimuth location, in such a way as to retrieve the information about the vertical
location of the phase center and the points corresponding to a power loss equal to -3 dB, -4 dB, -5 dB, -7
dB, -10 dB.
All tomographic sections are presented in Radar geometry. To facilitate the interpretation of the results,
figures showing tomographic sections also report LIDAR measurements converted in Radar geometry.
Results relative to the backscattered power distributions associated with the HV channel and the Largest
Volume Solutions are shown from Figure 47 through Figure 52. In all cases, the conclusions drawn in
section 9.4.7 relatively to a single azimuth cut may be generalized to the whole scene.
In all cases, a rising trend can be observed between the retrieved height and the slant range coordinate.
This result indicates that the power loss associated with a certain height with respect to the phase center
location tends to decrease as the look angle increases, therefore witnessing a vertical resolution loss. As
noted in section 9.4.7, this phenomenon is due to large variation of the baseline aperture from near to far
range. In support of this conclusion it may be noted that resolution loss affects P-Band data to a larger
extent with respect to L-Band data. This is consistent with the fact that Fourier resolution is much better at
L-Band, see Figure 28. In fact, the retrieval of the
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Figure 47: Tomographic sections for the HV channel. Data-set: P-Band SW. Black areas have been identified as
being non vegetated.

Backscattered power distribution is intrinsically better conditioned at L-Band, since the shorter wavelength
results in an enhanced diversity of the contributions associated with different heights with respect to PBand, which makes it easier to proceed to their separation along the vertical direction.
As for the P-Band SW data-set, it may be appreciated that the effective phase center in the HV
polarization is located in proximity of the ground level throughout the whole scene, whereas the
backscattered power that is found in correspondence with LIDAR forest height measurements undergoes
a loss of 8 dB to 4.5 dB from near to far range with respect to the phase center location. Accordingly, most
of the backscattered power in HV is found in proximity of the ground level. As expected, the backscattered
power distribution yielded by the Largest Volume Solution is associated with higher locations with respect
to HV, see Figure 48. In this case, agreement with LIDAR measurements is observed in correspondence
with a power loss of 5.5 dB to 3 dB from near to far range with respect to the phase center location.
Consistently with section 9.4.7, the phase center location in the HV channel has turned out to be close to
the ground level at L-Band as well, see Figure 49. Agreement with LIDAR measurements is observed at a
power loss of 6 dB to 5dB from near to far range with respect to the phase center location. Similar results
are found in the case of the Largest Volume Solution, where agreement with LIDAR measurements is
observed at about 5 dB with respect to the phase center location. Such a result remarks that HV scattering
at L-Band is much more sensitive to volume contributions than at P-Band. Hence, the backscattered
power distribution associated with the Largest Volume Solution is much closer to the one associated with
the HV polarization at L-Band than at P-Band.
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Figure 48: Tomographic sections for the Largest Volume Solution. Data-set: P-Band SW. Black areas have
been identified as being non vegetated.

The tomographic sections relative to the BioMass case are shown in Figure 51 and Figure 52. Agreement
with LIDAR measurements is observed in correspondence with a power loss of 8 dB to 4 dB from near to
far range with respect to the phase center location in the case of the HV channel, and in correspondence
with a power loss of 7 dB to 3 dB in the case of the Largest Volume Solution.
Finally, non vegetated areas have been identified basing on: presence of significant backscattered power
from beneath the ground, ground coherence, and backscattered intensity. Such an approach has resulted
is some differences when applied to P-Band or L-Band data, see for example Figure 47 and Figure 49. A
direct comparison between P–Band and L-Band is found in Figure 53, which reports the histograms of the
H100 forest height in areas marked as non vegetated. It may be observed that at L-Band the areas
marked as non vegetated mostly correspond to forest heights lower than 5 m. At P-Band, instead, a
relevant number of cases is found where forest height is in the order of 7-8 m. Two arguments may be
invoked to explain such a behavior. On the one hand, it is due to the intrinsic lower sensitivity to volume
scattering of P-Band with respect to L-Band, resulting in the objective difficulty in the identification of low
vegetated areas. On the other hand, such a behavior is also to be imputed to the lower sensitivity to
volume decorrelation of the P-Band data-sets with respect to the L-Band data-sets, which hinders the
tomographic imaging of small volumes. In any case, however, a satisfactory agreement is observed
between the spatial distributions of low vegetated areas and of areas marked by the tomographic
algorithm as non vegetated.
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Figure 49: Tomographic sections for the HV channel. Data-set: L-Band SW. Black areas have been Identified as
being non vegetated.
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Figure 50 Tomographic sections for the Largest Volume Solution. Data-set: L-Band SW. Black areas have been
identified as being non vegetated.

Figure 51: Tomographic sections for the HV channel . Data-set: BioMass. Black areas have been identified as
being non vegetated.
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Figure 52: Tomographic sections for the Largest Volume Solution . Data-set: BioMass. Black areas have been
identified as being non vegetated.

Figure 53: Histograms of LIDAR forest height in areas marked as non vegetated.
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9.4.8.2 Volume Height
Volume height has been retrieved directly from the tomographic sections shown in the previous sections,
by establishing a threshold for the backscattered power loss with respect to the phase center location.
Clearly, the critical point in retaining such an approach is represented by the choice of the proper threshold
that corresponds to the true forest height. In fact, backscattered power contributions are found the more
the less at every location along the vertical direction, due to the presence of noise or, more important, to
the spatial heterogeneity of vegetation within the estimation window. Another issue to deal with is the
presence of a rising trend with respect to the slant range coordinate that characterizes the tomographic
sections especially at P-Band, as discussed in the previous section. Accordingly, the proper choice of the
threshold has to depend on the look angle.
Both these issues could be solved, in principle, by resorting to some physical model for forest scattering,
similarly to PolInSAR. Within this work, however, our aim is the development of retrieval techniques which
base as less as possible on the a-priori information provided by physical models. For this reason, the
value of the threshold corresponding to the top forest height has been assessed by investigating the shape
of the backscattered power distribution at each slant range, azimuth location. The criterion adopted for
assessing forest top height follows after the basic assumption that the shape of the backscattered power
distribution can be roughly divided into three zones, see Figure 54. One is found in correspondence of the
phase center location, where most of backscattered power is concentrated. Then, the backscattered
power undergoes a loss, due to both the point spread function of the tomographic processors and the
(eventual) tapering of the forest density. Further away along the vertical direction backscattered power is
mostly contributed by noise and random oscillations of the scatterers within the resolution cell, resulting in
this zone not to be likely associated with physically relevant components. According the flex point within
the loss zone represents a good guess as for the retrieval of forest top height.

Figure 54: Criterion adopted for the retrieval of forest top height.

Notwithstanding its rather simplistic character, such a criterion has turned out to result in a satisfactory
agreement with the H100 forest height derived by LIDAR measurements. Results are shown in Figure 55
through Figure 64. In all cases, forest height has been estimated basing on the backscattered power
distribution associated with the Largest Volume Solution. The relative error has been evaluated as:
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Eq 35

Notwithstanding a slight bias (± 1.5 m), the relative error has turned out to be below 10% in most forested
areas in all cases, including BioMass, therefore proving the effectiveness of the proposed approach for
forest height retrieval. The behavior if the bias curve with respect to the H100 forest height has two distinct
characteristics. In first place, it exhibits a linear trend with respect to forest height. This kind or error is
likely to be due to the particular approach exploited for forest height retrieval, and may therefore be
recovered by resorting to a more sophisticated approach. However, it can also be observed that NE
acquisitions are affected by a higher bias in magnitude with respect to SW acquisitions, independently of
the carrier wavelengths. At first glance this phenomenon seems to indicate a non perfect compensation of
terrain slopes. However, practically the same results have been obtained by using either the LIDAR DEM
or the SAR DEM, see section 9.4.8.5. Accordingly, this discrepancy between NE and SW data seems
likely to be due to minor errors of the height to phase conversion factors rather than to DEM errors.
It may be observed that the estimate dispersion is noticeably reduced by discarding those pixel exhibiting
very large errors. This phenomenon is due to the fact that largest errors are found in correspondence of
the borders of forested areas, where the estimate is uncertain due to the heterogeneity of the targets
within the resolution cell. This statement is easily confirmed by a simple visual inspection of the panels
relative to the residual error between SAR and LIDAR.
It is interesting to note that the estimate dispersion appears to be larger at L-Band than at P-Band in areas
where vegetation is higher than 20 m. This phenomenon might indicate that structure estimation in
presence of dense vegetation is hindered at L-Band due to a reduced ground visibility. However, there are
too few areas where vegetation is significantly higher than 20 m, and thus conclusions can not be drawn
about this phenomenon without further analyses in dense forest scenarios. As a further remark, it is worth
noting that estimate dispersion beyond 20 m is sensibly lower in the NE data-set than in the SW data-set.
In both flight directions, instead, better results are obtained at L-Band as for low vegetated areas. This
result is perfectly consistent with the fact that many more areas have been marked as non vegetated at PBand with respect to L-Band, discussed in the last section.
The NE and SW data have shown an overall good agreement, as shown in Figure 65.
As expected BioMass estimates have turned out to be associated with a larger dispersion with respect to
the full bandwidth case. Accordingly, it has been decided to smooth the result by using a median filter as
large as 100 x 100 m (ground range, azimuth). This operation has resulted in an improvement of the
standard deviation of up to 1 m. However, the most significant discrepancy with respect to the full
bandwidth case is relative to the large bias occurring whenever forest height is below 10 m. Beside the
arguments exposed in the previous section about the poor sensitivity to low volumes at P-Band, this
phenomenon is mostly due to the small pulse bandwidth of the BioMass system. As shown in section
9.4.4.3, the vertical resolution limit due to pulse bandwidth is in the order of 20 m. Such a limit is halved by
Common Band filtering each interferometric pair, resulting in a vertical resolution of about 10 m.
Accordingly, vegetated structure less high than 10 m are hardly distinguishable in the BioMass case.
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Figure 55: Left panel: estimated forest height. Right panel: relative error with respect to LIDAR measurements.
Data set: P-Band SW.

Figure 56: Top row: Joint distribution of forest heights estimated by SAR and LIDAR; bottom row: bias and
standard deviation of SAR estimated with respect to LIDAR measurements. The red line has been obtained by
discarding pixel associated with a relative error larger than 0.5.
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Figure 57: Left panel: estimated forest height. Right panel: relative error with respect to LIDAR measurements.
Data set: P-Band NE.

Figure 58: Top row: Joint distribution of forest heights estimated by SAR and LIDAR; bottom row: bias and
standard deviation of SAR estimated with respect to LIDAR measurements. The red line has been obtained by
discarding pixel associated with a relative error larger than 0.5
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Figure 59: Left panel: estimated forest height. Right panel: relative error with respect to LIDAR measurements.
Data set: BioMass. BioMass estimates have been smoothed by using a 100 x 100 m median filter.

Figure 60: Top row: Joint distribution of forest heights estimated by SAR and LIDAR; bottom row: bias and
standard deviation of SAR estimated with respect to LIDAR measurements. The red line has been obtained by
discarding pixel associated with a relative error larger than 0.5. BioMass estimates have been smoothed by
using a 100 x 100 m median filter.
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Figure 61: Left panel: estimated forest height. Right panel: relative error with respect to LIDAR measurements.
Data set: L-Band SW.

Figure 62: Top row: Joint distribution of forest heights estimated by SAR and LIDAR; bottom row: bias and
standard deviation of SAR estimated with respect to LIDAR measurements. The red line has been obtained by
discarding pixel associated with a relative error larger than 0.5
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Figure 63: Left panel: estimated forest height. Right panel: relative error with respect to LIDAR measurements.
Data set: L-Band NE.

Figure 64: Top row: Joint distribution of forest heights estimated by SAR and LIDAR; bottom row: bias and
standard deviation of SAR estimated with respect to LIDAR measurements. The red line has been obtained by
discarding pixel associated with a relative error larger than 0.5
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Figure 65: Joint distributions of forest heights estimated by the SW and NE data-sets at P-Band (left column)
and L-Band (right column).
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9.4.8.3 Ground to Volume Backscattered Power Ratio
The ground to volume backscattered power ratio (GVR) in each polarization has been obtained directly
after
Eq 32, in correspondence with the two SMs identified as the most coherent ground and
the largest volume, see section 9.4.7.2 for details.
It is important to remark that in order for the GVR to carry significant information about the forest structure,
ground and volume scattering contributions have to be identified correctly. In other words, the GVR is
strictly related to SM separation, and hence depends on the choice of the solution. As shown in section
9.4.7.2, the Inner Boundary solution for volume scattering yields results very close to those found in the
HV polarization. As a consequence, the resulting GVR in HV would be close to 0. The Outer Boundary
solution, instead, yields thin volumes at a high elevation. Accordingly, this solution would result in very
high values of the GVRs in all channels, since more backscattered power has to be assigned to ground
scattering in order to explain the backscattered power distribution in each channel, which is fixed. It is
worth noting that the the Outer Boundary would provide consistency with the results obtained in the
BioSAR 2007 campaign by exploiting the COMET, as discussed at the end of 9.4.5.3.
The Largest Volume solution represents an effort to describe the structure of volume scattering above the
ground while avoiding the high-pass effect of the outer boundary solution. As discussed, there are no
rigorous arguments in support of its validity. Yet, it appears to be a good choice for describing the structure
of volume scattering above the ground, especially in light of the resulting good agreement with LIDAR
height measurement reported in the previous section.
Results relative to the SW and NE data-sets are shown in Figure 66 to Figure 69. A remarkable
consistency between NE and SW acquisitions has been observed at both P-Band and L-Band, see Figure
70. As expected, P-Band data have turned out to be much more affected by contributions from the ground
level, the difference as for the HV GVR being assessed in about 5 dB. The behavior of the HV GVR with
respect to forest height and terrain slope is investigated in Figure 71, Figure 72. At both wavelengths it is
observed that the HV GVR decreases with forest height, consistently with the enlargement of volumetric
structures. Instead, a different behavior is found with reference to terrain slope, as the HV GVR exhibits a
dependence on terrain slope at P-Band but not at L-Band. This result seems to further indicate that HV
ground contributions are due to specular reflections at P-Band, but not at L-Band. It is worth noting that the
HV GVR is higher than 1 at P-Band in flat areas. This seems to indicate that specular reflections are not
only due to volume-ground, but also to trunk-ground interactions.
The results relative to the BioMass data-set have turned out to be considerably more dispersed, see
Figure 73 and Figure 74. However, the most significant discrepancy with respect to the full bandwidth case
is that the HV GVR undergoes a loss of about 7 dB. This result is consistent with what has been observed
as the tomographic profiles. The vertical resolution loss that arises from pulse bandwidth reduction results
in the spatial structures associated to the different polarization to be closer to each other. As a result, the
volume structure associated with the Largest Volume Solution tends to resemble the one found in HV,
therefore giving rise to lower values of GVR.
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Figure 66: Ground to volume backscattered power ratio in the HH channel for the P-Band SW and NE data-sets.

Figure 67: Ground to volume backscattered power ratio in the HV channel for the P-Band SW and NE data-sets
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Figure 68: Ground to volume backscattered power ratio in the HH channel for the L-Band SW and NE data-sets

Figure 69: Ground to volume backscattered power ratio in the HV channel for the L-Band SW and NE data-sets.
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Figure 70: Left column: Joint distribution of the HV GVR measured from the SW and NE data-sets at P-Band
(top) and L-Band (bottom). The color scale in each panel is proportional to the logarithm of the number of counts
within each bin Right column: Histograms of the error at P-Band (top) and L-Band (bottom).

Figure 71: Joint distribution of HV GVR and forest height. Top left: P-Band SW. Top right: P-Band NE. Bottom
left: L-Band SW. Bottom right: L-Band NE. The color scale in each panel is proportional to the logarithm of the
number of counts within each bin. All panels have been obtained by excluding areas where vegetation is lower
than 8 m. The black lines have been obtained through a linear fit of the histogram maxima at each location
along the horizontal axis.
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Figure 72: Joint distribution of HV GVR and absolute ground slope. Top left: P-Band SW. Top right: P-Band NE.
Bottom left: L-Band SW. Bottom right: L-Band NE. The color scale in each panel is proportional to the logarithm
of the number of counts within each bin. All panels have been obtained by excluding areas where vegetation is
lower than 8 m. The black lines have been obtained through a linear fit of the histogram maxima at each
location along the horizontal axis.
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Figure 73: Ground to volume backscattered power ratio in the HH and HV channel for the BioMass data-set.

Figure 74: Joint distribution of HV GVR and: forest height (right); absolute ground slope (slope). The color scale
in each panel is proportional to the logarithm of the number of counts within each bin. All panels have been
obtained by excluding areas where vegetation is lower than 8 m. The black lines have been obtained through a
linear fit of the histogram maxima at each location along the horizontal axis.
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9.4.8.4 Average Ground Interferometric Coherence
Figure 75, Figure 76, Figure 77 report the average interferometric coherence associated with ground
scattering, obtained by averaging the coherence amplitudes over all the interferometric pairs. Ground
scattering has been obtained as the most coherent SM under the constraint of positive definitiveness, as
discussed in section 9.4.5.
As for the P-Band data-sets, a slight rising trend with respect to the look angle may be appreciated in both
look directions, due to the Spectral Shift decorrelation. Besides that, it is observed that ground coherence
is extremely high, and substantially uncorrelated with vegetation height. Instead, the spatial variation of
ground coherence is clearly correlated with terrain slope. In particular, coherence losses occur at the same
locations, independently of flight direction.
Ground coherence has turned out to be lower in the BioMass case. This is due to the much larger
resolution cell, resulting in a less homogeneous set of targets to contribute to the received signal.
The spatial variation of ground coherence is correlated with terrain slope, even though to a less extent with
respect to the full bandwidth case. This is due to the fact that the interferograms have been evaluated after
Common Band Filtering in the Biomass case. For the same reason, near range areas appear as low
coherence areas, due to rejection of many interferograms beyond the critical baseline.
L-Band data, see Figure 77, exhibit a quite different behavior, in that ground coherence is largely
correlated with vegetation height. This is likely to be due to the leakage phenomena pointed out in section
9.4.7.2. Accordingly, the presence of dense vegetation reduces ground visibility, and thus hinders the
retrieval of ground contributions.

Figure 75: Average ground interferometric coherence for the P-Band SW and P-Band NE data-sets.
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Figure 76: Average ground interferometric coherence for the BioMass data-set.

Figure 77 Average ground interferometric coherence for the L-Band SW and L-Band NE data-sets.
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9.4.8.5 Terrain Topography Estimation
The estimation of terrain topography has been based directly on the ground phases, retrieved through the
AS technique and the Phase Linking algorithm.
Terrain topography is retrieved by solving the problem:

ϕ n (P ) = kz n (P ) ⋅ q( P ) + Φ n

Eq 36

Where: n is the index of the interferograms, formed with respect to a common master; P denotes the
position of a pixel in the slant range, azimuth plane; φn (P) is the ground phase at location P in the n-th
interferogram; kzn (P) is the phase to height conversion factor at location P in the n-th interferogram; q(P)
is terrain elevation at location P ; the terms Φn account for the presence of constant phase offsets in each
interferogram.
The problem in
Eq 36 is well posed only upon the condition that each phase to height conversion
factor is characterized by a different spatial variation along the slant range, azimuth coordinates.
Otherwise, a 1 dimensional null space arises. If the height to phase conversion factors undergo no
(relevant) spatial variation, as it may be the case of spaceborne acquisitions, the null space is simply given
by a constant elevation offset. Accordingly, terrain topography is retrieved up to a constant, which may be
fixed by phase locking to a reference point.
The problem is well posed in case of airborne acquisitions, due to differential platform motion in different
tracks. As a matter of fact, however, it is bad conditioned, hindering the retrieval of absolute terrain
elevation. For this reason, terrain topography has been retrieved by allowing a 1 dimensional null space, in
order to ensure the robustness of the solution. The effect of the null space, however, can not be described
as a simple height offset as in the spaceborne case, but rather as a slowly varying deformation, which
represents the intrinsic problem ambiguity.
This is the best solution that can be retrieved in absence of any kind of a-priori information. Therefore, we
retained this approach.
Indeed, better results can be obtained by considering ground reference points, or models that account for
the physics of Propagation Disturbances. For example, in the airborne case Propagation Disturbances are
mainly caused by platform motion, whereas in the spaceborne case ionosphere is expected to play a
significant role.
Results are shown in Figure 78 through Figure 80. All panels report the estimation error with respect to the
LIDAR DEM. Results relative to data-sets P-Band SW, P-Band NE, and BioMass have been obtained by
correcting the data with the calibrating phases provided by DLR. At both P-Band and L-Band, the null
space has turned out to be essentially described by a rising a trend along the slant range coordinate.
Accordingly, the results have been de-trended in order to give the best match with the LIDAR DEM.
In all cases errors are visible, whose dynamic may be assessed in about ± 15 m at P-Band and ± 30 m at
L-Band. Such errors are characterized by a large spatial decorrelation length, and are correlated with the
flight direction. These features clearly indicate that terrain elevation errors are the result of uncompensated
phase terms, due to the residual platform motion. It has to be remarked that nearly the same result have
been obtained by processing the HH channel solely through standard interferometric techniques, see
Figure 79, left panel. Therefore, we exclude the presence of artifacts due to the tomographic processing.
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Figure 78: Terrain elevation error [m] with respect to the LIDAR DEM. Left panel: P-Band SW data-set. Right
panel: P-Band NE data-set.

Figure 79: Terrain elevation error [m] with respect to the LIDAR DEM: Left panel: P-Band SW data-set. This
DEM has been obtained by processing the HH interferometric phases through standard interferometric
techniques. Right panel: BioMass data-set.
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Figure 80: Terrain elevation error [m] with respect to the LIDAR DEM. Left panel: L-Band SW data-set. Right
panel: L-Band NE data-set.

Despite the aforementioned elevation errors, however, topography retrieval has turned out to be robust
enough as for the estimation of ground slopes, whose accuracy has been assessed in 2.25°. Such an
accuracy is converted in a forest height error smaller than 4%, see section 9.4.4.2. Accordingly, the
availability of an external DEM is not critical as for the assessment of forest height, even in of topographic
areas.
Finally, an excellent agreement is observed between the results achieved by processing the P-Band SW
and BioMass data-sets, the estimate accuracy being assessed in about 2 m.

9.4.8.6 Summary
Tomographic analyses clearly show that most scattering contributions at P-Band are associated with the
ground level, not only in the HH channel but also in the HV channel. Very similar results were observed
relatively to the Remningstorp test site investigated in the framework of the BioSAR 2007 campaign.
Therefore, the presence of HV scattering from the ground level appears as a distinctive trait of boreal or
boreal like forests as imaged at P-Band.
As expected, L-Band data have shown a remarkable difference, resulting in a more uniform distribution of
the backscattered power along the vertical direction. Still, non negligible contributions from the ground
level have been observed at L-Band as well.
Open areas are better identified at L-Band, whereas P-Band data have shown poor sensitivity as for the
identification of vegetated areas lower than about 8 m.
At both wavelengths, more than 90% of the information carried by the data can be represented by
retaining only two scattering mechanisms.
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Given the limited number of baselines, the Largest Volume solution has been proposed as a criterion for
the retrieval of volume contributions. Such a solution appears to be attractive especially at P-Band, as it
manages to reject most contributions from the ground level while resulting in a physically sound volume
structure. At L-Band, instead, only minor differences have been observed with respect to HV, consistently
with the presence of stronger canopy backscattering contributions.
In both cases, the Largest Volume solution has resulted in a remarkable agreement with LIDAR
measurements as for forest top height.
Terrain topography does not seem to hinder the correct estimation of forest height, provided that it has
been properly compensated for basing on a-priori knowledge. Besides phase calibration issues, however,
terrain topography can be well retrieved directly from SAR, given the good visibility of the ground at PBand.
The Ground to Volume backscattered power Ratios (GVRs) have turned out to be well consistent with the
physics of Radar scattering at P-Band and L-Band. As expected, P-Band data are more affected by
contributions from the ground level with respect to L-Band data, the difference as for the HV GVR being
assessed in about 5 dB. At both wavelengths it is observed that the HV GVR decreases with forest height,
consistently with the enlargement of volumetric structures. A different behavior is found with reference to
terrain slope, as the HV GVR exhibits a dependence on terrain slope at P-Band but not at L-Band,
consistently with the presence of specular reflections at P-Band, but not at L-Band. Therefore, we
conclude that useful information about the forest structure is carried by the GVR.
Terrain topography has been derived also from the ground phases retrieved through the Algebraic
Synthesis technique. At P-Band, it has been shown that no significant differences are found in the case
where terrain topography is derived through standard interferometric processing basing on the HH
polarization, due to the fact that the HH phase center is found very close to the ground level. The residual
error with respect to the LIDAR DEM is to be imputed to large scale phase errors, due to residual platform
motion, as witnessed by the fact that better results have been obtained by exploiting the calibrating phases
provided by DLR.
BioMass represents a challenging problem in the framework of super-resolution imaging, due to the
dramatic reduction of the number of independent looks within the estimation window and the stringent limit
to vertical resolution arising from pulse bandwidth, which may be assessed in about 20 m with a look angle
of 25°. Specific procedures have been adopted in order to deal with such a limit, resulting in a vertical
resolution enhancement by a factor of 2.
Forest height has been retrieved to within an accuracy of 20% with respect to LIDAR measurements by
exploiting a 1 ha estimation window. No significant bias has been observed for forest heights higher than
10 m, whereas a large bias is found for forest heights below 10 m, consistently with the theoretical vertical
resolution limit.
Terrain topography has been retrieved within an accuracy of 2 m with respect to the full bandwidth case.
The GVR is the most sensitive parameter with respect to resolution loss. The volume structure associated
with the Largest Volume Solution resembles the one found in HV, therefore yielding lower GVR values.
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Phase Stability and Phase Calibration

The aim of this last section is to discuss the effectiveness of different approaches to Phase Calibration at
P-Band. Four approaches are considered:
•

External Phase Calibration: no further correction is applied to the data, under the assumption that
platform motion has been completely corrected basing on navigation data.

•

Absolute Phase Offset Estimation Procedure (APO): the data is corrected according to the
calibrating phases provided by DLR.

•

Permanent Scatterers (PS) based Phase Calibration: the data is corrected basing on the phases
of amplitude stable points, identified according to section 9.4.3.3.

•

Algebraic Synthesis (AS) based Phase Calibration: the data is corrected basing on the retrieved
ground phases, according to section 9.4.4.6.

Phase accuracy will be assessed on the whole scene, considering the cases of the External and APO
calibration techniques.
The impact of the residual phase errors produced by the four techniques above will be then discussed in
light of the resulting tomographic profiles.

9.4.9.1 Phase Accuracy
Figure 81 shows the maps of the phase accuracy for the P-Band SW data-set. The right panel
corresponds to the case of the External Phase Calibration technique, where no further corrections have
been applied, whereas the left panel has been obtained by applying the calibrating phases provided by
DLR.
In both cases terrain topography is retrieved along with a set of 5 phase offsets, according to section
9.4.8.5. A further phase correction is then applied in order to remove the retrieved phase offsets and the
contribution to phase of terrain topography.
It is very important to note that different estimates are produced with different calibration technique as for
terrain topography. This phenomenon, however, does not necessarily have an impact of the capability to
image the vertical structure of the scene. For example, the presence of phase disturbances correlated with
the normal baselines might easily result in large errors as for terrain topography. Yet, nothing changes as
for the focusing of targets above the ground, provided that the contributions to phase of the estimated
topography are removed. In other words, the decision to estimate and remove topographic contributions in
all cases has been taken in order to provide a comparison of different calibration techniques by
considering only their impact on the tomographic reconstructions of the targets above the ground.
Phase stability has been evaluated for each pixel by taking the average of the phase residuals along the
six tracks. In formula:

γˆα = Re ∑ exp( j∆ϕ n )


n



Eq 37

Where Δφn is the phase residual for the n-th track after removal of terrain topography and phase offsets.
Phase stability has then been converted in degrees assuming that phase residuals are normally
distributed, see Eq 27.
As visible in Figure 81, no dramatic improvement has been observed to be brought by the APO technique
as for the vertical focusing. This is due to the fact that terrain elevation and phase offsets are removed in
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all cases. Accordingly, the phase corrections yielded by the APO technique appear to be mostly related to
topography and phase offsets, whose effect has been voluntary excluded from this analysis. Though,
applying DLR calibrating phases has resulted in visible improvements of the phase accuracy throughout
the whole scene. In particular, it may be appreciated that artifacts due to platform motion have been
reduced. Notwithstanding the presence of areas with large errors, phase accuracy is observed to be in the
order of 5° - 10° in most areas, witnessing the excellent quality of the data delivered by DLR.

Figure 81: Phase accuracy for the P-Band SW data-set. Left panel: APO Phase Calibration. Right Panel:
External Phase Calibration.

9.4.9.2 Tomographic profiles
This section reports the retrieved backscattered power distributions in the HV channel for the same
azimuth cut analyzed in 9.4.7. Results are shown in Figure 82 and Figure 83. As in section 9.4.7, all
panels are presented in ground geometry.
It may be appreciated that the best focusing quality is obtained by the AS technique. This is not surprising,
as such a technique performs an adaptive and continuous phase calibration basing on the retrieved
ground phases. The PS-based technique has produced nice results. Though, better performances had
been observed in the case of the BioSAR 2007 data-set, as reported in [41]. This result is to be imputed to
a less reliable point selection with respect to the BioSAR 2007 case. On the one hand, this phenomenon is
due to the fact that baseline aperture is halved with respect to the BioSAR 2007 case, resulting in
difficulties as for the identification of point-targets, as discussed in section 9.4.3.3. On the other hand,
though, this phenomenon is also the result of the presence of large topographic variations, which weakens
dihedral scattering contributions.
Although resulting in a phase accuracy within 5° - 10°, focusing degradation has been observed in the
cases of the External and the APO calibration techniques, witnessing the strict requirements of
Tomography.
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Figure 82: Tomographic Profiles for the selected azimuth cut. Top row: AS-based Phase Calibration. Bottom
row: PS-based Phase Calibration. Data-set: P-Band SW. Polarization: HV.

Figure 83: Tomographic Profiles for the selected azimuth cut. Top row: External Phase Calibration. Bottom row:
APO Phase Calibration. Data-set: P-Band SW. Polarization: HV.
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9.4.10 Conclusions
3D structures of forests have been analyzed through multi-baseline and multi-polarimetric SAR surveys at
P-Band and L-Band.
At P-Band the most relevant scattering contributions are observed at the ground level, both in co polar and
cross polar channels, implying the presence of ground reflected volume scattering. The observed value of
50° as for the co-polar phase in forested area strongly indicates the presence of specular reflections.
Accordingly, the presence of HV scattering contributions from the ground level seems to be better
explained as being due to the ensemble of trunk-ground and canopy-ground interactions, eventually
perturbed by the presence of understorey and trunk-ground dielectric losses. The presence of HV
scattering from the ground level appears as a distinctive trait of boreal or boreal like forests at P-Band, as
similar results were observed for the Remningstorp data-set investigated in the framework of the BioSAR
2007 campaign.
L-Band data have shown a remarkable difference, resulting in a more uniform distribution of the
backscattered power along the vertical direction. Still, non negligible contributions from the ground level
have been observed at L-Band as well.
Open areas are better identified at L-Band, whereas P-Band data have shown poor sensitivity as for the
identification of vegetated areas lower than about 8 m.
Terrain topography plays two distinct roles in the analysis of forested areas. The first is geometric. The 3D
reconstruction produced by a multi-baseline SAR system is naturally described in a slanted coordinated
system, according to the Radar Line of Sight. Therefore, a geocoding operation is required in order to
represent the scene in ground geometry. It then follows that knowledge of terrain topography is strictly
required for the correct evaluation of target elevation above the ground. In particular, an imprecise
compensation of terrain slope directly results in errors about the retrieved forest height, the amount of the
error depending on the actual terrain slope and the look angle. Excluding phase calibration issues,
however, the retrieval of terrain topography directly from SAR data does not seem to give rise to critical
problems, by virtue of the good visibility of the ground at P-Band. The other role played by terrain
topography is related to the physics of the received signal. As discussed, relevant double-bounce
contributions are found at P-Band. Accordingly, terrain topography has a great impact on the nature of the
received signal, since topographic slope tends to zero double bounce contributions. This phenomenon has
been clearly observed by comparing the Ground to Volume Ratio (GVR) at P-Band and L-Band retrieved
by the Tomographic analysis. In fact, the GVR has been observed to decrease with terrain slope at PBand, whereas such a dependency has not been observed at L-Band.
Most of the analyses have been carried out through the Algebraic Synthesis (AS) technique, recently
introduced in literature. Such a technique allows the generalization of the PolInSAR concepts to the case
of multiple baselines and multiple Scattering Mechanisms (SMs), while yielding the best Least Square fit
with respect to the received signal. Accordingly, a first important result within this campaign is the
experimental demonstration that two SMs account for more than 90% of the information carried by the
data at both P-Band and L-Band. This result underlines the validity of modeling a forest scenario as being
constituted by ground and volume scattering. As discussed, though, the separation of ground and volume
scattering contributions is subject to an ambiguity, mostly associated with the possibility that volume
scattering may be found at the ground level as well.
In this framework, Tomography represents a powerful tool for investigating the potential solutions. Clearly,
the true potentialities of SAR Tomography are revealed only in presence of a suitably large baseline
aperture. As discussed, especially at P-Band the accurate reconstruction of the spatial distribution of the
backscattered power is hindered by the poor baseline aperture. For this reason the Tomographic imaging
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has been performed basing on super-resolution methods. This choice has to be considered as a
compromise. Indeed it entails a loss of radiometric accuracy. Still, it permits to appreciate details that
would not be accessible otherwise.
The Largest Volume solution has been proposed as a criterion to solve the ambiguity that affects the
problem of SM separation with a limited number of baselines. Such a solution appears to be an attractive
tool especially at P-Band, as it manages to reject most contributions from the ground level while resulting
in a physically sound volume structure. At L-Band, instead, only minor differences have been observed
with respect to HV, consistently with the presence of stronger canopy backscattering contributions with
respect to P-Band.
The Largest Volume solution has resulted in a remarkable agreement with LIDAR measurements as for
forest top height, along with physically consistent GVRs at both P-Band and L-Band. Clearly, these results
alone are not sufficient to claim that the Largest Volume solution actually captures the true volume
structure. Yet, it represents a first step towards the solution of the SM separation problem, and highlights
the importance of structure as for the understanding of the physics of Radar scattering from forested
areas. It is also worth noting that the Largest Volume structure represents an example of how Tomography
could interface with PolInSAR in the framework of the BioMass mission. The availability of multiplebaselines offers the possibility to examine the structure of scattering contributions identified as being
associated with volume-only scattering, and thus to improve both the physical modeling and the retrieval
procedures.
Terrain topography has been derived directly from the ground phases retrieved through the Algebraic
Synthesis technique. At P-Band, it has been shown that no significant differences are found in the case
where terrain topography is derived through standard interferometric processing basing on the HH
polarization, due to the fact that the HH phase center is found very close to the ground level. The residual
error with respect to the LIDAR DEM is to be imputed to large scale phase errors, due to residual platform
motion, as witnessed by the fact that better results have been obtained by exploiting the calibrating phases
provided by DLR.
Phase Calibration has to be discussed with reference to two issues. The first, and most important, is
relative to the accuracy of the vertical structure reconstruction once that topography and phase offsets
contribution have been removed. In this case it has been shown that the AS-based calibration technique is
capable of recovering phase miscalibration in absence of external information, therefore proving the
feasibility of SAR tomography in the framework of a spaceborne mission. PS-based calibration has
produced acceptable results, even though better results had been observed in the case of the BioSAR
2007 data-set. Although resulting in a phase accuracy within 5°-10°, focusing degradation has been
observed in the cases of the External and the APO calibration techniques, witnessing the strict
requirements of Tomography. Accordingly, the inclusion of a data-based Phase Calibration step in the
processing chain has to be considered as a mandatory requirement. On the other hand, though, blind
Phase Calibration techniques can not fully recover the topographic information, especially in presence of a
low number of tracks. Phase disturbances due to platform motion do not seem to be critical in the
framework of the BioMass mission, due to high orbit accuracy of spaceborne platforms. The impact of
ionospheric disturbances, instead, is still to be fully investigated.
BioMass represents a challenging problem in the framework of super-resolution imaging.
Considering both pulse bandwidth and the antenna length along the flight direction, the spatial resolutions
of the BioMass and E-SAR systems are separated by a factor of about 100. This entails a dramatic
reduction of the number of independent looks within the estimation window, which jeopardizes the retrieval
of robust statistics. The only viable strategy to mitigate this phenomenon is the employment of a suitably
large estimation window. In this work, a 60 x 60 m estimation window has been assumed, after the need to
get robust statistics while ensuring a relatively fine spatial resolution. Furthermore, the pulse bandwidth of
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the BioMass system poses a stringent limit to vertical resolution, which may be assessed in about 20 m
with a look angle of 25°. Specific procedures have been adopted in order to deal with this phenomenon,
resulting in a vertical resolution enhancement by a factor of 2.
Despite these difficulties, however, results have turned out to be consistent with those obtained in the full
bandwidth case. The best result has been obtained as for the estimate of terrain topography, whose
accuracy with respect to the full bandwidth case has been assessed in about 2 m.
Forest height has been retrieved to within an accuracy of 20% with respect to LIDAR measurements by
exploiting a 1 ha estimation window. Furthermore, no significant bias has been observed for forest heights
above 10 m. These results confirm the feasibility of inferring structural information from BioMass data.
In particular, the absence of relevant estimate bias indicates that products within a given accuracy may be
delivered by enlarging the size of the estimation window. For example, accuracy can be improved to 5%
by exploiting a 1 square kilometer estimation window.
Further researches should be devoted to improving ground-volume separation in the BioMass case. In
particular, two kinds of a-priori information will be considered. One is relative to the expected polarimetric
behavior of ground and volume scattering, to be exploited to solve the ambiguity of the SM separation
problem. The other is relative to the expected texture of forested areas, which may be exploited in order to
simultaneously achieve super-resolution capabilities along the three geometrical axes.
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10 SUMMARY
Will be delivered in the next version!
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11 RECOMMENDATION
Will be delivered in the next version!
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12 APPENDIX: DATA TABLE
This appendix contains tables with stand-wise averages of e.g. SAR backscatter, incidence angles and
aspect angles for the different SAR images acquired within the BIOSAR 2008 experiment. The appendix
also contains a description of how each of the quantities in the tables was calculated.

12.1 Data Processing
The main part of the tables is SAR backscatter values for each image scene and stand. The stands are
the 31 forest stands for which in-situ measurements were made within the framework of BIOSAR 2008.
Three backscatter measurements are presented in the table: β°, σ° and γ°=σ°/ cosθi, where β° is the
averaged radar-cross section per unit image area (azimuth x slant range), σ° is the averaged radar-cross
section per unit ground-projected area, γ° is σ° normalized with the projection factor cosθi, and θi is the
local incidence angle as defined in Figure 12.1. The projection from β°to σ°was done using the groundprojection factor cosψ according to [1]:

σ 0 = β 0 cosψ

(12.1)

where ψ is the angle between the surface normal and the image plane normal (see Figure 12.2). As
shown in [1] this projection formula can be approximated by the commonly used projection formula

σ 0 = β 0 sin θ i for areas which are fairly flat and/or has small azimuth surface tilt. However, the area
studied in the BIOSAR 2008 campaign (Krycklan) has strong topographic variations and therefore Eq. 12.1
was used.
The angles in Figure 12.1 and Figure 12.2 were calculated based on the DEM used for geocoding of SAR
images
and
recorded
(reference)
flight
track
positions
for
ESAR
(files
named
“track_wgs8408biosarXXXx1_ch1_t0X”, delivered with radar geometry images). A linear flight path was
fitted to the flight track positions. The flight altitude was assumed to be constant. The deviations between
the approximate linear path and the true flight path were typically less than a few meters. The used DEM
had the same geometry as the geocoded SAR images, i.e. each SAR pixel was associated with a ground
height. In order to calculate local surface normals, a plane was fitted, using least squares, to a 50 m by 50
m area centered on each pixel position. The coefficients for the planes were calculated using linear
filtering operations, which were implemented as multiplications in the frequency domain. Since the DEM
was large it was processed in blocks. Care was taken to avoid wrap-around effects due to the periodicity
of the FFT. The shortest vector ( R ) from the linear track to each pixel position was calculated. After these
calculations the vector R and the surface normal were available, and with the added knowledge of the
flight direction the angles θ , u and ν were readily calculated. From this the projection factor cosψ was
calculated using Eq. 4 in [1]. Measured values for β°were then extracted for each pixel and polarization,
and estimates of σ° were calculated. These (pixel level) estimates of σ° (four polarizations) and the angles
θ , u and ν were stored in an image with seven bands. The image scenes which were divided into three
sub-scenes by DLR were combined into a single large image. Only geocoded image scenes were
processed.
In order to reduce border effects and geographical positioning errors, a 10 m buffer zone was removed for
each stand. A file containing stand delineations after the buffer removal is part of the BIOSAR 2008 data
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set. For all pixels whose centers were located within a stand (after buffer removal), the estimated value for
each of the seven bands described above was extracted. For each pixel, estimates of β°, γ°,θi and ψ were
then calculated. Stand averages for each of these quantities were then made by averaging all pixel values
within each stand. For the backscatter measurements, the averaging was done in linear units and the
average value was then transformed to decibel. Average values for u and ν were not calculated by
simple averaging. Instead, an average surface normal was calculated by first adding together the surface
normals for each pixel, then dividing by the number of pixels, and finally normalizing the mean surface
normal so that its length was equal to unity. The surface normals for each pixel were calculated from the
angles u and ν . Stand values for u and ν were then calculated from the mean surface normal. For the
backscatter measurements a measure of within-stand variation was calculated as the coefficient of
variation, defined as CV ( x ) = mean ( x ) / std ( x ) , where std is the standard deviation and x is the set of
pixel level estimates (in linear units) for each stand. As a measure of local topographic variations the
standard deviation of the local incidence angle (θi ) was calculated.
The stand averages described above were stored as tables in an Excel-document. Each sheet in the
document corresponds to an image scene and each row corresponds to a stand. In addition to the stand
averages described above, the stand identification number, the stand area, an estimate of the stand
biomass (based on in-situ measurements) and the estimated standard error of the biomass estimates
were included in the tables. Moreover, stand-wise averages of the local incidence angles calculated by
DLR, which are delivered together with the geocoded SAR data, were included in the tables. The values
for these incidence angles differ slightly from the incidence angles described above, since they only take
slopes in the range direction into account.
Further the stand average values derived from the available Lidar data for the 100 highest trees were
added as well as the inverted forest height values derived from L- and P-band using the Random-Volumeover-Ground model for the ascending and the descending as well as a combined value.

Figure 12.1. Definition of projection angle and local incidence angle according to [1]. z and R are azimuth and slant
range coordinates, n is the surface normal, ψ is the projection angle and θ i is the local incidence angle. x is the
azimuth direction, z is the vertical and x, y and z forms a right-hand orthogonal coordinate system.
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Figure 12.2. Definition of angles θ, ν and u according to [1].

12.2 Description of Table
Table 12.1 gives a description of the data found in each column in the data tables in Section 12.3. In most
column headers, the unit of the quantity in the corresponding column is given in square brackets. The
angles found in Table 12.1 are defined in Figure 12.1 and Figure 12.2. Furthermore, the notation XY in the
description table indicates the polarization combination of the backscatter, i.e. XY is replaced by HH, HV,
VV or VH in all data tables.
Table 12-1. Description of column headers and data.

Column header

Description of data in column

Stand ID

Stand identification number

Stand area [ha]

Stand area

Biomass [tons/ha]

Estimated stand biomass

SE(Biomass) [%]

Standard error for biomass estimate

beta0XY [dB]

Stand average for

CV(beta0XY)

Coefficient of variation for

sigma0XY [dB]

Stand average for

CV(sigma0XY)

Coefficient of variation for

gamma0XY [dB]

Stand average for

CV(gamma0XY)

Coefficient of variation for

theta_i (Chalmers) [degrees]

Stand average of local incidence angle (θi)

17/03/2010

β xy0
β xy0

(has no units)

σ xy0
σ xy0 (has no units)

γ xy0
γ xy0 (has no units)
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Standard deviation of local incidence angle (θi )
Stand average of local incidence angle provided by DLR

u [degrees]

Stand average of projection angle (ψ)
Stand average of ground slope angle ( u )

v [degrees]

Stand average of aspect angle (ν )

Lidar H100

Lidar forest height of the 100 highest trees (stand average)

L-band inversion heights [m]

L-band Pol-InSAR inverted forest height (stand average)

P-band inversion heights [m]

P-band Pol-InSAR inverted forest height (stand average)

12.3 Data Tables
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(Further tables are available and will be delivered in the next version of the final report!)

12.4 References
[1] L.M.H. Ulander, “Radiometric slope correction of synthetic-aperture radar images,” IEEE Transactions
on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol. 34, no. 5, pp. 1115-1122, 1996.
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